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Chapter 1 Describing Motion

When planning a get-together with a group of friends, some of the things to consider are where you are going to meet and
how you are going to get there. If it’s a warm summer day, you might inline skate, cycle, ride a bus, drive a car, or walk to
your destination. Which would you prefer?
For many people, the mode of travel is as much a decision about exercise and a healthy lifestyle as it is about getting
there on time. If you’ve been inactive and indoors all day, it feels great to have the wind in your hair and to be out
exercising in the fresh air. For most people, healthy choices extend beyond choosing inline skating to deciding to wear a
helmet and other protective equipment.
Some might say that it would be much easier to simply hop in a car and drive wherever you want to go. But even this
option involves making many choices in terms of safety. The driver must first ensure that everyone has buckled up; then
the driver has to make dozens of decisions in terms of speed, merging into traffic, entering intersections when the green
light has just changed to yellow . . . the list goes on. At the heart of all these decisions is the physics of motion.
By the end of this chapter you will be able to describe motion in terms of displacement, time, velocity, and
acceleration. You will be able to explain these terms by referring to Newton’s laws of motion and apply them to
transportation and transportation safety.
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Reaction Time
Concentration is essential when driving an automobile.
Distractions can affect a driver’s reaction time—the time
it takes the driver to respond to the changes around him
or her. The inability to react quickly can cause collisions.

step 6: Calculate your reaction time using the following
formula as a guide:
Dt =

Purpose
You will determine your reaction time under different
circumstances.

Materials
• metre-stick
• cellphone
• calculator

Note: A calculator may be
used in place of a cellphone.

Procedure

2D d
, where D t = time (in seconds)
a
D d = distance (in metres)
a = gravitational acceleration

(9.81 m/s )
2

step 7: Trade places with your partner, and repeat
steps 1 to 6.
step 8: A cellphone is a common distraction for drivers.
Hold a cellphone (or calculator) in your hand
that is not resting on the table (as shown in
Figure B1.2).
step 9: Repeat steps 1 to 7 to simulate the effect a
cellphone has on reaction time. As soon as you
are ready for your partner to drop the metre-stick,
begin entering your home telephone number into
the cellphone.

Figure B1.1: Your thumb and forefinger should be about 3 cm apart.

step 1: Sit beside a desk or table so that your arm is
resting on the tabletop and your wrist extends
over the edge (as shown in Figure B1.1).
step 2: Have your partner hold a metre-stick so that the
end of the metre-stick is even with the tops of
your thumb and forefinger (which are separated
by about 3 cm).
step 3: Once you say you are ready, your partner
will release the metre-stick within the next 20
seconds. As soon as you notice the metre-stick
falling, try to catch it between your thumb and
forefinger.

Figure B1.2: Reaction time is tested while simulating using a cellphone.

Analysis

step 4: Record how many centimetres the metre-stick
fell before you caught it.

1. Did reaction times change when you were entering the
telephone number?

step 5: Repeat steps 1 to 4 three times, and determine
the average distance the metre-stick fell.

2. Can you think of another driver distraction that would
affect reaction time that could be tested here? If so, try it.
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1.1 Average Speed

Figure B1.3: Cycling is a popular form of physical fitness.

If you ask these cyclists where they are going, they might
say, “We’re going to a homestead near Warburg. It’s about
two-and-a-half hours from Leduc.” A driver of a car passing
these cyclists might describe Warburg as being only a
half-hour away. How can the village of Warburg be
described so differently?

Pioneer Travel
In 1907, this same journey took an early pioneer named
John Anderson about ten hours by oxcart. At that time, this
part of Alberta was covered by boreal forest and the only
route was a rough trail carved through the woods, swamps,
and streams. This is why Anderson took so much longer to
cover the same distance.

Historical Travel
If you went back in time even further, prior to the arrival
of European settlers to Alberta, a group of lightly equipped
Sakawinowak (Woodland Cree) hunters might have been
able to travel this same route on foot, through the dense
forest, in about nine hours.
Figure B1.4: Pioneers travelled great
distances to find land on which to homestead.
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Example Problem 1.1

In each mode of transportation, the distance travelled is
the same, but the times for the various means of motion
are different. This is due to differences in average speed.
Average speed is equal to the total distance travelled
divided by the elapsed time.
total distance
average speed =
elapsed time
Dd
v=
Dt

Use the endpoint of the graph of the cyclists to
determine their average speed.
Solution

average speed: the
distance travelled
over a specified time

Figure B1.5 illustrates the effect of average speed on the
elapsed time.

D d = 40 km
D t = 2.5 h
v=?

The cyclists’ average speed was 16 km/h.

Distance–Time Graph for
Various Modes of Transportation

Practice

sts

Use the information presented in Figure B1.5 to answer
questions 1 to 3.
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2. a. During the trip, did the cyclists stop and rest?
b. If the cyclists stopped for an additional 30 min,
determine their resulting average speed.
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3. Who completed the journey with a constant speed?

Time (h)
Figure B1.5: The time it takes to travel from Leduc to Warburg depends on
the mode of transportation used.

Uniform Motion
Figure B1.5 shows that each mode of transportation covered the same distance
but with different elapsed times. The graph also shows other details about the trip.
Notice that the car, likely on cruise control, is the only one that produced a straight
line. On the sections of the highway that were straight—sections where the car was
travelling in a straight line—the car was moving with uniform motion.
uniform motion: motion in a straight line at a constant speed

Non-uniform Motion
Non-uniform motion is illustrated by the other modes of transportation in
Figure B1.5. They show changes in speed, direction, or both.
In the natural world, uniform motion is rare. In most cases, an object speeds
up, slows down, or turns. The result is non-uniform motion.
non-uniform motion: motion with a change in speed, direction, or both
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Practice
4. Which of the objects in Figure B1.6 shows non-uniform motion? Explain your answer.

Figure B1.6: From left to right, you see ivy growing, an eagle fishing, and Angel Glacier at Jasper National Park.

Instantaneous Speed
Although rare in the natural world, humans have created technologies that can move with uniform motion.
A car on cruise control travelling on a straight, level section of highway is a good example. The signs
posted along the highway remind drivers of the maximum speed they are
instantaneous speed:
allowed to travel without breaking the law. Speed limits are set for daylight
speed at an instant of time
driving under ideal conditions. Drivers are expected to reduce their speeds
when conditions aren’t ideal. It is also important to note that these speed limits do not refer to the
maximum average speed of the vehicle; they refer to the maximum instantaneous speed.

Scalar Quantity
Drivers receiving a speeding ticket might argue that they were travelling under the posted speed limit for most of their trip.
However, that fact doesn’t matter if the particular moment they exceeded the speed limit was the same time their speed was
monitored.
A speed limit sign identifies the maximum speed permitted at any moment along a roadway, but it does not show which
way you are travelling. When you think about it, the road determines your direction because you are following it! Since the
speed printed on the sign does not contain any information about direction, it is an example of a scalar quantity.
scalar quantity:
a quantity consisting
of magnitude only,
not direction

Figure B1.7: Speeding can be a very expensive habit.
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Scalars
Highway signs are not the only place where scalar quantities appear. They are also frequently found on packages of
consumer goods because people want to know how much is in the packages. You will also see scalar quantities used to
describe elapsed time, volume, or any other measurement that does not include direction.

Practice
5. Closely examine the following items.

a. Which items illustrate scalar quantities? Explain.
b. Some of the items do not show scalars. What do these items all have in common?
c. Write four statements that contain a scalar quantity.
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Conversion Factors
Notice that highway signs that display scalar quantities often don’t include units. Since there is a limit on the amount of
information that a driver can safely read from a sign while driving, not to mention a limit on the size of the sign, highway
signs often leave out details like units. So, it is understood among drivers in Canada, unless otherwise stated, that highway
signs always give distances in kilometres and speeds in kilometres per hour (km/h).
Example Problem 1.2 illustrates how conversion factors can be used to help sort out different units while problem solving.

Example Problem 1.2
An owl is able to drop 1.30 m in 0.80 s to capture its prey.
Determine the owl’s average speed during its descent in
metres per second and kilometres per hour.
Solution
D d = 1.30 m, D t = 0.80 s, v = ?
Determine the average speed in metres per second.
Dd
Dt
1.30 m
=
0.80 s
= 1.625 m/s
= 1.6 m/s

v=

Convert the average speed into kilometres per hour.
3600 s
m
1 km
¥
¥
s 1000 m
1h
= 5.85 km/h
= 5.9 km/h

v = 1.625

Figure B1.8: An owl pounces on its prey.

¨ Remember: When using a value from a previous calculation,
always use the unrounded value for a more accurate calculation.

The average speed of the owl during its descent is 1.6 m/s or 5.9 km/h.
Did you notice how the answers in Example Problem 1.2 were rounded to two significant digits? Recall the rules of
significant digits. In this case, although the distance measurement has three significant digits, time has only two significant
digits. Therefore, the answer must be rounded to two significant digits. For additional information regarding significant
digits and rounding, read “Calculations with Significant Digits” on pages 534 to 536. Try keeping all these things in mind
as you do the Practice questions.

Practice
6. David drives his quad 20.5 km into the back country to get to his favourite lake to fish for trout. If it takes 2.5 h
to get to the lake, determine David’s average speed in kilometres per hour and metres per second.
7. The sound waves from a thunderclap can travel 20.6 km in 1.0 min. Determine the speed of sound in metres
per second.
8. During a track meet, Kelsey ran the 80-m hurdles event in 12.2 s. Determine Kelsey’s average speed in metres
per second and kilometres per hour.
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Uniform motion is movement at a constant speed in a straight line. In the natural world, uniform motion is rare because most
motion is non-uniform. Average speed and instantaneous speed are useful quantities when describing motion. As the names
imply, average speed is an average calculated over an interval of time, whereas instantaneous speed is the speed at an instant
of time. Both are examples of scalar quantities—they have magnitude but no direction. Speed calculations often require
converting units, which can be conveniently done using a conversion factor.

1.1 Questions
Knowledge
1. Define each of the following terms.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

uniform motion
non-uniform motion
instantaneous speed
scalar quantity
conversion factor

2. Use one or more conversion factors to convert each of the following measurements into seconds.
a. 90.0 min

b. 30 days

c. 17 years

3. Use a conversion factor to convert each of the following measurements into metres.
a. 628 µm

b. 1.3 mm

c. 85.5 cm

d. 285 km

Applying Concepts
4. You are a passenger travelling in a car where the driver has engaged the cruise control, maintaining a constant speed
of 90 km/h. You are moving on a straight section of level highway.
a. State the type of motion demonstrated by the car.
b. Suppose you glance at the speedometer every few seconds. What scalar quantity does the speedometer display?
Would you expect the reading of the speedometer to change during this part of the trip? Explain.
c. Unknown to both you and the driver, a small plane flying over your section of the highway was measuring the time
it took your vehicle to travel between two painted stripes on the pavement 250 m apart. If an RCMP officer in the
aircraft determined the time to be 10.0 s, calculate the average speed of the car in kilometres per hour.
d. What can you conclude about the values for average speed and instantaneous speed when an object is travelling
with uniform motion?

Figure B1.9: On some occasions, police have monitored traffic from low-flying aircraft.
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1.2 Identifying and Solving Problems with New Technologies

Figure B1.10: Buckling up should always be the first thing you do when you get into a vehicle.

A surprising spinoff from modern automotive designs is that vehicles have become so comfortable that drivers can lose their
sense of how fast they are actually travelling. In this case, technology designed to solve one set of problems—decreasing
road noise and providing a more comfortable ride—has created a whole new set of unintended problems. Improvements to
soundproofing and suspension systems have made drivers so comfortable that, in some cases, they become disconnected
from the hazards associated with driving. When travelling at highway speeds, a vehicle moves surprisingly long distances in
relatively short times.

Example Problem 1.3
During an intense sneeze, a driver’s eyes can remain closed for about 0.50 s. If the vehicle is
moving 100 km/h, how many metres does the car travel during this time? Provide an example of a
comparable distance.
Solution
v = 100

km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km

= 27. 7 m/s
D t = 0.50 s
Dd = ?

Dd
Dt
D d = vDt
v=

(

¨ Rearrange the formula to find the distance.

)

= 27. 7 m/s ( 0.50 s )

¨ Enter the known values.

= 14 m

During a sneeze, a driver’s eyes can remain closed for 14 m while travelling 100 km/h. This distance
is equal to about three car lengths.
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Practice
9. Dana reaches into the backseat to get one of her
favourite CDs to load into her car’s player. If this
takes her eyes off the road for 2.0 s, determine the
number of metres she would travel if her car was
moving

Example Problem 1.4
While travelling down a dark country road, the
headlights on Manpreet’s truck allow him to see up
to 60 m of the road ahead. If he is travelling 70 km/h,
how many seconds will it take Manpreet to reach the
furthest point of his headlights’ beam?
Solution
v = 70

km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km

= 19.4 m/s

a. 30 km/h (maximum speed in school zones)

D d = 60 m

b. 50 km/h (maximum speed on most residential
streets)

Dt = ?

c. 80 km/h (maximum speed on most gravel roads
in Alberta)

First, rearrange the formula to find the elasped time, D t.

d. 110 km/h (maximum speed on some divided
highways in Alberta)
10. Even if a driver has every intention of staying
focused on driving, sometimes events beyond a
driver’s control can happen, resulting in the driver
being distracted for a few seconds. During the
time a driver is distracted, the vehicle continues to
move. Extend this reasoning to explain why driving
an automobile at speeds in excess of the posted
speed limit is so dangerous.

Dd
Dt
Dd
Dt
vDt =
Dt
v=

( )

¨ Multiply both sides by D t.

vDt = D d
v Dt D d
=
¨ Divide both sides by v.
v
v
Dd
Dt =
v
Now, enter the values and solve for time.

Driving at Night
Driving at night presents other challenges to a driver. The
small area that can be illuminated by a vehicle’s headlights
provides a driver with limited information about the road
ahead. When conditions are clear—no rain or snow—
headlights with halogen bulbs can illuminate up to 60 m of
the road ahead.
The speed of the vehicle determines the amount of time
the driver has to detect and react to situations that apear on
the road ahead.

Dd
v
60 m
=
19.4 m/s ¨ Use the unrounded value of speed.
= 3.1 s

Dt =

It will take Manpreet 3.1 s to reach the furthest point of
his headlights’ beam.
The algebra in Example Problem 1.4 is a little more
challenging because D t in the original equation is not
isolated; it is also initially in the denominator. Therefore,
the first step in the algebra is to multiply both sides of the
equation by D t, causing it to cancel on one side and appear
in the numerator on the other side.
As was the case in Unit A, it is not necessary to show all
the algebra steps in your solution. If you are able, you can
streamline your solution by, first, writing the basic equation
and then simply recording the rearranged version on the next
line. Keep this in mind as you try the Practice questions.

Figure B1.11: In ideal night-driving conditions, standard halogen-bulb
headlights illuminate up to 60 m of the road.
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The solution to Example Problem 1.3 reminds you
that the math skills you developed in Unit A apply to the
other units in Science 20 as well. Note that units were dealt
with first and that the values for speed and time were not
substituted until the equation was rearranged.
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Practice
11. How long will it take to drive the 439 km between Edmonton and Fort McMurray if an average speed of 95 km/h is
maintained for the entire journey?
12. When most people think of tuna, the first thing that usually comes to mind is a small tin of food for sandwiches. In
the ocean, the tuna is a large, fast-swimming predator with a streamlined body. Aided by ocean currents, a tuna
can swim with an average speed of about 30 km/h; but it is capable of instantaneous speeds of 80 km/h. If a tuna
maintains its average speed, how many days will it take it to cross the 5000-km width of the Atlantic Ocean?

13. North America drifts away from Europe at a rate of 25 mm per year. The theory that explains this phenomenon is
called plate tectonics. If the thickness of a human hair is about 5.0 ¥ 10- 5 m, how many hours will it take before
Nova Scotia is “a hair’s breadth” farther from England?

Utilizing Technology
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) Headlights
Define the Issue

Science Skills

One problem with conventional halogen-bulb headlights is that they
� Initiating and Planning
only provide illumination for about 60 m of the road ahead of the
� Performing and Recording
vehicle under ideal conditions. At speeds over 80 km/h, a vehicle can
�
Analyzing and Interpreting
cover this distance in such a short time interval that the driver has
�
Communication and Teamwork
insufficient time to react to any hazard that may appear. The use of
high-intensity discharge (HID) headlights illuminates up to 100 m of
the road ahead of the vehicle, providing the driver with improved visibility and more time to react to a potential hazard.
The HID headlights also produce a wider beam, allowing drivers to detect objects, like pedestrians and animals, on the
edges of the road more effectively.
However, HID headlights create a whole new set of problems for drivers in oncoming vehicles because the light
produced is very glaring. The response of these oncoming drivers is to wince, squint, and possibly look away. Ironically,
while the ability to see at night is enhanced for a driver in a vehicle equipped with HID headlights, the opposite can be
said for drivers in oncoming vehicles.

Purpose
You will determine the risks and benefits of HID headlights. You will also be asked to develop an opinion on whether
these headlights should be banned.

Identifying Alternatives/Perspectives
1. Should HID headlights be banned? Begin brainstorming alternative solutions to this question. One approach is to
consider the question from as many points of view as possible. Copy and complete the following table by listing at
least three stakeholders and their corresponding viewpoints.
Stakeholder
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Point of View/Perspective

2. Use the Internet to collect information related to question 1 and to the alternative perspectives on this
issue. As with any Internet search, your success will largely depend upon your ability to choose appropriate
combinations of key words to enter into the search engine. Copy and complete the following table by
attempting at least four different combinations of key words.
Key Words Entered

First Ten Listings Provided

Evaluation of Information Gathered

Analyzing the Issue
3. Analyze the results of your research by concisely organizing your findings in a risk-benefit analysis. Review your lists
of risks and benefits. How would each of the stakeholders react to the entries on your lists? Record the reactions of
three of your stakeholders to the data in your risk-benefit analysis.

Taking a Stand and Defending Your Position
4. Should HID headlights be banned? Take a clear position on this issue by writing a few concise paragraphs. Your
position should be supported by your research and should indicate that you have considered the question from more
than one point of view.

Evaluation
5. It is helpful at this stage to share your findings with others. How do their points of view differ from yours? Are the
arguments made to support these views consistent with the information you researched? Did other students find
additional information unknown to you? How has your position changed since you started? If you had to make this
decision again, what would you have done differently? Evaluate your position and the process you used to develop
your point of view by writing a few concise paragraphs. Your response should indicate that you have considered the
positions of other students and that these alternative points of view have been addressed.

1.2 Summary
A technology designed to solve one set of problems can sometimes create a whole new set of unintended problems. The use
of HID headlights certainly illustrates this point. It has many people wondering whether this new technology requires further
modification. The process of sorting out these issues sometimes requires a mathematical analysis that relies upon algebra.
Other aspects of the issues can be analyzed by listing the risks and benefits related to the use of new technology.

1.2 Questions
Knowledge
1. Copy and complete the following table by identifying the unintended problems created by each technological
advancement listed.
Technological Advancement

Unintended Problems Created

improvements to soundproofing and
suspension systems of vehicles
introduction of HID headlights

2. Show all the steps involved in rearranging the formula for average speed to isolate the following variables.
a. distance, D d
b. time, D t

Chapter 1: Describing Motion
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Applying Concepts
3. Although it is true that new technologies are
often problematic when they are first introduced,
many of the initial troubles are often worked out
as more refined, later versions of the technology
are introduced. For each scenario described in the
following table, describe the refinements
made in later versions of the technology.
You may need to use the Internet or some
other source of reference material to answer
this question.
Figure B1.12: New technologies in vehicle safety are constantly being produced
and refined.

Initial Problem

Technology
Initially Designed
to Solve Problem

Unintended
Problems Created

Drivers of early automobiles
had to wear goggles to protect
their eyes as they drove their
“horseless carriages.”

A glass shield, initially called
a windscreen, is installed. It
is built from thick, tempered
glass designed not to break.

In a collision, striking your
head on such a heavily built
windscreen could be fatal.

Even though drivers and
passengers use seat belts,
occupants can still be seriously
injured if they collide with the
dashboard and windshield.

Air bags are installed in the
dashboards as safety devices.

A child sitting in the passenger
seat could be injured or
killed by the air bag after it is
deployed.

Refinements
That Addressed
Unintended Problems

4. During the 2002 Olympic Winter games in Salt Lake City,
Catriona Le May Doan of Saskatoon won the gold medal for
Canada in the 500-m speed skating event. She won with a
combined time of 74.75 s for her two 500-m trials.
a. What was Catriona’s average speed for her two trials in
metres per second and kilometres per hour?
b. Competitors in this race skate around an oval-shaped track.
During which parts of the race do the competitors travel with
non-uniform motion?
c. Special suits worn by speed skaters are designed to improve
performance by reducing air resistance. When special patches and
strips that further reduce air resistance were added, times improved
for the 500-m event by about 0.15 s. Using your answer to question
4.a., determine the distance Catriona Le May Doan travels while
speed skating for 0.15 s?
d. The world’s best female track and field athletes run the 400-m dash
in just under 50 s. Using your answer from question 4.a., determine
how many seconds would it take Catriona Le May Doan to skate
400 m. Can you account for the differences in the times for the two
athletes to race this same distance?

Figure B1.13: Catriona Le May Doan brought home the gold for
Canada at the 2002 Winter Olympic Games.
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Exploring wild and remote places is a pastime enjoyed by many people. For
some people, the mode of travel is self-propelled: cross-country skiing, hiking,
canoeing, mountain biking, snowshoeing, and so on. Others prefer to travel by
horseback, snowmobile, quad, or motorboat. In all cases, if the idea is to reach
a remote location, skills in reading a map are essential. Figure B1.15 shows a
rough trail that cuts through an area of the Rocky Mountains. The main base
camp is the origin—the place where all the day trips originate. Some people call
it the reference point.
Figure B1.15 is referenced throughout this lesson. To avoid flipping
back and forth, you can obtain the handout “Figure B1.15: Rocky
Mountain Adventure” from the Science 20 Textbook CD.
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Figure B1.14: Quadding in the back country is becoming a popular form of recreation.
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Example Problem 1.5

b. If Raj and Harvey want to join Melissa and Usha,
what information other than the 5-km distance will
they need?

continued on
next page
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a. Use a ruler and the scale at the bottom of Figure B1.15 to identify where
Melissa and Usha could be.

Nic
k

It’s about 9:00 a.m., and Raj has just gotten out of his sleeping bag. He’s
surprised to learn that two of his companions, Melissa and Usha, left 2.0
h ago to explore a stream that crosses the trail somewhere. When Raj asks
Harvey, another member of this group, where Melissa and Usha went,
Harvey replies, “They’re about 5 km from here.”

k

E
S

1 cm = 1 km
Figure B1.15: It’s always important to have a map when
exploring unfamiliar territory.
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Solution
a. Since the scale on the map is 1.0 cm = 1.0 km and
Melissa and Usha are 5.0 km from base camp,
measure 5.0 cm from base camp on the map to
determine their location. According to the map,
Melissa and Usha are either at John Creek or
Scalzo Creek.
b. In addition to the 5 km, Raj and Harvey will need
to know the direction.

Position
If you want to find a location using a map, you will need
more than just the distance. It is most helpful to also know
the direction of the location relative to the starting place
or reference point. You’ll need position. Position is the
distance and direction of a location relative to a reference
point. So, if Melissa and Usha are at the John Creek
crossing, their position is 5.0 km north of base camp. If
they are at Scalzo Creek trail crossing, however, their
position is 5.0 km south of base camp. Notice that the base
camp is the reference point.
position: a vector quantity describing the location of a
point relative to a reference point
vector: a quantity consisting of magnitude and direction

Since each of the position measurements includes a
direction, position is called a vector. A vector is a quantity
with magnitude and direction. To keep from mixing up
distance and position, the symbol for position includes an
arrow overtop the variable. This is a shorthand way to say
that this quantity includes direction.
Base Camp to . . .

Distance

Position

John Creek

d = 5.0 km


d = 5.0 km [N]

Scalzo Creek

d = 5.0 km


d = 5.0 km [S ]

This is how the positions of John Creek and Scalzo Creek
crossings could be expressed with a sign convention.

Sign
Convention
N

+

S

-

Position from Base Camp to . . .
John Creek

Scalzo Creek


d = 5.0 km [N]

d = + 5.0 km


d = 5.0 km [S ]

d = - 5.0 km

Note that the sign convention is written beside the
displacement values. Also, notice that the symbol for north
is replaced by a positive sign and the symbol for south is
replaced by a negative sign.

Practice
14. Use a ruler and Figure B1.15 to determine the
position of each creek crossing given. Consider the
base camp to be the reference point. In each case,
describe the direction in terms of north or south
and using sign convention, where north is positive
and south is negative.
a. Terry Brook crossing
b. Kaleigh Creek crossing
c. Nick Brook crossing

Notice that the distances from the base camp to John
Creek and to Scalzo Creek are the same, but the positions
are not. So, if adventurers leave base camp and walk along
the trail to one of the creek crossings, there are only two
choices for direction: north and south. In situations like
this, it is often convenient to use a sign convention, letting
positive represent one direction and negative represent the
opposite direction.
sign convention: an agreement about which
direction is positive and which is negative
Figure B1.16: You can see interesting things in nature by simply hiking
down a trail in the wilderness.
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Average Velocity

To compare the positions of two locations in which neither
is the reference point, you need
 to use displacement. The
symbol for displacement is Dd , where the Greek letter
delta (D) is short for “change in.” So, when you see Dd ,
read it as “displacement,” “change in position,” or “delta
dee.” As you’ll see in Example Problem 1.6, displacement
can be found using position values or by measuring directly
from the map.

If you want to know how fast an object is moving, the
average speed of the object is useful. But average speed
does not reveal anything about the
average velocity:
direction of motion. The term that
a vector quantity
describing the
describes both the magnitude of
change in position
how fast an object is moving and
over a specified time
the direction it is moving is called
average velocity. The words speed and velocity are used
interchangeably in everyday speech; but as you will see in
the following table, they are significantly different.

displacement: a vector quantity describing
the length and direction in a straight line from
the starting position to the final position

Example Problem 1.6
Determine the displacement from the Michael Creek
crossing to the Nick Brook crossing.

Scalars
Scalar Quantities
distance, D d
time, D t
average speed, v

Solution
The Nick Brook crossing is 17.2 cm from the Michael
Creek crossing. Therefore, the displacement from the
Michael Creek crossing to the Nick Brook crossing is

D d = 17.2 km [S ] or - 17.2 km.

Scalar Equation
distance
time
Dd
v=
Dt

average speed =

Vectors
Vector Quantities

displacement, D d

average velocity, v

Vector Equation
displacement
time

 Dd
v=
Dt

average velocity =

Practice
15. Use a ruler and Figure B1.15 to determine the
displacement of each of the following. In each case,
describe the direction in terms of north and south
and using sign convention, where north is positive
and south is negative.
a. from the Scalzo Creek crossing to the Terry
Brook crossing
b. from the Nick Brook crossing to the John Creek
crossing
c. from the Kathy Creek crossing to the Terry Brook
crossing
d. a day-long trip starting from base camp, to the
Michael Creek crossing, and back to the Terry
Brook crossing
16. Compare your answer to question 15.d. to your
answer to question 14.a. Did the middle portion
of the trip to the Michael Creek crossing make
any difference to the final answer? What can
you conclude?

Note how the symbol for velocity has the same
reminder for you as the symbol for displacement; it has a
vector symbol (Æ) overtop because it includes direction.

Example Problem 1.7
If Raj travels along the trail from the John Creek
crossing to the Nick Brook crossing in 3.5 h, what
is Raj’s average velocity for this trip in kilometres
per hour?
Solution
On the map, the Nick Brook crossing is 13.5 cm
from the John Creek crossing.

 Dd

v=
D d = 13.5 km [S ]
Dt
= - 13.5 km
- 13.5 km
=
D t = 3.5 h
3.5 h

=
.9 km/h
3
v=?
Raj’s average velocity for this trip is 3.9 km/h[S].
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Example Problem 1.8
Melissa leaves the Nick Brook crossing and travels
along the trail at 2.50 m/s[N] for 1.25 h.
a. Calculate Melissa’s displacement from the Nick
Brook crossing.
b. Use the map and a ruler to determine where she
likely stopped.

Example Problem 1.9
Suppose Usha and Melissa start a day-long trip along
the trail by travelling from the Kathy Creek crossing
to the Nick Brook crossing. This leg of the trip takes
2.25 h. They stay at the Nick Brook crossing for 1.75 h
before deciding to head to the Michael Creek crossing.
The entire journey takes 3.00 h.
a. Determine Usha and Melissa’s average speed for the
entire trip.
b. Determine Usha and Melissa’s average velocity for
the entire day trip.
c. Account for the different values obtained for
average speed and average velocity.
Solution
a. D d = 16.0 km + 17.2 km
= 33.2 km
D t = 2.25 h + 1.75 h + 3.00 h
= 7.00 h

Dd
Dt
33.2 km
=
7.00 h
= 4.74 km/h

v=

v=?
Solution

a. v = 2.50 m/s [ N ]
3600 s
m
1 km
= + 2.50
¥
¥
s 1000 m
1h
= + 9.00 km/h
D t = 1.25 h

Dd = ?

 Dd
v=
Dt
 
D d = vD t

= ( + 9.00 km/h ) (1.25 h )

= + 11.3 km
Melissa is 11.3 km[N] from the Nick Brook
crossing.
b. In Figure B1.15, 11.3 km = 11.3 cm. Therefore,
Melissa stopped slightly north of the Terry Brook
crossing.
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Usha and Melissa’s average speed for the entire trip
was 4.74 km/h.

b. D d = 16.0 km [S ] + 17.2 km [ N ]
= ( - 16.0 km ) + ( + 17.3 km )
= + 1.2 km
D t = 2.25 h + 1.75 h + 3.00 h
= 7.00 h

v=?

 Dd
v=
Dt
+ 1.2 km
=
7.00 h
= + 0.17 km/h
The average velocity of the trip was 0.17 km/h[N].
c. Distance is used to calculate the scalar quantity
average speed. Displacement is used to calculate the
vector quantity average velocity. Combining negative
and positive values produced a smaller displacement;
this resulted in a lower average velocity value.

Finding Resultant Displacement with Scale Diagrams

individual displacements

In Example Problem 1.9 you needed to determine the resultant displacement by finding the change in position between two
locations. Another approach is to draw a scale diagram. This method represents each of the position vectors with an arrow.
As shown in Figure B1.17, the length of the arrow represents the magnitude—the number of kilometres—and the direction
the arrow points represents the direction of motion.
The method of finding the displacement for the entire journey involves
head-to-tail method: a method where the
correctly drawing one vector to scale; then at the head of the first vector, start the
tail of a succeeding vector arrow begins at
next scale drawing—the tail—of the second vector. For this reason, it is sometimes the head of the preceding vector arrow
referred to as the head-to-tail method.
The resultant displacement is then represented by a third arrow drawn from the tail of the first vector (starting point of
motion) to the head of the second vector (ending point of the motion). As shown in Figure B1.18, the resultant displacement
vector is determined by using the direction the arrow points and the scale. Remember this interpretation of displacement as
you try the next set of Practice questions.
Position Vectors

Head-to-Tail Method
Michael Creek

D d = 1.2 km [N]
Kathy Creek

Kathy Creek
to
Nick Brook

D d = 16.0 km [S ]

Nick Brook
to
Michael Creek

D d = 17.2 km [N]


D d = 16.0 km [S ]


D d = 17.2 km [N]

N

N

+

S

S

-

Nick Brook

1 cm = 2 km
Figure B1.17: It is very important to draw your
position vectors correctly to scale.

1 cm = 2 km
Figure B1.18: By correctly drawing the position
vectors, you can find the resultant displacment.
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Look at the differences in the solutions to parts a. and b. in Example Problem 1.9. The vector approach, shown in part b.,
has very different outcomes than the scalar solution in part a. If you keep in mind that displacement is simply the change in
position between the starting point and the ending point, the results begin to make sense. Since the displacement of the
Michael Creek crossing is only 1.2 km[N] from the Kathy Creek crossing, it makes sense that the average velocity is such a
small value since the elapsed time is 7.00 h. The value 1.2 km[N] is called the resultant
resultant displacement:
displacement—it is the result of adding individual displacements from each leg of a journey.
the vector sum of

Use a ruler and Figure B1.15 to answer questions 17 and 18.
17. Because the fish weren’t biting at Scalzo Creek, Raj and Harvey travelled north for 2.5 h to try their luck at John
Creek. The fishing was good at John Creek, so they stayed there for 3.0 h before deciding to return to base camp.
The trip to base camp took another 1.5 h.
a. Determine the displacement from the Scalzo Creek crossing to the John Creek crossing and from the John Creek
crossing to base camp.
b. Use the head-to-tail method to determine the resultant displacement.
c. Verify your answer for question 17.b. by determining the resultant displacement using sign convention.
d. Calculate the average speed for the entire journey.
e. Calculate the average velocity for the entire journey.

?

U

D

ID

18. Melissa and Usha leave Terry Brook with an average velocity of 4.0 km/h[S]. If they travel with this velocity for 2.75 h,
calculate their displacement from Terry Brook. Where did Melissa and Usha end up?

O
Y
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Practice

The Wilderness Is Accessible!

If you had to travel 40 km in one day through wilderness terrain, what would be your preferred mode of transportation?
Assuming that you have necessary training, you might choose either a quad or snowmobile, depending on the time of year.
How would people without the use of their legs answer this question? You might be surprised to know that they would
likely choose a quad or a snowmobile too.
As a member of the Canadian Paraplegic Association, Rick Lenglet combines his first-hand experience with his
knowledge of these vehicles to make modifications that enable people with disabilities to enjoy outdoor pursuits. As Rick
demonstrates in the following photos, switching from a wheelchair to a quad is not a big deal at all.
Rick explains: “Quads that are fully automatic, require minimal modifications . . . On my snowmobile I just had to
add a few straps and some foot holds so that my legs stay close to the machine . . . People are always amazed at how
inexpensive these modifications can sometimes be.”
One of Rick’s recent projects is a horse-drawn cart he designed to fit his wheelchair. When it comes to enjoying the land
on his acreage just west of Edmonton, this has become his favourite mode of transportation.
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Position is the distance and direction of a location relative to a reference point. When describing a change in position,
displacement is used. Both of these quantities are called vectors because they both have magnitude and direction.
Another vector quantity is average velocity, which is determined by dividing the displacement by the elapsed time.
displacement
elapsed time

 Dd
v=
Dt
Vectors, such as displacement, can be determined using a scale diagram and the head-to-tail method. The resultant
displacement is the sum of the individual displacements.
average velocity =

1.3 Questions
Knowledge

3. Terry leaves the reference point and takes 0.75 h to travel
to Bird Creek. Terry rests for 0.25 h at Bird Creek before
travelling 2.00 h to Elk Creek.

1. Define each term, and provide an example.
b. displacement
d. sign convention

a. Determine Terry’s resultant displacement by adding
individual displacements and by using a ruler to
complete the head-to-tail method.

Applying Concepts

b. Calculate Terry’s average speed and average velocity.

Figure B1.19 shows some of the details of a snowmobile
outing. The reference point is the place where the
snowmobilers park their trucks to begin their outing. They
can start by travelling east—the positive direction—or by
travelling west—the negative direction.

4. Monica leaves the place where the trail meets the Pipeline
Corridor and travels for 1.75 h to Elk Creek. She rests at
Elk Creek for 0.75 h, then travels 2.5 h to Bird Creek.
a. Determine Monica’s resultant displacement by adding
individual displacements and by using a ruler to
complete the head-to-tail method.

Use this information to answer questions 2 to 5.
2. Determine the position of each of the following locations
from the reference point. Describe the direction in terms
of east and west and by using the sign convention.
Bird Creek
Elk Creek
the pipeline corridor
the start of Lake Trail

snowmobile trail

eek
Elk Cr

N

Access Rd.

1 cm = 3 km

5. One snowmobiler left the reference point and travelled
24.0 km/h east for 30.0 min.
a. Calculate the snowmobiler’s displacement after
30.0 min.
b. Determine the likely location of the snowmobiler
after 30.0 min.

Pipeline Corridor

Bird Creek

a.
b.
c.
d.

b. Calculate Monica’s average speed and average
velocity for the entire trip.

Lake Trail

a. position
c. vector
e. average velocity

W

E
S

Reference Point
(trucks parked here)

Figure B1.19: Snowmobilers must travel either east or west of the reference point to get to their desired trails.
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1.3 Summary
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1.4 Graphical Description of Uniform Motion

Figure B1.20: Sight is considered by most drivers to be the most important of the five senses.

When you think of your five senses, which one is probably the most essential for driving a vehicle? Most people would likely
say sight is most important because it is through the eyes that a driver gathers the most information about the motion of the
vehicle and the conditions of the roadway. Unfortunately, if a collision should occur, eye injuries are always a possibility. In
fact, automobile collisions are one of the leading causes of eye injuries.

Figure B1.21: Here are computer simulations of an eye hitting the steering wheel at 0.00 milliseconds (left), 0.30 milliseconds (centre), and 0.60 milliseconds
(right). The coloured, contour lines represent variations in the stress within the eye.
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19. An accurate computer model of what happens
to the human eye provides automobile safety
experts with a powerful tool to test new designs
for air bags. List the advantages that an accurate
computer model of the human eye would provide
to automobile safety experts.

Computer Models of Collisions
Motor vehicle collisions are the number one cause of
accidental death and injury in Canada. By using computer
models to simulate collisions with the eye, as well as with
crash test dummies, researchers are learning how to improve
the design of air bags and other safety equipment to reduce
the occurrence of eye injuries in automobile collisions.

Practice
20. Figure B1.23 shows a steady-hand robot arm being
tested before the device is used for microsurgery
with real patients. A microscope is also part of this
apparatus. Why is a microscope essential for the
surgeon performing this work?

Graphs Describe the Details of Motion
Given the delicacy of the work, research is now being done
using robotics and other computer technologies to control
the motion of the instruments used in microsurgery. In this
research, graphs are used to give a precise description of
the motion of the instruments. Graphs are exceptionally
useful because they give very detailed accounts of how the
different variables change in relation to each other.
Position–Time for a Steady-Hand
Robot Arm During Microsurgery
1.8
1.6

Position (mm)

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
Figure B1.22: Crash test dummies play a vital role in vehicle safety.

0.4

If a person’s eye is damaged as the result of a collision,
it may be necessary for surgeons to perform microsurgery.
It is essential that surgeons have precise control of their
instruments. In some procedures during eye surgery, the
instruments are required to move with uniform motion at
only a few tenths of a millimetre per second.

0.2

Figure B1.23: Instruments for microsurgery must be tested thoroughly.

0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

Time(s)
Figure B1.24: The motion of the robot arm during a test
can be described using a graph.

Look at Figure B1.24 from the test of the steady-hand
robot arm. How was the robot arm moving during the
interval from when motion began at t = 0 and ending at
t = 1.0 s? What kind of motion is being described during
the interval between t = 4.0 s and t = 6.0 s? In other words,
if a graph tells a story, how does this graph describe the
whole motion of the robot arm? To answer these questions,
you have to know how to translate back and forth between a
written script that describes motion and the corresponding
graph. The following activities are designed to help you
develop these skills.
The first activity is an investigation in which you will
have to know how to set up and label a graph, properly plot
data, draw a best-fit line, and find the slope of that line. For
a quick review on graphing, turn to pages 537 to 539 and
work through “Graphing Skills and Graphical Analysis.”
Chapter 1: Describing Motion
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Investigation
Graphical Descriptions of Uniform Motion
Purpose
You will determine the shape of the velocity–time graph
for an object moving with uniform motion. By the end of
this investigation, you should be able to answer these
questions:
• How does the velocity–time graph compare to
the shape of the position–time graph?
• How do you determine the average velocity
from each graph?
• How do you determine the displacement from
each graph?

Science Skills
� Analyzing and Interpreting
Data
Copy the following table into your notebook or into a
spreadsheet. If you are using a spreadsheet, insert a
blank line between each pair of values.

Time
(s)

Position
(cm)

0

0

Procedure

0.50

14.4

Data was collected by using a toy bulldozer as a
uniform motion device (UMD). The bulldozer moved at a
constant speed in a straight line and pulled tape through
a ticker tape timer. The ticker tape timer made 60 dots
per second.

1.00

29.4

1.50

44.6

2.00

59.5

2.50

74.7

3.00

89.7

3.50

104.7

4.00

119.7

4.50

134.8

Prediction
Make predictions for the questions listed in the purpose.

Figure B1.25: A UMD pulls ticker tape through a timer.

Every thirtieth dot was labelled showing the position of
the UMD every 0.50 s (as shown in Figure B1.26). Using
a metre-stick, the position of the UMD every 0.50 s was
measured and recorded in the data table.

Average
Velocity
(cm/s)

Midpoint
Time
(s)

28.8

0.25

30.0

0.75

1. Calculate the average velocity for each 0.50-s time
interval, and record each value in the appropriate
place in the table.
change in position
change in time

 Dd
v=
Dt
14.4 cm - 0
=
0.50 s - 0
= 28.8 cm/s

average velocity =

change in position
change in time

 Dd
v=
Dt
29.4 cm - 14.4 cm
=
1.00 s - 0.50 s
= 30.0 cm/s

average velocity =

Figure B1.26: Make sure you clearly label the ticker tape.
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left

right

–

3. Use the first two columns of the table to plot a
position–time graph. Remember, since time is the
manipulated variable, it goes on the horizontal axis;
and position, the responding variable, goes on the
vertical axis. Also, draw a best-fit line. If you use a
graphing calculator or spreadsheet, the best-fit line
can be produced by the process of linear regression.
4. Calculate the slope of the best-fit line on the
position–time graph. Be sure to include units.
5. Use the values in the last two columns of the table to
plot an average velocity–time graph. Again, draw a
best-fit line.
6. Calculate the slope of the best-fit line on the average
velocity–time graph. Be sure to include units.

–600

–400

b. How would you determine the average velocity of
the UMD using the data shown on this graph?
c. Is it possible to determine the total displacement
for the elapsed time?
8. a. Describe the shape of the average velocity–time
graph.
b. Is it possible to determine the average velocity
from this graph?
c. How would you determine the total displacement
for the elapsed time?

+200

Position–Time for a
UMD Moving Left
200

0

– 200

rise
– 400

Analysis
7. a. Describe the shape made by the data points
plotted on the position–time graph.

0

–200

Looking at a position–time graph, can you describe how
location changes? Even though it is not the variable on either
axis, you can determine average velocity by calculating the
slope of the position–time graph. Examine Figure B1.27 to
see how this is done.

Position (cm)

2. Calculate the midpoint time for each time interval,
and record it in the table. You will later graph velocity
versus time; so, it is reasonable to match the average
velocity for an interval with the midpoint time for that
interval.

+

run
– 600
0

10

20

30

40

Time (s)

average velocity = slope
 rise
v=
run
- 480 cm - ( - 160 cm )
=
26 s - 6 s
- 320 cm
=
20 s
= - 16 cm/s
Figure B1.27: Average velocity can be determined by calculating the slope of
a position-time graph.

Recall that the slope always involves choosing two points
on the line and then subtracting values to determine the rise
and the run. In Figure B1.27, the UMD was moving to the
left. So, according to the sign convention, the position values
became increasingly negative, making the velocity negative
as well.
You can find out how an object’s velocity changes with a
velocity–time graph. Since displacement is not the variable
on either axis, determining the displacement from this graph
requires a calculation.

 Dd
v=
Dt
 
D d = vDt
displacement = ( length )( width )
Chapter 1: Describing Motion
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A Graph Tells a Story

Velocity–Time for a
UMD Moving Left
10

Utilizing Technology
Writing a Script to Describe Motion
Purpose
You will translate verbal descriptions of motion
into graphical descriptions using the applet
“1D Uniform Motion Builder Graphing (pos, vel).”
This applet is located on the Science 20 Textbook CD.

Preparation
Velocity (cm/s)

Science 20 © 2006 Alberta Education (www.education.gov.ab.ca). Third-party copyright credits are listed on the attached copyright credit page.

When the equation for average velocity is rearranged,
the displacement equals the velocity multiplied by the
elapsed time. As shown in Figure B1.28, velocity multiplied
by elapsed time corresponds to the length multiplied by
the width—the
 area between the velocity graph and the
horizontal v = 0 line on the velocity–time graph.

Before starting this activity, familiarize yourself with
the applet’s features by clicking the ShowMe button
and working through the instructions that appear. If
you need further assistance, click the Help button
to answer specific questions. This applet provides a
wonderful medium for you to play with the concepts.
You will be more comfortable using the software if you
spend some time now entering random values and
playing with the features.

0

– 10

– 20

– 30
0

10

20

30

40

Time (s)

displacement = area in velocity- time graph

Dd = l ¥ w
= ( - 16 cm/s ) (30 s )
= - 4.8 ¥ 10 2 cm
Figure B1.28: Displacement can be determined from a velocity–time graph.

Again, since the UMD was moving left, the negative
direction, the velocity value is negative. This, in turn,
resulted in the UMD having a displacement that is
480 cm farther left during its 30 s of motion. It is important
to realize that the area extends from the line on the graph to
the horizontal line where
velocity is zero—the area does not

extend beyond the v = 0 line.

Procedure and Analysis
1. Previously, you investigated the uniform motion
for a device that moved with a velocity of
approximately 0.30 m/s over an elapsed time of
4.50 s. Add these values to the appropriate cells
to create a motion script for the UMD.
a. Play the script, and observe the motion. Note
that you will have to use the Zoom In feature
because the maximum position is less than
2.0 m. Is this uniform motion?
b. View the position–time graph for the motion on
your script. Note that you will have to select
time as the variable for the horizontal axis and
position (x0) as the variable for the vertical axis.
You will also likely have to use the Zoom
features to adjust the scale on the graph, since
you only need about 2.0 m on the position axis
and less than 5.0 s on the time axis. Does this
position–time graph match the one you plotted
in the previous investigation?
c. While still in Graph mode, use the slope tool to
determine the slope of the position–time graph.
Interpret the meaning of this slope value. Is it
consistent with your earlier work?
d. View the velocity–time graph of the motion on
your script. Note that you will have to reset
velocity (v0)—the variable for the y-axis. Again,
use the Zoom features to adjust the scale on the
graph. Does the velocity–time graph match the
one you created in the previous investigation?

Figure B1.29: Robotics is not the only field where computer technology
is used to provide precise control over motion. Microprocessors in the
controls of mobility scooters help those with limited mobility.
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e. While still in Graph mode, use the Area tool
to determine the area under the velocity–time
graph. Interpret the meaning of this area value.
Is it consistent with your earlier work?
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Science Skills
� Analyzing and Interpreting
Check for Understanding
2. Suppose a rider left base camp and travelled north for
60.0 s at 1.5 m/s. Let north be the positive direction.
a. Using algebra, determine the displacement of the
rider from base camp.
b. Sketch the position–time and velocity–time graphs
for this motion.
c. Verify the two graphs you sketched by generating
them with the applet. Comment on any differences.
d. Use the velocity–time graph you sketched to
determine the displacement of the rider from
base camp. Can the applet be used to verify your
answer? If so, explain how. Compare this value to
your answer to question 2.a. Identify any similarities
or differences.
3. Suppose another rider left base camp and travelled
south for 30.0 s at 1.8 m/s.
a. If north is still positive, state the sign—positive or
negative—of the velocity and displacement values
for this question.
b. Using algebra, determine the rider’s displacement
from base camp.
c. Sketch position–time and velocity–time graphs for
this motion.
d. Verify that the graphs you sketched are correct
by comparing the sketches with the same graphs
produced by the applet.
e. Use the velocity–time graph and the interactive
capabilities of the applet to determine the
displacement of the rider from base camp.
Compare this value to your answer to question 3.b.

Figure B1.30: Robotic-assisted surgery is now used in many medical
procedures in addition to eye surgery.

Practice
Use the information presented on page 187 regarding
the steady-hand robot arm and Figure B1.24 to answer
questions 21 and 22.
21. Carefully examine Figure B1.24 over the time
interval t = 0 to t = 1.0 s.
a. Describe how you would use the graph to
determine the average velocity of the robot arm.
b. Use the method described in question 21.a. to
determine the average velocity of the robot arm.
c. Suppose the experimenters decided to
describe the motion of the robot arm during
this interval with a velocity–time graph. Sketch
the corresponding velocity–time graph for this
interval.
22. Carefully examine Figure B1.24 over the time
interval t = 2.0 s to t = 6.0 s.
a. Explain why this part of the graph does not
describe uniform motion.
b. Describe how the robot arm would have to move
to produce this portion of the graph.
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Uniform motion can be described with position–time and velocity–time graphs. For example, a UMD travels across a table at
14.0 cm/s for a total of 7.0 s.
Position–Time

Velocity–Time

100.0

20.0
(6.5, 91.0)

Velocity (cm/s)

75.0

Position (cm)
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1.4 Summary

rise
50.0
(2.5, 35.0)

run

25.0

0

15.0

10.0

5.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

0

Time (s)

5.0

7.5

10.0

Time (s)

average velocity = slope of position- time graph
 rise
v=
run
91..0 cm - 35.0 cm
=
6.5 s - 2.5 s
= 14 cm/s
This is consistent with the horizontal line on the
velocity–time graph.

2.5

displacement = area under velocity- time graph

D d = area of rectangle
= l¥w
= (14.0 cm/s )( 7.0 s )
= 98 cm
This is consistent with the endpoint on the position–time graph.

1.4 Questions
Knowledge
1. Demonstrate your understanding of the following terms by using each in a
complete sentence.
a.
b.
c.
d.

average velocity
displacement
conversion factor
vector

Applying Concepts
2. People without the use of their legs are still able to drive vehicles using
hand controls. Hand controls like those shown in Figure B1.31 allow
drivers to control the brake and gas pedals with their left hand while
steering with their right hand.
a. Identify some desirable features in a hand-control system.
b. People who use hand-control systems travel to and from their vehicles
in wheelchairs. Explain why parking spaces for people with disabilities
are designed wider than conventional parking spaces and why these
spaces are located near entrances.
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Figure B1.31: Hand-control systems in vehicles have
provided people without the use of their legs the freedom
to move about the country/city at their own leisure.

Microsurgery Track

–7

–6

–5

–4

–3

–2

3. The graphs on the right describe the motion of the
surgical tool across the microsurgery track in terms
of positions and times.
a. For each graph, write a concise description
of the motion. Be sure to include the starting
position, ending position, and whether the tool
was moving left (the negative direction) or right
(the positive direction).

–1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Position–Time I

1.0

5.0

10.0

–5.0
0

Position–Time III
Position (mm)

Position (mm)

–1.0

–2.0
0

5.0

10.0

0

–1.0
0

2.0

0

–2.0
0

5.0

2.0

1.0

0

20.0

Velocity–Time IV
Velocity (mm/s)

0

Time (s)

10.0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time III

10.0

10.0

Velocity–Time II

10.0

2.0

–2.0
0

5.0

Time (s)

Velocity (mm/s)

Velocity (mm/s)

5.0

Position–Time IV

Time (s)

Velocity (mm/s)

2.5

1.0

Velocity–Time I

b. For each graph, calculate the displacement of
the tool during this trial.

9

Time (s)

Time (s)

a. For each graph, write a concise description of
the motion. Be sure to state how fast the tool
was moving and whether the direction was to
the right (the positive direction) or to the left
(the negative direction).

8

0

Time (s)

0

4. The graphs on the right describe the motion of the
surgical tool across the microsurgery track in terms
of velocity and times.

7

5.0

0

b. For each graph, calculate the average velocity
of the motion.

6

Position–Time II

2.0

Position (mm)

–8

Position (mm)

–9

20.0

0

–0.5

–1.0
0

5.0

10.0

Time (s)
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The following diagram shows a scale used to track the motion of a surgical tool during microsurgery. Note how this is set up
like a number line—the origin (or reference point) is labelled zero, positions to the right are considered positive, and positions
to the left are considered negative.
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1.5 Graphical Description of Accelerated Motion

Figure B1.32: Most of your vehicle trips can be described as non-uniform motion.

Think back to the last time you made a short trip in a vehicle. Maybe you were running a quick errand, like returning a DVD
rental; or maybe you were on your way to your part-time job, hockey practice, or music lesson. What parts of your trip could
be described as being uniform motion? To answer this question, you would have to think about the parts of the trip that
involved travelling at a constant speed in a straight line.
Uniform motion usually occurs during highway driving because the roadway tends to have long, straight sections in
which the vehicle is travelling at a constant speed. So, if your short trip involved even ten minutes of travel on a highway,
uniform motion likely occurred.
Uniform motion is more difficult to maintain in populated areas due to the increased number of intersections. Since a
driver’s route may involve turning at intersections, the straight sections of roadway tend to be much shorter, preventing a
driver from travelling in a straight line. The most significant effect of the increased number of intersections is that a
driver is required to slow down and speed up much more frequently than while driving on a highway. If you
are stopped at an intersection, once the light turns green, you have to speed up from rest to some new
speed. You may be able to achieve uniform motion at your new speed, but this would likely last only
a few seconds. It is inevitable that you will have to adjust your speed due to traffic and other
conditions, like coming to a stop at another red light or at a stop sign.
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If the road is straight and traffic
conditions allow for it, you may be
able to travel with uniform motion for
a brief time between intersections.
If you were able to travel at 10 m/s
from a position 40 m from the first
intersection to a position 100 m
away, the graphs might look like this.


d


d


d
125 m

100 m

40 m

0

?

100 m

?
8.0 s

t

40 m


v

40 m
0

10 m/s

8.0 s

14.0 s

t
0


v

?
0

When your position is 100 m from the
first intersection, you start to slow down
because the light at the next intersection
is about to turn red. Suppose it takes
you 5.0 s and an additional 25 m to
come to a stop. What is the shape of the
position–time graph and velocity–time
graph for this time interval?

8.0 s

t

8.0 s

14.0 s 19.0 s

t


v

10 m/s
10 m/s
0

8.0 s

14.0 s

t

?
0

8.0 s

14.0 s 19.0 s

t

Practice
23. Refer to the graphs for the middle section of the motion, where you were travelling with uniform motion.
a. Use the information on the position–time graph to verify that the velocity was 10 m/s during the period of uniform
motion.
b. Use the information on the velocity–time graph to verify that you travelled 60 m during the period of uniform
motion.

A Graphical Description of Accelerated Motion
One of the best ways to answer the questions posed by the previous graphs is to collect data for an object that is speeding up
and slowing down and then actually build the graphs yourself. The benefit of this approach is that you will be able to practise
linking a description of motion to the shape of a graph. This method will also establish a foundation for the equations that
come from these graphs. The next investigations will give you this opportunity.
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As you leave the first
intersection, the vehicle is not
travelling with uniform motion
because it is speeding up. If
you travel 40 m in 8.0 s, what
shape will the position–time
graph and velocity–time graph
have for this part of the motion?
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Investigation
Accelerated Motion—Speeding Up
Purpose
You will collect data for a dynamics cart rolling down a
ramp. Will the velocity of the cart be constant? What will
be the shape of the position–time graph? What will be the
shape of the velocity–time graph?

Prediction
Make predictions to the questions posed in the purpose.

Materials
• ticker tape timer and ticker tape (or motion sensor)
• dynamics cart
• masking tape
• metre-stick
• table with two blocks of wood under the legs at one end
(or a 2-m board with one end raised)

Procedure
Two procedures are given: one for using a ticker tape
timer and another for using a motion sensor. Follow the
appropriate procedure for your apparatus.

Science Skills
� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting
step 2: Remove a length of ticker tape that is slightly shorter
than the length of the path of the dynamics cart on
the tabletop. Carefully unravel the ticker tape and
thread it through the timer, with the loose end of the
tape behind the timer.
step 3: Have a partner stand at the end of the table so the
cart doesn’t fall to the floor.
step 4: Release the cart; then turn on the ticker tape timer.
Turn off the timer once the cart reaches the end of
its path.
step 5: Stretch out the ticker tape on the table, and tape
down both ends. Select a clear dot at the beginning
to be the reference point. Label this dot with an
arrow, and mark it as 0.

Using a Ticker Tape Timer
step 1: Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure B1.33.

Figure B1.34: Mark a clear dot as your reference point and every thirtieth
dot thereafter.

Figure B1.33: Don’t forget to put the blocks of wood under the table legs
at one end.
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step 6: Your timer likely makes 60 dots per second;
therefore, every thirtieth dot will be used to
indicate a half-second. (Confirm this with your
teacher.) Start counting the dots from the reference
point. Label the thirtieth dot with an arrow, and
mark it as 0.50 s. Continue this process until you
have labelled every thirtieth dot on the ticker tape
(as shown in Figure B1.34).

Time
(s)

Position
(cm)

Average
Velocity
(cm/s)

Midpoint
Time
(s)

0
0.50
1.00
1.50

An alternative data collection method is to set up
this table in a spreadsheet. Arrange the columns as
shown in the sample table. Simply leave a blank line
between each time entry to record your values of
average velocity and midpoint time.
step 8: Align the end of the metre-stick with the reference
dot, and record the position of the cart at every
0.5-s interval until you reach the end of the tape.
Using a Motion Sensor
step 1: Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure B1.35.

step 2: Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations
for your particular motion sensor so it is able to
collect data from the cart. Remember to have
your partner catch the cart at the end of the table
so it doesn’t fall to the floor.
step 3: Set up a table similar to the sample table
provided. The sensor will likely collect more data
than you can use, so you will have to sample the
data by recording times and the corresponding
positions at 0.50-s intervals. Enter the values that
are as close to every half-second as possible and
their corresponding positions. If you are using
a spreadsheet, leave a blank line between each
entry to record your values of average velocity
and midpoint time.

Analysis
1. Use the same procedure from the analysis of the UMD
data in Lesson 1.4 to calculate the average velocity
and the midpoint time for each 0.50-s time interval.
2. Use the first two columns of your table to plot a
position–time graph. Draw a smooth curve that fits the
data closely.
3. Use the last two columns of your table to plot
a velocity–time graph. Use a ruler to draw the
best-fit line.
4. Calculate the slope of the best-fit line on the
velocity–time graph. Be sure to include units.
5. Describe the shape of the position–time graph. What
characteristics of the shape of this graph describe the
motion of the cart down the ramp?
6. Describe the shape of the velocity–time graph. How
does the shape of this graph describe the motion of
the cart down the ramp?

Evaluation

Figure B1.35: Remember, put blocks of wood under the table legs at one end.

7. Do the results of this experiment support the shapes
of the graphs you predicted in your hypothesis?
Answer by comparing the predicted shapes of the
two graphs with the actual shapes of the graphs.
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step 7: Copy and complete a table like the following.
In the Time column, enter the times for every
half-second.

Clearly, the graphs that describe an object that is speeding up are quite different from the graphs that describe an object
that is moving with uniform motion. Both position–time graphs and velocity–time graphs can describe motion that
involves increasing velocity. However, they tell this story in slightly different ways. Figure B1.36 provides a sample of
what the graphs from the previous investigation might have looked like.
Position–Time for a
Cart Rolling down a Ramp

Velocity–Time for a
Cart Rolling down a Ramp

160.0

60.0

120.0

45.0

Velocity (cm/s)

Position (cm)
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Acceleration

80.0

40.0

0

2.00

4.00

6.00

30.0

15.0

0

2.00

Time (s)

4.00

6.00

Time (s)

Figure B1.36: These are sample graphs from “Accelerated Motion—Speeding Up.”

Notice that the velocity–time graph is a straight line; so,
it is possible to describe the pattern of changing velocities
with a single slope calculation. The slope of a velocity–time
graph is called acceleration. Calculating the rise of this graph
will always equal the difference between the velocity at the
beginning of the time interval (initial velocity) and the velocity
at the end of the time interval (final velocity). The run will
always equal the time interval (change in time). This is why the
equation is usually written like the one on the right.

change in velocity
change in time
final velocity - initial velocity
acceleration =
  change in time
 vf - vi
a=
Dt

acceleration =

acceleration: the change in velocity
over a specific time interval

Example Problem 1.10
Calculate the acceleration from the sample data displayed in the graph in Figure B1.36.
Solution
To determine acceleration from the sample data, you must choose two points on the best-fit line. Here, the two points
chosen are (1.20 s, 15.0 cm/s) and (5.00 s, 39.0 cm/s).
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt
39.0 cm/s - 15.0 cm/s
=
5.00 s - 1.20 s
= 6.32 cm/s/s or 6.32 cm/s2
Note that in the solution to the sample problem, the units for acceleration can be written as cm/s/s or as cm/s2.
Not all non-uniform motion produces a velocity–time graph like the one from the previous investigation. This is an
example of a special type of motion called uniform acceleration.
uniform acceleration: acceleration described by
a sloping, straight line on a velocity–time graph
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24. Determine the acceleration using the information
provided by each of the following graphs.

Velocity–Time

a.
Velocity (cm/s)

200

100

0

10.0

20.0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time

b.
Velocity (cm/s)

20

10

5.0

10.0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time

c.
10.0

Velocity (cm/s)

Example Problem 1.11
A car travelling 70 km/h east changes its velocity to
90 km/h east in 4.5 s. Determine the magnitude and
direction of the average acceleration of the car in m/s2.
Solution

0

= + 19.4 m/s

v f = 90 km/h [ E ]
km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km
= + 25 m/s

1.0

2.0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time

d.

Since this question asks for a direction, include vector
notation and a sign convention.

W
E
v i = 70 km/h [ E ]
+
km 1000 m
1h
= + 70
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km

= + 90

5.0

0

40

Velocity (cm/s)

The techniques for rearranging equations can be applied
to the acceleration equation. However, when solving for
time, drop all the vector notations. This is because the
multiplication or division of vectors goes beyond high school
mathematics. The vector notation can also be dropped if the
question has the velocity and acceleration vectors pointing
in the same direction and if the question is not specifically
asking you to determine a direction.
These hints for problem solving are illustrated in the
example problems that follow.

D t = 4.5 s

a=?
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt
=

20

( + 25 m/s ) - ( + 19.4 m/s )

= + 1.2 m/s

4.5 s
2

The average acceleration of the car is 1.2 m/s2[E].
0

10.0

20.0

Time (s)

Hints for Problem Solving
Most problem-solving applications involve situations
where the acceleration may not be perfectly uniform all
the time. In these cases, the term average acceleration is
often used to remind you that your use of the acceleration
equation is just averaging the changes in velocity over a
specific time interval.
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Practice
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Example Problem 1.12

Example Problem 1.13

A sprinter on a high school track team can achieve
an average acceleration of 3.0 m/s2 from rest to his
maximum velocity of 11.0 m/s.
a. Calculate the time taken by the sprinter to reach his
maximum velocity.
b. The coach explained during training that the sprinter
can improve his performance if he can increase his
acceleration during the first phase of the race. Even
if his maximum velocity remained the same, a higher
rate of acceleration would give him better results.
Explain this thinking by referring to the calculation
from part a.
Figure B1.37: Sliding is a great social activity that makes exercise
fun—why else would people happily climb a hill for hours at a time?

Solution
a. Since solving for time involves dividing final
velocity by acceleration, the vector notation should
be dropped.
a = 3.0 m/s 2
vi = 0
vf = 11.0 m/s
Dt = ?

vf - vi
Dt
vf ¨ vi = 0
a=
Dt
v
Dt = f
a
11.0 m/s
=
3.0 m/s 2
= 3.7 s

a=

It takes 3.7 s for the sprinter to reach his
maximum velocity.
b. As the solution to part a. indicates, a higher rate of
acceleration means that the sprinter will reach his
maximum velocity in less time. This means that
this athlete would spend more time racing at his
maximum velocity, allowing him to finish the
race sooner.

Practice
25. At a drag race, the dragsters start from rest and race down
a course about 400 m long. In one race, a competitor
drove with an average acceleration of
30.8 m/s2, reaching a top speed
of 500 km/h at the end of the
course. Assuming uniformly
accelerated motion,
determine the time it
took the dragster to
reach its top speed.
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A group of teens riding an inflatable tube start from rest
and travel down a hill, accelerating at an average rate of
1.15 m/s2. Determine the speed reached by the teens
after travelling for 6.0 s.
Solution
Since the velocity and acceleration vectors both point in
the same direction and the question is asking for speed
(a scalar), the vector notation is not necessary.
vi = 0
a = 1.15 m/s 2
D t = 6.0 s
vf = ?

vf - vi
Dt
v ¨ vi = 0
a= f
Dt
a=

vf = aD t

(

)

= 1.15 m/s 2 (6.0 s )
= 6.9 m/s

The teens reach a speed of 6.9 m/s after travelling
down the hill for 6.0 s.

Since acceleration is the change in velocity divided by the change in time, acceleration also occurs when an object is
slowing down. What will be the shape of the graphs in this case? In the next investigation you will design an experiment
to answer this question.

Investigation
Accelerated Motion—Slowing Down
Purpose

Science Skills

You will work with partners to design a procedure to
answer the following questions:

� Initiating and Planning
� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting
� Communication and Teamwork

• What is the shape of the position–time graph
for an object that is slowing down?
• What is the shape of the velocity–time graph
for this case?

Prediction

Procedure

Make predictions to the questions posed in the purpose.

Follow your procedure, and collect the necessary data.
Use a table similar to the one on page 197.

Materials

Analysis

• ticker tape timer and ticker tape (or motion sensor)

3. Calculate the average velocity and the midpoint time
for each 0.25-s interval.

• dynamics cart with a trigger-released,
spring-loaded piston
• ramp
• masking tape
• metre-stick

Design
1. With your partner(s), decide how you will collect the
data for this investigation. Be sure to discuss issues
related to safety and the responsible use of the
equipment. Concisely outline the procedure you
intend to use.
2. Show your design to your teacher. Incorporate any
suggested modifications; then check back with your
teacher to get approval before continuing with the
rest of the investigation.

4. Use the first two columns of your table to plot a
position–time graph. Draw a smooth curve that fits the
data closely.
5. Use the last two columns of your table to plot a
velocity–time graph. Use a ruler to draw a best-fit line.
6. Calculate the slope of the best-fit line on the
velocity–time graph.
7. Describe the shape of the position–time graph. How
does the shape of this graph describe the motion of
the cart up the ramp?
8. Describe the shape of the velocity–time graph. How
does the shape of this graph describe the motion of
the cart up the ramp?

Evaluation
9. Do the results of this experiment support your
hypothesis? Answer by comparing the predicted
shapes of the two graphs with the actual shapes
of the graphs.

Figure B1.38: Here is a close-up of a dynamics cart with a trigger-released,
spring-loaded piston.
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Another Way to Think About Acceleration

Velocity–Time for a
Cart Rolling up a Ramp
80.0

a. If the car started from rest, determine the magnitude
and direction of the car’s final velocity after 1.75 s
(just before striking the ground). State your answer in
metres per second and kilometres per hour.
b. In this situation, the car was speeding up but the
acceleration was negative. Sketch a graph of the
motion to help explain how it is possible to have a
negative acceleration in a situation where the object
is speeding up.
Solution

2
a. a = 9.81 m/s [ down ]

60.0

rise

= - 9.81 m/s 2

D d = 15 m [ down ]
= - 15 m

40.0

20.0

0

up

run

1.00

2.00

3.00

acceleration = slope
rise
=
run
24.0 cm/s - 72.0 cm/s
=
1.70 s - 0.30 s
= - 34.3 cm/s2

 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt

 v ¨ vi = 0
a= f
Dt


v f = aD t

= ( - 9.81 m/s ) (1.75 s )
= - 17.2 m/s
3600 s
m
1 km
= - 17.2
¥
¥
s 1000 m
1h
= - 61.8 km/h

The car’s final velocity after 1.75 s is 17.2 m/s[down]
or 61.8 km/h[down]. Note: The displacement value was
provided but not needed in the solution.

v

b.

Example Problem 1.14

down -

D t = 1.75 s

vi = 0

vf = ?

Time (s)

The velocity values were all positive, but you can tell
that the cart was slowing down because the acceleration
was negative, indicating that it was pointing in the opposite
direction. An object will slow down if the acceleration and
velocity vectors point in opposite directions. An object will
speed up if the velocity and acceleration vectors point in the
same direction. As you’ll see in Example Problem 1.14, a
negative acceleration can mean that an object is speeding up
if the velocity values are also negative.

+

As you saw in the preceding investigation, “Accelerated
Motion—Slowing Down,” it is possible for a velocity–time
graph to have a negative slope, resulting in a negative
acceleration.

Velocity (cm/s)
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Negative Acceleration

0

Assuming the effects of air resistance are
ignored, objects accelerate at 9.81 m/s2
downward when they fall through the air
near Earth’s surface. This means that if a
toy car falls from the flat roof of a fivestorey building, it would travel the 15-m
distance in about 1.75 s. Use the sign
convention of down being the negative
direction and up being the positive
direction as you answer the
next questions.
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–17.2 m/s
0

1.75 s

t

The acceleration value of - 9.81 m/s2 means that for
every second, the car was going 9.81 m/s faster in the
downward direction.
- 9.81 m/s2 = 9.81 m/s/s[down]
continued

So, as the car fell, its velocity became more negative.
In other words, it was speeding up in the negative
direction.

26. A jet maintains an average acceleration of 2.20 m/s2 for 36.0 s to reach the speed required for takeoff.
If the jet starts from rest, determine its take-off speed in kilometres per hour.
27. Determine the acceleration from the information provided in each of the following graphs.

Velocity–Time

a.

5.0

Velocity (cm/s)

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity–Time

b.

0

–10.0

–20.0
0

10.0

20.0

0

–5.0
0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time

10.0

Velocity–Time

d.

20

5.0

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity (mm/s)

c.

5.0

Time (s)

10

0

20.0

40.0

0

–5.0
0

Time (s)

Figure B1.39: Larger aircraft require longer runways.

10.0

20.0

Time (s)

28. A motorist travelling on a highway sees a moose on the road and begins to brake. At the instant the braking
begins, the velocity of the vehicle is 100 km/h, north, and the vehicle stops 5.0 s later. Calculate the magnitude
and direction of the acceleration of the vehicle in m/s2.
29. Refer to the information in Example Problem 1.14. If you were driving a car near the edge of the roof of this
building, you would take great care not to go over the edge because of the possibility of a high-velocity impact
with the ground. Yet, some drivers do not seem to have the same degree of caution when they are operating
motor vehicles on the highway at this same velocity, even though the impact with an object (like a concrete pillar
supporting an overpass) is just as hazardous. Refer to the information from earlier in this chapter to explain this
behaviour.

1.5 Summary
Acceleration is equal to the slope of a velocity–time graph. The following shows how the
equation for acceleration is derived from the definition of slope applied to this graph.

v

acceleration = slope
 rise
a=
run
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt


vf

rise

vi

run
t
Dt
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Practice

Negative Acceleration

v

For situations where the initial velocity is zero, the
acceleration equation can be rearranged into the following:
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt


v


vi


 vf
a=
Dt

0

t

0


When v i is positive,
negative acceleration
means slowing down
because the velocities
are approaching zero.

t

When v i is negative
or zero, a negative
acceleration means
speeding up because the
velocities are becoming
larger negative values.



¨ vi = 0



v f = aD t

Dt =

vf
a

Notice how the vector notation is dropped when
determining time. The vector notation should also be
dropped when velocity and acceleration vectors point in
the same direction or when the question asks you to solve
for a scalar quantity, like speed.

1.5 Questions
Use the following information to answer questions 1 to 3.
Knowledge
Recall the description on page 195 of the car travelling
between two intersections. The car accelerated from
rest and travelled 40 m in 8.0 s. The car then travelled
an additional 60 m at a constant speed of 10.0 m/s for
6.0 s. From there, the car travelled a final 25 m in 5.0 s
as it slowed to a stop for the next red light.
The following sketches show only the part of
motion when the car was travelling at a constant speed.
Position–Time
200

100

0

Velocity–Time
Velocity (m/s)

Position (m)
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If the slope of the velocity–time graph is negative, the
acceleration is negative. Negative acceleration can have
different meanings.

10.0

20.0

Time (s)

20.0

1. Copy the position–time graph into your notebook.
a. Add to the graph by sketching the shape of the graph
in the first 8.0 s.
b. Add to the graph by sketching the shape of the graph
in the last 5.0 s.
2. Copy the velocity–time graph into your notebook.
a. Add to the graph by sketching the shape of the graph
in the first 8.0 s.
b. Add to the graph by sketching the shape of the graph
in the last 5.0 s.
Applying Concepts
3. Refer to the velocity–time graph.

10.0

a. Determine the acceleration of the car in the first 8.0 s.
0

10.0

20.0

Time (s)

b. Determine the acceleration of the car in the last 5.0 s.
c. The description of the motion states that the car
travelled 40 m in the first 8.0 s. Use the values
from the velocity–time graph to confirm that the
displacement was in fact 40 m. (Hint: Displacement
is equal to the area under a velocity–time graph.)
d. The description of the motion states that the car
travelled 25 m in the last 5.0 s. Use the values
from the velocity–time graph to confirm that the
displacement was in fact 25 m.
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Figure B1.40: It is a good idea to take driver training before getting your driver’s licence.

?

U

D

O
Y

ID

If you’ve studied the Basic Licence Driver’s Handbook and taken the “Rules of the Road” test, you would qualify for your
learner’s licence. This licence means exactly what the name implies—you now have the privilege of learning to drive under
the direction of a driving coach, who will help you develop the skills to become a safe driver.
The first driving lesson usually deals with learning the vehicle’s instrument panel and controls; then you progress to
starting and parking, followed by driving in residential areas. Once you have mastered these skills, your driving coach will
prepare you for highway driving. It can be a little nerve-wracking the first time, especially when you enter the on-ramp and
prepare to merge into dense traffic already travelling highway speeds.
Drivers already on a highway often see a sign like the one on the right to remind them that
merging traffic may be entering the highway. When it is possible and safe to do so, drivers on
the highway should move to the left lane to clear the right lane for merging traffic to enter. If it
is not possible to move to the left, vehicles on the highway should co-operate by creating safe
gaps for the merging vehicles.

It is against the law to cross over the solid line that divides the acceleration lane from the
other lanes of traffic on a highway. Drivers should use most of the acceleration lane to adjust to
highway speed before merging safely into a gap in the traffic. This ensures that the merging vehicle
is crossing only the broken lines on the highway that occur at the end of the acceleration lane.
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1.6 Calculating Displacement During Accelerated Motion

Use the following information from a driver training handbook regarding merging to answer questions 30 and 31.

Merging
Merging requires that you time your approach and smoothly blend in with
the other traffic. This may require adjusting your speed so that when you
reach the end of the acceleration lane, you have a gap in the traffic, which
will permit you to enter the flow of traffic safely. Your entry into that flow
should be at, or near, the speed of the other traffic.

MERGE

Adjust to freeway speed
in acceleration lane
Signal and move
carefully into
freeway lane

Do not enter
freeway here
at a sharp angle

Traffic flow

Be prepared
to adjust
speed when
approaching
merging area

30. Why is the first lane you enter on a highway called the acceleration lane?
31. The following graph represents typical data for a vehicle in an acceleration lane.

Velocity–Time for a
Vehicle in an Acceleration Lane
30.0

Velocity (m/s)
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Practice

20.0

10.0

0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

Time (s)
a. Determine the initial velocity and the final velocity of the vehicle in metres per second and kilometres per hour.
b. Using the data on the graph, calculate the magnitude of the acceleration of this vehicle in m/s2.
c. If you were travelling in another vehicle that was underpowered, the acceleration could be less than the value you
calculated in question 31.b. If the initial velocity and the final velocity were still the same, describe how the shape
of the graph would be different.
d. Explain why it’s important for the acceleration lane to be long enough to accommodate a wide range of possible
vehicle accelerations.

Traffic Safety Engineering
A freeway acceleration lane is a very carefully designed structure. It is critical that this lane be the right length to
accommodate the wide range of vehicles that will use this entrance to access the highway. Who decides how long these lanes
should be? How do they decide how long this lane should be? Is it the same length for every highway? Given the information
presented in the previous Practice questions, you should be able to determine the minimum length of the acceleration lane.
Although professional engineers would use a more in-depth approach, the concepts of displacement, velocity, and
acceleration are important variables in their calculations.
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An acceleration lane must accommodate a vehicle from the time it enters with its initial velocity to the time it leaves with
its final velocity. So, it makes sense to start by calculating the displacement of the vehicle while it accelerates. Since the
displacement is the area under a velocity–time graph, the velocity–time graph will have to be analyzed.
step 1: Set up the velocity–time graph to include labels
for initial velocity (15.0 m/s), final velocity
(30.0 m/s), and time (5.00 s).

step 4: Take the top, cut-out portion of the graph and
fit it into the empty part of the graph to create
a rectangular shape.


v


v

30.0 m/s

30.0 m/s
22.5 m/s

15.0 m/s

15.0 m/s

0

5.00 s

t

0

step 2: Calculate the average of the two velocities, and
add this value to the graph.
 
vi + vf
average velocity =
2
( + 15.0 m/s ) + ( + 30.0 m/s )
=
2
= + 22.5 m/s

t

step 5: Use substitution to determine the displacement.
Since the displacement is equal to the area under
the graph, the displacement should be equal to the
area of the rectangle (length ¥ width), which is
average velocity multiplied by time.
displacement = area under graph

Dd = l ¥ w
= ( average velocity ) ( time )


v

= ( + 22.5 m/s ) (5.00 s )
= + 113 m

30.0 m/s
22.5 m/s

step 6: Express displacement in terms of final and initial
velocities. Notice that adding the initial velocity
to the final velocity and dividing by 2 will always
equal the average of the two velocities.

15.0 m/s

0

5.00 s

t

displacement = ( average velocity )( time )
 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯

step 3: Cut the graph horizontally through the average
velocity value.

v


v

30.0 m/s

30.0 m/s

22.5 m/s

22.5 m/s

15.0 m/s

15.0 m/s

0

5.00 s

5.00 s

t

0

5.00 s

t
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Determining the Minimum Length of an Acceleration Lane
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Using the Displacement Equation
initial velocity

final velocity

 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯
displacement

time interval

This equation is a very useful tool for analyzing
accelerated motion because you don’t have to
start with a velocity–time graph. As is the case
with all problem solving, it’s a good idea to first
list the data with unit conversions and then solve
for the missing value.

Practice
32. A car enters the acceleration lane with an initial velocity of 65.0 km/h[E].
The car reaches a final velocity of 100.0 km/h[E] in just 4.00 s. Calculate
the displacement of the car in metres.

Acceleration Due to Gravity
The displacement equation is not only useful for
solving problems involving the motion of vehicles on a
highway, it can be applied in any circumstance describing
accelerated motion. Some of the most interesting
examples have to do with the motion of objects through
the air, such as a person diving from a high platform into the
pool. If the distances are not too great and air resistance can be
ignored, the diver falls through the air near Earth’s surface with
an average acceleration of 9.81 m/s2, directed straight down towards
the centre of the planet. When problem solving, this value is sometimes not
included with the data given because it is expected that you will know this value and know when to use this value. Problems
involving objects that move through the air near Earth’s surface frequently involve displacement, velocity, and acceleration
vectors that do not all point in the same direction. In these cases, the vector nature of these quantities must be considered.

Example Problem 1.15
A baseball leaves a bat and travels straight up into the air, reaching its highest point 15.9 m above the bat in just 1.8 s.
a. Determine the initial velocity of the ball using the displacement equation.
b. Verify your answer by calculating the initial velocity using another equation.
Solution

a. D d = 15.9 m [ up ]
= + 15.9 m
D t = 1.8 s

v f = 0 ¨ The ball stops at
its highest
 point,

making
v
= 0.
vi = ?
f

 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯

 Ê v i ˆ
D d = Á ˜ Dt
Ë 2¯


2D d
vi =
Dt
2 ( + 15.9 m )
1.8 s
= + 18 m/s
=

The initial velocity of the ball is 18 m/s[up].
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2
b. a = 9.81 m/s [ down ]
= - 9.81 m/s 2
D t = 1.8 s

vf = 0

vi = ?

 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt


 - vi ¨ vf = 0
a=
Dt
 
- v i = aD t
Multiply both


v i = - aD t ¨ sides by - 1.

(

)

= - - 9.81 m/s 2 (1.8 s )

= + 18 m/s
The initial velocity of the ball is 18 m/s[up].

33. During a volleyball tournament, a player dives to prevent the ball from hitting the floor. The ball leaves the
outstretched player’s arms with an initial velocity of 14.5 m/s, directed straight up, and stops just below the ceiling,
10.7 m above the player’s arms.
a. Calculate the time required for the ball to travel from the player’s arms to the ceiling using the displacement
equation.
b. Verify your answer by calculating the time using another equation.

Passing Another Vehicle on the Highway
Many young drivers are surprised the first time they pass another vehicle on the highway by the time and distance required to
complete the pass. If the highway is a two-lane highway with one lane of traffic going in each direction, errors in judgement
could place drivers in a situation that results in a head-on collision. The next example problem illustrates the distance
travelled by a vehicle during a typical passing manoeuvre.

Example Problem 1.16
A car travelling 90 km/h accelerates at 0.50 m/s2 while passing another vehicle. If it takes 5.0 s to pass the vehicle,
determine the distance travelled by the vehicle during this time.
Solution
Let the velocity, acceleration, and displacement vectors all point in the positive direction.



a = + 0.50 m/s 2
Dd = ?
km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
v i = + 90
h
1.0 km 3600 s
D t = 5.0 s
= + 25 m/s
 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯


Solving for Dd requires that you first find v f .
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt



v f = aD t + v i

(

= + 0.50 m/s

2

) (5.0 s ) + ( + 25 m/s )

= + 27.5 m/s


Now, solve for Dd .
 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯
=

( + 25 m/s ) + ( + 27.5 m/s )

= + 131 m

2

(5.0 s )

= + 1.3 ¥ 10 2 m

The car travels 1.3 ¥ 102 m while passing.
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Building a New Equation
In Example Problem 1.16, the calculation of the distance travelled by an accelerating vehicle became quite complex because
the final velocity was not given in the original data. Problems like this are so common that it is worthwhile to develop a new
equation to simplify solving situations just like this. The following steps show how a new equation can be developed from a
velocity–time graph describing Example Problem 1.16.
step 1: Rearrange the acceleration equation to isolate
 
v f - v i . This quantity will correspond to a key

(

)

feature in the graphs shown in the next two steps.
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt
 

v - vi
aD t = f
D t ¨ Multiply both sides by D t.
Dt

 
aD t = v f - v i
step 2: The velocity–time graph includes labels for the
initial velocity, 17.5 m/s, and the time, 9.0 s. To
include the acceleration value as a label on this
graph, notice that the height of the triangular
 
area of the graph is equal to v f - v i . This
is also equal to the acceleration multiplied by
time (as shown in step 1).

)

(


v

vf = ?

 
h = v f - vi

= aD t


v i = 17.5 m/s

t

9.0 s

Substitute the values from Example Problem 1.16 into the
equation shown in step 4 to confirm that this method can be
used to calculate displacement.

D t = 5.0 s
v i = + 25.0 m/s


Dd = ?
a = + 0.50 m/s

= ( + 25.0 m/s ) (5.0 s ) +


vf = ?

h = aD t

v i = 17.5 m/s

0

(

)

2
1
+ 0.50 m/s 2 (5.0 s )
2
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t

9.0 s

displacement = area under graph

D d = area of rectangle + area of triangle
step 4: Recall that the area of a rectangle is equal to the
length times the width, A = l ¥ w, and that the area
of a triangle is equal to one-half the base times the
height, A = 12 ( b ¥ h ) . Apply these formulas, and
substitute the variables from the graph.

1
D d = (l ¥ w ) + (b ¥ h)
2


1
= v i ( D t ) + ( D t ) aD t
2

2
1
= vi Dt + a ( Dt )
2

( )

Using Another Displacement Equation
initial velocity

acceleration

 
2
1
D d = vi Dt + a ( Dt )
2
displacement

= + 1.3 ¥ 10 2 m
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v

( )

0

 
2
1
D d = vi Dt + a ( Dt )
2

step 3: Displacement is equal to the area under the
velocity–time graph. As you can see, this is equal
to the sum of the area of a rectangle and the area
of a triangle.

time interval

This equation allows for a simpler, more direct approach
than the method presented in Example Problem 1.16.
The only caution is that you have to be careful to
remember to square the time interval in the second half
of the equation.

Juanita leaves the surface of a trampoline with an initial velocity of 11.8 m/s, directed straight up. Determine the
displacement of the gymnast after 0.80 s.
Solution

a = 9.81 m/s 2 [ down ]
= - 9.81 m/s

v i = 11.8 m/s [ up ]
= + 11.8 m/s
2

¨ Note: The data may seem incomplete; but, in actuality,
the gymnast is under the influence of gravity.

D t = 0.80 s

Dd = ?
 
2
1
D d = vi Dt + a ( Dt )
2
= ( + 11.8 m/s ) ( 0.80 s ) +
= + 6.3 m

(

)

2
1
- 9.81 m/s 2 ( 0.80 s )
2

The gymnast is 6.3 m above the surface of the trampoline.

Example Problem 1.18
A diver steps off the edge of a platform and enters the
water 5.0 m below. If the initial velocity of the diver
was zero, determine the time for it took the diver to
reach the water.
Solution
Since solving for time requires you to divide the
displacement by the acceleration, the vector notation
is dropped.
2
1
D d = 5.0 m [ down ]
D d = vi D t + a ( D t )
2
= - 5.0 m
2
1
D d = a ( D t ) ¨ vi = 0
a = 9.81 m/s 2 [ down ]
2
= - 9.81 m/s 2
2D d
Dt 2 =
vi = 0
a
Dt = ?

Dt =
=

Practice
34. A vehicle travelling 63 km/h[E] accelerates
1.0 m/s2[E] for 9.0 s. Determine the displacement
of the vehicle during this 9.0-s time interval.
35. The driver of a vehicle travelling 84 km/h on a
country road is startled to see a deer standing in
the middle of the road. By applying the brakes, the
driver is able to slow down at a rate of - 4.5 m/s2
while sounding the horn. Luckily, the deer bolts
before a collision occurred. Exactly 5.0 s passes
from the moment the brakes are applied to the
instant the deer bounds from the road. Calculate
the displacement of the vehicle during the 5.0-s
time interval.

2D d
a
2 ( - 5.0 m )

- 9.81 m/s 2
= 1.0 s
It took the diver 1.0 s to reach the water.
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Example Problem 1.17

deceleration: the slowing down of

an object due to the acceleration
In Practice question 35, the vehicle had a positive initial velocity and a negative
vector pointing in the opposite
acceleration. This meant that the magnitude of the velocity vector would be reduced and
direction as the velocity vector
the vehicle would slow down. In the context of vehicles moving on a roadway, this might
be referred to in everyday language as deceleration. Although this term is frequently used to describe the motion of vehicles
on a roadway, it is not a term that is generally used in pure science applications. If you encounter a problem that describes the
motion of a vehicle moving in the positive direction as “decelerating at 4.5 m/s2,” you could translate this to mean a negative
acceleration, - 4.5 m/s2 .

1.6 Summary
Velocity–Time

Velocity

Displacement can be calculated using the area under
a velocity–time graph. Finding the area under a
velocity–time graph results in two new equations.
Each of these equations can be rearranged to solve
for the other variables.
Again, since it goes beyond high school
mathematics to multiply or divide two vectors, the
vector notation is dropped when solving for the time
interval, D t.
If air resistance can be ignored when an
object falls through the air near Earth’s surface,
it accelerates at 9.81 m/s2, directed straight down
toward the centre of Earth. The displacement
equations can be used to solve problems when
objects fall through the air; but special care must be
taken with the proper use of the sign convention.
Deceleration is a term that refers to the slowing
down of an object due to the acceleration vector
pointing in the direction opposite to the velocity
vector. When solving problems with positive
velocity vectors, it is preferable to translate this to
mean a negative acceleration.

displacement
t

0

Time

 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
Dd = Á
Dt
Ë 2 ˜¯

If v i = 0,


 Ê v f ˆ
D d = Á ˜ Dt
Ë 2¯


2D d
vf =
Dt
2D d
Dt =
vf

 
2
1
D d = vi Dt + a ( Dt )
2

If v i = 0,
 1 
2
D d = a ( Dt )
2

 2D d
a=
( D t )2


If v f = 0,


 Ê v i ˆ
D d = Á ˜ Dt
Ë 2¯


2D d
vi =
Dt
2D d
Dt =
vi

Dt =

1.6 Questions
Knowledge
1. The following graph is typical for a car speeding up with
uniformly accelerated motion. Copy this graph into your
notebook, and add the following labels.

• v

• vf
•
•
•

Dt
 
vf - vi

aD t

(

)

Velocity–Time
15.0

Velocity (m/s)
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Deceleration

10.0

5.0

0

10.0

20.0

Time (s)
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30.0

2D d
a

 
 Ê v i + v f ˆ
D t . Your flowchart should show
a. Create a detailed description showing the origins of the equation D d = Á
Ë 2 ˜¯
how the labelled variables from the graph are assembled to create this equation.
 

2
b. Create a detailed description showing the origins of the equation D d = v i D t + 1 a ( D t ) from a velocity–time graph.
2
Your flowchart should show how the labelled variables from the graph are assembled to create this equation.

Applying Concepts
Use the following information to answer question 3.
Just as an acceleration lane provides a safe way to enter a highway, a lane called the
deceleration lane provides a vehicle with a safe way to exit a highway. The following diagram
shows the layout of a typical deceleration lane for a major highway.

Do not slow here

Traffic flow

Slow down after turning
into deceleration lane

Do not make
last minute
turn-off
Check
posted safe
speed for exit

3. Suppose a vehicle enters the deceleration lane at 95.0 km/h and must slow down to 50.0 km/h before travelling around
the curve of the exit ramp. Assume that most passenger cars take 5.00 s to comfortably decelerate in this situation.
a. Determine the vehicle’s deceleration.
b. Use the initial velocity, final velocity, and value for time to determine the displacement of the vehicle during the
5.00-s interval.
c. Use the initial velocity, value for time, and your value for the deceleration from question 3.a. to calculate the
displacement of the vehicle during the 5.00-s interval.
d. Compare your answers to questions 3.b. and 3.c. Are they the same? What do your answers suggest about the
minimum length of the deceleration lane for this case?
e. If the highway were wet, a vehicle might only be able to manage a deceleration of 1.50 m/s2 as it slows down from
95.0 km/h to 50.0 km/h. Determine the minimum length for the deceleration lane for this case.
f. Compare your answers to questions 3.d. and 3.e. Explain why the total length of the deceleration lane would
probably be designed to be more than 170 m long for this exit.
4. During a baseball game, a ball leaves a bat and travels straight up into the air. A TV camera records that when the ball
reaches its highest point, it had travelled 18.5 m from where it left the bat.
a. Consider the part of the ball’s motion when it falls from its highest point back down toward the batter. Determine
the time it takes the ball to travel this distance.
b. Ignoring air resistance, when things travel through the air, their motion is symmetrical—the second half of motion
mirrors the first half of motion. Use this idea to determine the time for the ball to travel from its release point on
the bat to its highest point.
c. Use your answer to question 4.b. to determine the magnitude and direction of the initial velocity of the ball
immediately after it leaves the bat.
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2. Refer to the graph in question 1.
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1.7 Determining Stopping Distance

Figure B1.41: Stopping distances vary from driver to driver.

Reaction Distance
Reaction time plays a critical role when a driver has to stop a vehicle. The time required to react
includes the time it takes the driver’s brain to recognize that there is a need to stop and the time
it takes the driver’s foot to move from the gas pedal to the brake pedal. Since the reaction time
varies from driver to driver, so does the reaction distance.

Practice
36. Recall the “Reaction Time” activity at the beginning
of this chapter. In that activity your partner dropped
a metre-stick from rest, and then you grabbed
it between your forefinger and your thumb. The
metre-stick had an initial velocity of zero and was
accelerated by gravity until you caught it.
a. If the metre-stick was able to fall 22.5 cm before
you caught it, calculate the length of time it fell.
b. Based on your calculations to question 36.a., state
the reaction time for this trial.
c. List some factors that could cause a driver’s
reaction time to be longer.
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reaction distance: the
distance a vehicle travels
while the driver is reacting

Once the driver starts to press the brake pedal, the vehicle
begins to slow down; but, as you know, stopping takes
time. Road conditions, the condition of the vehicle’s tires,
and the condition of the vehicle’s brakes are factors that
influence the time needed to stop the vehicle. These factors
all influence the car’s deceleration.
Since deceleration varies for different vehicles under
different weather conditions, the braking distance varies
as well.
braking distance: the distance a vehicle
travels from the moment the brakes are
first applied to the time the vehicle stops

Practice

Stopping Distance = Reaction Distance +
Braking Distance
Example Problem 1.19 will show that calculating the
stopping distance for a vehicle requires careful thought
about the two components of stopping: the motion of the
vehicle while the driver is reacting and the motion of the
vehicle while the driver is braking. An organized solution
helps to keep all these details straight.

Example Problem 1.19
The typical reaction time for most drivers is considered
to be about 1.50 s. This includes the time required to
identify the danger (0.75 s) and the time required to
react to the danger (0.75 s). The ability of vehicles
to decelerate varies greatly however. Traffic safety
engineers often use a deceleration value of 5.85 m/s2 to
calculate the minimum stopping distance for a vehicle
on smooth, dry pavement.
Determine the distance travelled while reacting,
the distance travelled while braking, and the minimum
stopping distance of a vehicle travelling 110 km/h.
Solution
Vector notation is dropped since solving for braking
time involves dividing initial velocity by acceleration
and since the question asks for distance.

37. Each winter on the day of the first significant
snowfall—where snow is accumulating on the
roadways—appears, it is not unusual for there to
be more collisions than on any other day during
the year. Explain the connection between the large
number of collisions that occur on this day and
the change in road conditions.

Note that during the time interval when the driver
reacts, the vehicle’s motion can be considered to be
uniform motion.
Calculate the distance travelled while reacting.
D t = 1.50 s
v = 110

km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km

= 30.5 m/s
Dd = ?
Dd
Dt
D d = vDt
v=

(

)

= 30.5 m/s (1.50 s )
= 45.83 m
= 45.8 m
The distance travelled while reacting is 45.8 m.
continued on
next page
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Braking Distance

D
ID

vf = 0
a = - 5.85 m/s 2
Dt = ?
Dd = ?
First, determine the time it takes to stop the vehicle.
a=

=

(

vf = 0

U

?

vi = 30.5 m/s

vf - vi
Dt
- vi ¨
a=
Dt
- vi
Dt =
a

O
Y
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Next, calculate the braking distance.

In the Basic Licence Driver’s Handbook,
you’ll find a chart that gives the stopping
distances for a number of highway speeds.
You can find this handbook on the Internet by using
a search engine and entering the key words Alberta
Transportation and Basic Licence Driver’s Handbook.
The same techniques used in Practice question 38
were used to generate this chart. You can compare the
stopping distance you calculated with those in the chart
in the Basic Licence Driver’s Handbook.

Controlling Traffic at Intersections

- 30.5 m/s

Earlier in this chapter you saw how the concepts of
acceleration, velocity, and displacement are used in the
design of acceleration and deceleration lanes. Traffic
safety engineers also use these ideas when they calculate
the optimum length of time that the light at an intersection
should stay yellow.

)

- 5.85 m/s
= 5.223 171 89 s
2

Next, determine the braking distance.
Ê v +v ˆ
D d = Á i f ˜ Dt
Ë 2 ¯
Ê 30.5 m/s ˆ
=Á
˜¯ (5.223 171 89 s )
2
Ë
= 79.798 459 43 m
= 79.8 m

¨ vf = 0

The braking distance is 79.8 m.
Determine the stopping distance.
D dstopping = D dreaction + D dbraking
= 45.83 m + 79.798 459 43 m
= 126 m
The stopping distance is 126 m.

Practice
38. Use the typical driver reaction time of 1.50 s and
the representative deceleration of –5.85 m/s2 to
calculate the distance travelled while reacting, the
distance travelled while braking, and the minimum
stopping distance on smooth, dry pavement for a
vehicle with an initial velocity of
a. 100 km/h
b. 80.0 km/h
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Figure B1.42: The length of time a traffic light remains yellow varies from
intersection to intersection.

To understand how the timing of traffic lights at an
intersection is determined, it is essential to first understand
the purpose of the yellow traffic light. The yellow light is
a signal to motorists that the light is about to turn red. For
drivers approaching an intersection, the yellow light means
they should prepare to stop. For drivers who are already in
the intersection—waiting to complete a left turn—the yellow
light means they should clear the intersection by passing
through it. These two meanings of the yellow light cause
problems when vehicles are in a third place called “the area
of no return” (as shown in Figure B1.43). A vehicle in the
area of no return is too close to the intersection to stop safely
and, therefore, must proceed through the intersection.

Yellow
traffic light

Vehicle approaching
intersection

Area Distant from Intersection
• vehicle must stop

Area of No Return
• vehicle must continue

Area Within the Intersection
• vehicle must clear this space

The area of no return is a space that drivers must learn to recognize and attempt to avoid. If drivers fail to stop before
entering this region, they risk the possibility of passing through the intersection when the light is red. Running a red light is
exceptionally dangerous, and it can result in a hefty fine and demerit points against your licence.
Although drivers learn, through experience, to estimate the boundaries of the area of no return, the length of this space

can be calculated. In fact, as you’ll see in Example Problem 1.20, the length of the area of no return (represented by Dd in
Figure B1.43) can also be used to estimate the length of time the light should remain yellow.

Example Problem 1.20
A vehicle travelling at the posted speed limit of 60.0 km/h approaches an intersection where the light has just turned
yellow.
a. Using the typical reaction time of 1.50 s and the representative deceleration value of 5.85 m/s2, calculate the
minimum stopping distance for this vehicle.
b. Explain why it is reasonable to assume that the minimum stopping distance is also the length of the area of no return
for this traffic light.
c. Use your answer from part a. and the initial speed of the vehicle to estimate the time required for a driver to travel
through the area of no return with uniform motion.
d. Drivers who have entered the area of no return should be able to travel with uniform motion to the intersection while
the traffic light remains yellow. Use your answer from part c. to determine the minimum length of the time the light
should remain yellow at this intersection.
Solution
a. Vector notation is dropped, since solving for braking time involves dividing initial velocity by acceleration and since
the question asks for distance.
Determine the reaction distance.
v = 60.0

km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600
s
h
1 km

= 16.6 m/s

Dd
Dt
D d = vDt
v=

(

)

D t = 1.50 s

= 16.6 m/s (1.50 s )

Dd = ?

= 25.0 m

continued on
next page

The reaction distance is 25.0 m.
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Figure B1.43: The area of no return is highlighted.
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Determine the braking distance.
vi = 16.6 m/s

Dt = ?

vf = 0

Dd = ?

a = - 5.85 m/s

c. v = 16.6 m/s
D d = 48.741 690 41 m
Dt = ?

Dd
v
48.741 690 41 m

The time required to travel through the area of no
return with uniform motion is 2.92 s.

a=

vf = 0

(

- 16.6 m/s

d. If a driver travelling 60.0 km/h needs 2.92 s to travel
through the area of no return, then the traffic light
should remain yellow for at least this length of time.
Therefore, the traffic light should remain yellow for
at least 2.92 s.

)

- 5.85 m/s
= 2.849 002 849 s
2

Estimating the Minimum Length of Time
for Yellow Lights

Next, determine the braking distance.
Ê v +v ˆ
d = Á i f ˜ Dt
Ë 2 ¯
Ê 16.6 m/s + 0 ˆ
=Á
˜¯ ( 2.849 002 849 s )
2
Ë
= 23.741 690 41 m
= 23.7 m
The braking distance is 23.7 m.

D dstopping = D dreacting + D dbraking

39. Use the typical reaction time of 1.50 s and the
representative deceleration of 5.85 m/s2 to calculate
the minimum time interval for yellow lights at
intersections with the following posted limits.

= 25.0 m + 23.741 690 41 m
= 48.741 690 41 m
= 48.7 m
The minimum stopping distance is 48.7 m.
b. The minimum stopping distance is the shortest
distance in which a driver travelling 60.0 km/h can
stop the vehicle. So, at this distance, or any distance
longer than this, a vehicle will be able to stop.
For any distance less than the minimum stopping
distance, the driver must continue through the
intersection because the vehicle cannot be stopped
before entering the intersection.
continued

Unit B: Changes in Motion

The method shown in Example Problem 1.20 is a simplified
version of the technique used by traffic safety engineers
when they determine the length of time for yellow lights.
Even though the professionals use a more advanced
technique that includes other variables, such as the length
of the intersection, the method shown here allows you to
determine a reasonable estimate for the minimum length of
time for a light to remain yellow.

Practice

Determine the stopping distance.
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Dt =

16.6 m/s
= 2.92 s

First, determine the time it takes to stop the vehicle.

=

Dd
Dt

=

2

vf - vi
Dt
- vi ¨
a=
Dt
- vi
Dt =
a

v=

a. 70 km/h
b. 90 km/h
40. As the posted speed limits increase, describe the
trend in the values of the minimum time intervals for
the yellow light.
41. Provide an explanation for the relationship between
the posted speed limit and the length of time
(duration) of the yellow light at an intersection.
42. A common cause of collisions at intersections is the
tendency of some drivers to accelerate when they
see that the light has turned yellow. Explain why this
is a dangerous practice.

Traffic Lights—Designing a Field Study
Purpose

Science Skills

You will design a field study that will verify that the simplified method
� Initiating and Planning
actually does provide reasonable estimates of the minimum time
� Communication and Teamwork
interval for a yellow light at a given intersection. If intersections have
significant differences between the measured time interval of the
yellow light and the calculated time interval, additional observations would be needed to account for the discrepancies.

Background
Earlier in this chapter it was stated that the method shown for determining the minimum time interval for a yellow traffic
light was a simplified approach. This investigation involves designing a field study. These minimum time intervals, which
can be calculated using the techniques shown in this chapter, will be compared to the actual time intervals of the yellow
light measured at a given intersection.

Process
The end product will be a detailed procedure for a field study. In this procedure you’ll describe how to complete the
necessary measurements and observations to compare the predictions made using the model. Your procedure should
address the following:
step 1: Identify specific questions that need to be investigated to answer the questions posed in the purpose of the
investigation. You should generate at least four new questions.
step 2: Determine the data that needs to be collected to answer each of the questions posed. Describe a means to
collect that data, and list the tools that will be required.
step 3: Design and construct data tables to ensure that all the necessary observations are made and recorded.
step 4: Describe the safety precautions that should be used if you were to go to intersections to collect the data. You
should include at least four specific strategies to keep yourself and other students safe during this field study.

Figure B1.44: The simplified method provides a reasonable estimate of the minimum time a traffic light
remains yellow at any given intersection.
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1.7 Summary
All the equations in this chapter for describing uniform
and accelerated motion were used to determine the
stopping distance for a vehicle travelling at a given speed.
Stopping distance is the sum of the reaction distance (the
distance a vehicle travels while the driver is reacting) and
the braking distance (the distance a vehicle travels from
the moment the brakes are first applied until the instant
the vehicle stops).
Knowledge from previous lessons was used to estimate
the minimum length of time for a traffic light to remain
yellow at an intersection. This time is approximately equal
to the length of time for a vehicle to travel through the
area of no return with uniform motion. The area of no
return is an important space for a driver to recognize when
approaching an intersection because accidents are more
likely when drivers find themselves in this space.

Figure B1.45: Stopping distances not only vary from driver to driver, they also
vary according to road conditions.

1.7 Questions
Knowledge
1. The typical reaction time for most drivers is

.

2. The reaction time is the sum of the time it takes for a driver’s brain to recognize that there is a need to stop and the time
it takes for the driver’s foot to reach the brake pedal. Identify the term that describes the motion of a vehicle during the
reaction time.
3. The braking time is the time it takes for a vehicle to come to a complete stop from the instant the driver’s foot hits the
brake pedal. Identify the terms that describe the motion of a vehicle during the braking time.
Applying Concepts
4. A vehicle is travelling 105 km/h on a highway when the driver sees a moose in the middle of the lane.
a. Determine the distance travelled by the vehicle while the driver is reacting. Assume the driver’s reaction time is 1.50 s.
b. Determine the braking distance, assuming a deceleration of 5.85 m/s2.
c. Determine the stopping distance.
d. Determine a new stopping distance for this vehicle if the driver was impaired and had a reaction time of 3.00 s.
e. Explain why it is so dangerous to drive a vehicle while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Does the same
generalization apply to other impairments to reaction time, such as distractions? Identify some distractions commonly
found in motor vehicles.
f. Determine a new stopping distance for the vehicle if the surface of the road is wet and the deceleration of the
vehicle is reduced to 2.50 m/s2. Assume that the reaction time of 1.50 s still applies.
g. Explain why posted speed limits represent the maximum speed under ideal conditions and not the speed you should
travel.
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force of friction: a contact force between two surfaces that acts to oppose the motion of one surface past the other
net force: the vector sum of all forces acting on an object
Figure B1.46: The ability to slow down a vehicle relies on a number of factors.

Earlier in this chapter you found that the stopping distance for a vehicle is the sum of the reaction distance and the braking
distance. Both of these quantities depend upon the initial velocity of the vehicle. In addition, the reaction distance depends
upon the reaction time of the driver, and the braking distance depends upon the ability of the vehicle to decelerate. Recall that
5.85 m/s2 was used as a deceleration value representative of the performance of most vehicles. In fact, the ability of a vehicle
to decelerate can vary greatly depending upon the particular circumstances.

Factors Determining a Vehicle’s Deceleration Value
Your experiences in vehicles on icy winter roads should confirm that the traction between the tires and the roadway plays a
significant role in the ability of a vehicle to decelerate. Many people have had the scary experience of being in a vehicle that
slid straight through an intersection. In these instances, the inability of the vehicle to decelerate was due largely to the fact
that the force of friction between the vehicle’s tires and the road was too low. The pattern of raised tread on a tire is designed
to reduce slippage and allow the tire to effectively grip the road. This kind of friction is desirable and is absolutely necessary
for both braking and moving the vehicle.
Like all forces, friction is a push or a pull that is measured in newtons. When you hold a small
apple in your hand, gravity pulls down on the apple with a force of about 1 N. Since a force is a
quantity with direction, it is classified as a vector. It can take thousands of newtons of force acting
in the direction opposite to that of the velocity vector to bring a vehicle to a stop. For a vehicle
travelling at low speed on a level roadway, taking your foot off the accelerator and allowing the car
to coast produces only hundreds of newtons of frictional forces from air and road resistance. This is
much less than the thousands of newtons needed to stop the vehicle promptly.
Brakes—particularly brake pads and rotors—are designed to produce additional friction between the
rotating wheels and the fixed frame of the vehicle. When a vehicle is braking, there are three frictional
forces present: force of air resistance, force of road resistance, and the force applied by the braking system. The sum of these
forces is called net force. In this context, the word net means “sum” or “total,” as all three forces are acting in the same
direction and serve to slow the vehicle down.
Chapter 1: Describing Motion
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1.8 A Closer Look at Braking

43. When winter driving conditions get very icy, sand is often put on the roadway. Explain why this helps drivers brake
and turn with greater safety.

The Effect of Mass
Another factor that affects the rate of deceleration is the
mass of the vehicle, which is a scalar quantity usually
measured in kilograms. Because a transport truck has
a mass that is many thousands of kilograms greater
than a typical passenger car, a truck driver approaching
a red light at an intersection must start the process of
deceleration much sooner.
mass: the quantity of matter in an object
Figure B1.47: Entering a truck’s “no zone” can be very dangerous.

Practice

?

U

D

ID

44. A driver of a large transport truck on a highway sometimes refers to the space immediately in front of the moving
truck as the “no zone.” It’s called this because no other vehicle should ever slip into this space. Explain why the
“no zone” is for the safety of other passenger vehicles as well as for the truck driver.

O
Y
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Practice

What do skateboarding and snowboarding have in common with sumo wrestling? What do any of them have to do
with mass and highway transportation?

In these sports, maintaining your balance so you don’t fall over is essential. This is accomplished by positioning the
body in a crouched position with the knees bent. This position lowers the centre of mass in the body. Since falling over
happens when the centre of mass moves past the outside edge of your foot, having a wide stance increases stability.
Centre of mass is also an important consideration for trucking and highway transportation. The chance of rollover
can be reduced if the centre of mass of the truck and cargo is as low as possible. Although a truck can’t bend its knees
and crouch down, it can be loaded in a way that keeps the more massive items as low as possible. This also explains why
transport trucks tend to be so wide—it’s their version of a wide stance.
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Utilizing Technology
Factors Influencing the Rate of Deceleration
Purpose
You will use the applet “Newton’s Second Law,” found on the Science 20 Textbook CD, to explore
relationships among net force, mass, and rate of deceleration. Since this activity deals with braking, the
term force of friction refers mainly to the forces between the internal parts of a vehicle’s brake system.

Background
Before starting, familiarize yourself with the features of the applet by entering random values, clicking the Go button, and
seeing what happens. Remember to click the Reset button before you enter new values to begin a new trial.

Part A: Varying the Mass of the Vehicle

Science Skills

Procedure

� Analyzing and Interpreting

step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a
spreadsheet.

Constant Values
Force of Friction =
Initial Velocity =
Applied Force =

Mass (kg)

Part A: Varying the Mass of the Vehicle

Acceleration (m/s2)

Net Force (N)

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

step 2: Select the constant values in the applet: Force of Friction = - 6000 N, Initial Velocity = + 4.00 m/s, and
Applied Force = 0. These values will be kept constant throughout this part of the activity. Record these values in
the appropriate places on the data sheet.
step 3: Set the initial value of the mass of the vehicle to 1000 kg.
step 4: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicle. Record the values of the acceleration and the net
force for this trial in the appropriate place on the data sheet.
step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each of the following vehicle masses: 2000 kg, 3000 kg, 4000 kg, and
5000 kg. Record the values of the corresponding acceleration and the net force for each mass.

Analysis
1. Describe the trend in the data by completing the following statement:
As the mass of the vehicle increases, and the force of friction is kept constant, the magnitude of the acceleration
.
2. The word net means “sum” or “total.” Explain why the net force is the same value as the force of friction in each of
these trials.
3. Compare the directions of the acceleration and the net force as revealed by the sign convention.

Chapter 1: Describing Motion
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What is the relationship among net force, mass, and the rate of deceleration? In the next activity you will have an opportunity to
use the computer applet “Newton’s Second Law.” You will test different combinations of variables to determine their effect on the
deceleration of the vehicle. The applet will provide you with a collection of animated vehicles and relevant data.
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Part B: Varying the Net Force
Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Constant Values
Mass =
Initial Velocity =
Applied Force =

Force of Friction (N)

Part B: Varying the Net Force

Net Force (N)

Acceleration (m/s2)

- 5000
- 4000
- 3000
- 2000
- 1000
0

step 2: Select the constant values in the applet: Mass = 1000 kg, Initial Velocity = + 4.00 m/s, and
Applied Force = 0. These values will be kept constant throughout this part of the investigation. Record these
values in the appropriate places on the data sheet.
step 3: Set the initial value of the force of friction to - 5000 N. Note that the negative sign indicates that the force of
friction is acting in the direction opposite to that of the vehicle.
step 4: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicle. Record the value of the net force and the
acceleration for this trial in the appropriate place on the data sheet.
step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each of the following values of the force of friction: - 4000 N, - 3000 N, - 2000 N,
- 1000 N, and 0. Record the values of the corresponding net force and acceleration for each value of the
force of friction.

Analysis
4. Describe the trend in the data by completing the following statement:
As the magnitude of the net force decreases, the magnitude of the acceleration
5. The last trial required you to enter a value of zero for the force of friction.
a. Is it possible for the net force on a vehicle to be zero?
b. Can you think of a circumstance in which the force of friction could be very small?
6. Compare the directions of the acceleration and the net force as revealed by the sign convention.
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.

The trends that you noticed in the previous investigation can
be summarized in Newton’s second law of motion. This law
is best expressed in the following equation:

Usually, this law is written in terms of net force rather
than in terms of acceleration. This is because the unit of
force, the newton, is defined in terms of this equation:

net force
Newton’s second law of
motion: a law stating that an
object will accelerate in the
direction of the net force


 F net
a=
m
acceleration

Equation:

Units:



F net = ma

(

N = ( kg ) m/s 2
N = kg i m/s

mass

)

2

Example Problem 1.21
A vehicle with a mass of 1250 kg is travelling 45 km/h, east, when the driver engages the brakes to stop at an
intersection.
a. If the net force on the vehicle is 7000 N west, determine the magnitude and direction of the deceleration of the vehicle
while the net force is applied.
b. Determine the length of time the net force must be applied to stop the vehicle.
Solution
Let east be the positive direction and west be the negative direction.
a. m = 1250 kg

F net = 7000 N [ W ]
= - 7000 N

a=?



F net = ma

 F
a = net
m
- 7000 N
=
1250 kg
= - 5.600 m/s 2

The deceleration is 5.600 m/s2[W].
b. Drop the vector notation since you are solving for time.

a = - 5.600 m/s 2
vf = 0
vi = 45 km/h [ E ]
km 1000 m
1h
¥
¥
3600 s
h
1 km
= + 12.5 m/s
= + 45

Dt = ?

vf - vi
Dt
- vi ¨ vf = 0
a=
Dt
- vi
Dt =
a
- (12.5 m/s )
=
- 5.600 m/s 2
a=

(

Figure B1.48: The ability to stop safely at an intersection is critical
to the well-being of you and those around you.

)

= 2.2 s ¨ 2 significant digits, since velocity was initially given as 45 km/h

The net force must be applied for 2.2 s.
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Newton’s Second Law of Motion
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Practice
45. A farmer is on an errand to pick up supplies. The truck and empty flatbed
trailer have a combined mass of 2920 kg. The winter driving conditions
require extra caution because the midday sun has melted just
enough of the packed snow to add a thin layer of water
between the tires and the road. Under these circumstances,
the maximum net force the farmer can expect for braking is
about 6500 N. Consider the initial velocity of the vehicle
to be in the positive direction.
a. On the way to pick up supplies, the farmer—driving
an empty truck and trailer—approaches an
intersection with an initial velocity of 70.0 km/h. If
the farmer has to stop at the intersection, calculate
the deceleration of the truck and trailer.
b. Determine the braking distance for the situation in
question 45.a.
c. On the way back, the farmer is carrying an additional 1250 kg of supplies on the flatbed trailer. The same
intersection was approached with the same initial velocity. If the braking force remains the same, calculate the
deceleration of the truck and trailer for these circumstances.
d. Determine the braking distance for the situation in question 45.c.
e. Given your answers to questions 45.b. and 45.d., what driving strategies could the farmer use when approaching
the intersection with the massive load on the trailer?
46. In Alberta, any trailer that has a mass of more than 2300 kg must be equipped with brakes controlled by the driver.
Using your answers to question 45, provide a rationale for this law.

1.8 Summary
The force of friction is a contact force between two surfaces that acts to oppose the motion of one surface past another.
During braking, the force of friction between internal parts of the vehicle’s braking system, called brake pads and
rotors, provides the net force to decelerate a moving vehicle. The relationships among net force, mass, and acceleration
is described by Newton’s second law of motion. This equation is usually written in terms of the net force; but it is best
understood in terms of acceleration.
net force

mass

acceleration



F net = ma

 F net
a=
m
In the case of braking, the
direction of the net force and
the acceleration both oppose
the motion of the vehicle in
the positive direction, so these
values are negative.
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Use the following information to answer questions 1 to 4.

A marvelous source of fun and exercise in the winter months is tobogganing and sledding. Toboggans have the
advantage of carrying many people together down a hill for a frosty thrill ride. Sleds can only carry one or two
people, but they are much more manoeuvrable. Some sleds even have steering wheels that control a front ski and
brakes that can be applied by the driver. On a toboggan, steering is achieved by leaning to one side or the other and
braking is accomplished by the riders digging their boots into the snow.

Figure B1.49: The three friends supply the force needed to accelerate
the rider on the sled.

Figure B1.50: Boots digging into the snow can supply a braking force.

Knowledge
1. Imagine two sleds racing down a hill: one sled has two riders and the other has only one. Assume that the drivers of both
sleds apply the brakes so that the same braking force is applied to each sled.
a. Which sled will experience the greater deceleration?
b. Use Newton’s second law of motion to support your answer to question 1.a.
2. Imagine two toboggans moving down a hill, each loaded with four riders. On one toboggan, all four people dig their boots
into the snow to provide the braking force at the end of the run. On the other toboggan, only the person in the front uses
his or her boots to provide the braking force.
a. Which toboggan will experience the greater deceleration?
b. Use Newton’s second law of motion to support your answer to question 2.a.
Applying Concepts
3. A toboggan travels the level terrain at the bottom of a hill with a velocity of 6.0 m/s, east. The riders dig in their boots and
bring the toboggan to rest in 3.0 s. The mass of the toboggan and the riders is 185 kg.
a. Sketch a diagram illustrating the braking process. Be sure to add arrows to represent the vector quantities of velocity,
acceleration, and braking force.
b. Calculate the acceleration of the toboggan.
c. Calculate the braking force on the toboggan.
4. A person riding a sled is able to provide a braking force of 225 N to bring the sled to a stop in just 2.5 s on level ground.
The mass of the rider and the sled is 55 kg.
a. If the sled was travelling south prior to applying the brakes, determine the acceleration of the sled.
b. Calculate the speed of the sled prior to the brakes being applied.
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1.9 Newton’s First Law of Motion

Figure B1.51: To push a vehicle on a level section of road, you must overcome the vehicle’s rolling resistance.

So far, the analysis of forces on vehicles has been limited to the case of braking. In all of these cases, the force of friction
between internal parts of the vehicle’s braking system has primarily been the external, unbalanced force acting on the vehicle.
In this context, frictional forces are desirable because they allow the vehicle to stop safely.
However, sometimes frictional forces are not desirable. If you have ever pushed a vehicle on a level section of road, you
provided a force to overcome the rolling resistance of the vehicle. You needed to push fairly hard because it takes effort to
overcome the friction within the vehicle’s drive train to turn the wheels; and once the wheels start to turn, it takes effort to
keep them turning because the tires flex and change shape as they roll. Normally, it’s the engine that has to overcome the
rolling resistance as the vehicle moves. At low speeds, the rolling resistance is the main force that opposes the motion of the
vehicle.
Another undesirable frictional effect is air resistance.
This can also be called “drag force” or “fluid friction.”
Think back to the last time you put your hand out of the
window of a moving vehicle. If your palm faced forward,
attempting to catch the air, the forces exerted on your hand
would have been much larger than if you tried to slice
through the air by leading with your fingertips. Vehicles
encounter the same difficulties. In fact, at highway speeds,
the force of air resistance is the main force that opposes the
motion of a vehicle. Automotive designers try to find the
most aerodynamic shapes possible so that air resistance can
be minimized.
In circumstances in which the brakes are not engaged—a
Figure B1.52: Air resistance is an undesirable frictional effect.
vehicle is speeding up or is travelling with a constant
velocity—the rolling resistance and air resistance can be
collectively referred to as the force of friction.
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applied force: an

external force applied
Newton’s second law also explains what happens when a vehicle increases its velocity. This case is
on an object
slightly more complicated because, now, there is another force to consider in addition to the force of
friction. This additional force is generated by the vehicle’s engine and through the tires’ contact with
the road as the vehicle moves forward. Since the application of this force is intended to make the vehicle move, it is usually
called the applied force.
In the next activity you will demonstrate that the net force results from the vector sum of the applied force and the force of
friction. You will also have an opportunity to investigate how the combination of these forces can be used to cause an object
to speed up. This will be done, once again, using an applet.

Utilizing Technology
Factors Influencing the Rate of Acceleration
Purpose

Science Skills

You will use the applet “Newton’s Second Law,” found on the Science
� Analyzing and Interpreting
20 Textbook CD, to explore the relationships among the force of friction,
the applied force, the net force, the mass of the vehicle, and the rate of
deceleration. Since this activity does not deal with braking, the term force
of friction refers to the combined effect of rolling resistance and air resistance that act to oppose the motion of
the vehicle.

Background
Before starting this activity, you should familiarize yourself with the features of the applet by entering random values,
clicking the Go button, and seeing what happens. Remember to click on the Reset button before you enter new values
to begin a new trial.

Part A: Causing the Vehicle to Speed Up
Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.
Part A: Causing the Vehicle to Speed Up

Constant Values
Force of Friction =
Initial Velocity =
Mass =

Applied Force (N)

Net Force (N)

Acceleration (m/s2)

+ 2000
+ 3000
+ 4000
+ 5000

step 2: Select the constant values in the applet: Force of Friction = - 1000 N, Initial Velocity = + 4.00 m/s, and
Mass = 2000 kg. These values will be kept constant throughout this part of the investigation. Record these
values in the appropriate places on the data sheet.
step 3: Set the initial value of the applied force to + 2000 N.
step 4: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicle. Record the value of the net force and the
acceleration in the appropriate places on the data sheet.
step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each of the following values of the applied force on the vehicle: + 3000 N, + 4000 N,
and + 5000 N. Record the values of the corresponding net force and acceleration for each applied force.
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Analysis
1. Explain why the net force was 1000 N less than the applied force in each case.
2. Do your results support Newton’s second law? Calculate the acceleration from the net force and the mass of the
vehicle for your last trial to support your answer.

Check Your Understanding
3. A vehicle with a mass of 4000 kg is subjected to an applied force of +5000 N and a force of friction of – 3000 N.
a. Determine the acceleration of the vehicle using the applet.
b. Calculate the acceleration of the vehicle using the formulas.

Part B: A Special Case
Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Constant Values
Initial Velocity =
Mass =

Part B: A Special Case

Applied Force (N)

Force of Friction (N)

+ 1000

- 1000

+ 2000

- 2000

+ 3000

- 3000

+ 4000

- 4000

+ 5000

- 5000

Net Force (N)

Acceleration (m/s2)

step 2: Select the constant values in the applet: Initial Velocity = +4.00 m/s and Mass = 1000 kg. These values will be
kept constant throughout this part of the investigation. Record these values in the appropriate places on the
data sheet.
step 3: Set the initial value of the applied force to + 1000 N, and set the initial value of the force of friction to - 1000 N.
step 4: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicle. Record the values of the net force and the
acceleration in the appropriate places in the data sheet.
step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each of the other pairs of values for applied force and force of friction. In each case,
record the values of the corresponding net force and acceleration.

Analysis
4. Use Newton’s second law to explain why the acceleration values should be zero in each case.
5. Explain how the motion of the animated vehicle on the screen also indicated that the acceleration was zero.
6. Predict the effect on the vehicle’s motion if the initial velocity was set to zero throughout each trial in Part B. Use the
applet to verify your prediction.

Check Your Understanding
7. A vehicle is given an initial velocity of 4.00 m/s when the force of friction is somehow made to be zero.
a. Use the applet to determine the applied force that would be required to keep the vehicle moving uniformly at
4.00 m/s in these circumstances.
b. Use Newton’s second law to explain the value of applied force required to keep the vehicle moving uniformly at
4.00 m/s in these circumstances.
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Newton’s first law of
motion: a law stating
that in the absence of
a net force, an object
in motion will tend to
maintain its velocity, and
an object at rest will tend
to remain at rest

?

U

D

O
Y

ID

Part B of the previous activity demonstrated a curious
result that is usually called Newton’s first law of motion.
Newton’s first law explains why a space probe with no
crew, like Voyager 2, requires no engines to continue its
journey beyond the solar system. In deep space, there are
practically no forces slowing it down or speeding it up; so,
the probe simply maintains its velocity.

Launched in 1977, Voyager 2 will continue to transmit
information back to Earth until 2020, when its nuclear generators
will no longer be able to supply adequate electrical energy.

Figure B1.53: The success of Voyager 2 can
be explained by Newton’s first law of motion.

Example Problem 1.22
Determine the acceleration of each of the following vehicles. In each case, let the direction of the applied force be the
positive direction.
a. The engine of a motorcycle supplies an applied force of 1880 N, west, to overcome frictional forces of 520 N, east.
The motorcycle and rider have a combined mass of 245 kg.
b. A car with a mass of 1075 kg is travelling on a highway. The engine of the car supplies an applied force of
4800 N, west, to overcome frictional forces of 4800 N, east.
Solution
a. m = 245 kg

F a = 1880 N [ W ]
= + 1880 N

F f = 520 N [ E ]
= - 520 N

a=?
First, determine the net force.

 
F net = F a + F f

= ( + 1880 N ) + ( - 520 N )
= + 1360 N

Next, determine the acceleration.


F net = ma

 F net
a=
m
+ 1360 N
=
245 kg
= + 5.55 m/s 2
The acceleration is 5.55 m/s2[W].


b. F a = 4800 N [ W ]
= + 4800 N

F f = 4800 N [ E ]
= - 4800 N

m = 1075 kg

F net = ?

a=?

First, determine the net force.

 
F net = F a + F f

= ( + 4800 N ) + ( - 4800 N )
=0

Next, determine the acceleration.


F net = ma

 F net
a=
m
0
=
1075 kg
=0
The acceleration is zero.
Alternative Solution: According to Newton’s first law,
the car maintains its velocity and the acceleration is
zero because there is no net force.
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Newton’s first law also has a lot to say about motion here on Earth. In the next two activities you will see how Newton’s
first law applies to automotive safety.

Utilizing Technology
Whiplash
Purpose

Science Skills

You will use the applet “Newton’s First Law: Whiplash,” found on the
� Analyzing and Interpreting
Science 20 Textbook CD, to observe the effects of a rear-end collision
on a crash test dummy in a vehicle with a head restraint and in a vehicle
without a head restraint. You will use your observations to answer the
question, “How does Newton’s first law apply to the reduction of injuries through the use of head restraints in
vehicles?”

Procedure and Analysis
Select Experiment mode to observe the motion of the balls. Remember, click the Reset button each time you try a
different velocity value.
1. Use Newton’s first law to explain the velocity of the ball after the crash if no head restraint is used. Select Real World
mode to observe the motion of the crash test dummies. Pay close attention to the motion of the head relative to the
body and the effect it has on the neck. Remember, click the Reset button each time you try a different velocity.
2. Use Newton’s first law to explain the velocity of the crash test dummy’s head after the crash if no head restraint is
used.
3. Why are neck injuries so common in a rear-end collision where no head restraint is used?
4. How does Newton’s first law apply to the reduction of injuries through the use of head restraints in vehicles?

Utilizing Technology
Forward Crash
Purpose

Science Skills

You will use the applet “Newton’s First Law: Forward Crash,” found
� Analyzing and Interpreting
on the Science 20 Textbook CD, to observe the effects of a front-end
collision on a crash test dummy in a vehicle with a seat belt and in a
vehicle without a seat belt. You will use your observations to answer the question, “How does Newton’s first law
apply to the reduction of injuries through the use of seat belts in vehicles?”

Procedure and Analysis
Select Experiment mode to observe the motion of the balls. Remember, click the Reset button each time you try a
different velocity value.
1. Use Newton’s first law to explain the velocity of the ball after the crash if no seat belt is used. Select Real World mode
to observe the motion of the crash test dummies. Pay close attention to the motion of the body relative to the vehicle.
Remember, click the Reset button each time you try a different velocity.
2. Use Newton’s first law to explain the velocity of the crash test dummy’s body after the crash if no seatbelt is used.
3. Why are head injuries so common in a front-end collision if no seat belt is used?
4. How does Newton’s first law apply to the reduction of injuries through the use of seat belts in vehicles?
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Another way to describe the behaviour of the objects you observed in the applets is to say that
each object resisted changes in its motion due to a property known as its inertia. The amount of
inertia an object has depends upon the mass of the object (measured in kilograms). This provides
new insights into Newton’s first law of motion because the greater the mass of an object, the
more difficult it will be to change the motion of that object.

inertia: the property of an
object to resist changes
in its state of motion

Practice
47. In the game of football, there are circumstances in
which a team is trying to advance the ball a few yards
into the end zone to score a touchdown. One strategy
that is frequently used is to hand the ball off to a
player who is not only fast and agile, but who also has
a large mass. Use the concept of inertia to explain the
physics behind this strategy.
48. The following diagram shows a vehicle outfitted with
special sensors in a crash-worthiness test facility. In
this test, the vehicle and all its contents travel at a
velocity of 65 km/h, east, before the vehicle crashes
into a barrier.
Before

After

W

E

W

E

a. When the vehicle crashes into the rigid barrier, it
stops almost immediately. What does the law of
inertia (Newton’s first law) predict about the motion
of the passenger in the fraction of a second after
the car collides with the barrier?
b. Explain the importance of seat belts and air bags
from the point of view of Newton’s first law.

49. The following diagrams show a crash test dummy
sitting in the passenger seat of a vehicle. In this test,
the vehicle and the crash test dummy are initially at
rest; then the vehicle is struck from behind to simulate
a rear-end collision.

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

The head restraint is
properly adjusted.

The head restraint is not
properly adjusted.

a. In Diagram 1, the head restraint is properly
adjusted—the centre of the head restraint is level
with the top of the ears. Use Newton’s second law
to describe the motion of the head and body if this
seat is suddenly thrust forward.
b. In Diagram 2, the head restraint is improperly
adjusted—it is too low. In this case, the head is
free to move somewhat independently of the body,
constrained only by its attachment through the
neck. Use the law of inertia (Newton’s first law)
to describe how the head will tend to move even
though the seat is accelerating the rest of the
body.
c. Explain why the injury caused by the scenario
described in Diagram 2 is usually called whiplash.
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1.9 Summary
The net force is the vector sum of all the forces acting on an object. For a vehicle moving on a road, the net force is the sum
of the forces provided by the engine to move it forward and the resistive forces (such as rolling resistance and air resistance)
that oppose the motion of the vehicle. Collectively, these resistive forces can be referred to as the force of friction. Applying
Newton’s second law in these circumstances often requires a calculation to determine the net force.
A special case occurs when the forces on an object are balanced and the net force is, therefore, zero. Newton’s second law
explains this circumstance by stating that since the net force is zero, the acceleration must also be zero. Another approach is
to use Newton’s first law, which states that when there is no net force, an object in motion will maintain its velocity and an
object at rest will remain at rest. Newton’s first law is also called the law of inertia because inertia is the property of an object
to resist changes in its state of motion.

1.9 Questions
Knowledge
1. Draw two diagrams of a car on a highway. One diagram will illustrate the car travelling at a constant velocity. The other
diagram will illustrate the car accelerating. Add labelled arrows to each of the diagrams to illustrate the relative size of
each of the following vector quantities:
• force of friction
• applied force
• net force
2. Which diagram in question 1 illustrates Newton’s first law? Which illustrates Newton’s second law? Explain.
Applying Concepts
3. A motorcycle and its driver have a combined mass of 224 kg. The engine generates an applied force of 1200 N, south,
while the frictional forces exert 375 N, north. Let south be considered the positive direction for this question.
a. Determine the acceleration of this motorcycle.
b. Determine the time for this motorcycle to accelerate from rest to 65.0 km/h, south.
4. The following excerpt was taken from an operator’s handbook for motorcycles, mopeds, and power bikes. These are
some of the suggestions given to drivers of these vehicles when carrying a passenger:
When carrying a passenger, you should
• operate at a lower speed, particularly on
corners, curves, or bumps
• slow down earlier than usual when you
approach a stop
• allow for a greater following distance
Use Newton’s laws of motion to explain the rationale for
each of these driving suggestions.
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In this chapter you applied the physics of uniform and
accelerated motion to a variety of applications involving
modes of transportation in Alberta. You saw how the position,
displacement, and velocity vectors are very useful when
planning a detailed trip using a map. You also saw that these
ideas can be combined with acceleration and force vectors to
develop a deeper understanding of the conditions that affect a
vehicle’s stopping distance.
In Chapter 2 you will continue this analysis by considering
what happens when the stopping distance is inadequate and a
collision does occur. The physics of collisions will build upon
many of the concepts in this chapter and introduce you to
some new ideas that spring from Newton’s laws of motion.

Summarize Your Learning
In this chapter you learned a number of new terms, concepts, equations, and techniques for problem solving. You will have a
much easier time recalling and applying the information you have learned if you take some time to organize it into some sort
of pattern. Now that you have come to the end of this chapter, this is an appropriate time to focus on the patterns within the
things you have learned.
Since the pattern has to be in a form that is meaningful to you, you have some options about how you can create this
summary. Each of the following options is described on pages 552 and 553.
Option 1:
Draw a concept map
or a web diagram.

Option 2:
Create a point-form
summary.

Option 3:
Write a story using key
terms and concepts.

Option 4:
Create a
colourful poster.

Option 5:
Build a model.

Option 6:
Write a script for a skit
(a mock news report).

Chapter 1 Review Questions
Knowledge
1. Define uniform motion.
2. List four quantities that are scalars.
3. List four quantities that are vectors.
4. Distinguish between scalar and vector quantities.
5. Demonstrate the proper use of conversion factors by finding the missing values.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5.4 h =
900 s =
1500 m =
4.75 km =
35.5 m/s =
85 km/h =

s
h
km
m
km/h
m/s

6. Define the term velocity in the following ways.
a. using a sentence
b. referring to a position–time graph
c. stating an equation
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a. using a sentence
b. referring to a velocity–time graph
c. stating an equation
8. Distinguish between the following terms: reaction distance, braking distance, and stopping distance.
9. Distinguish between the following terms: applied force, force of friction, and net force.
10. State Newton’s first law of motion, and give an example of how it is used.
11. State Newton’s second law of motion, and give an example of how it is used.
Applying Concepts
A great place for Canadians to visit is the nation’s capital. Ottawa is a beautiful city with outstanding museums and other
attractions that are surrounded by fabulous parks and gardens. Suppose you just arrived in Ottawa and you are planning the
next few days of activities using this map.

W

Sussex Drive

N

Scale:

E

1 cm = 100 m

S
Majors
Hill
Park

Ottawa River
Parliament Buildings

Ottawa
Locks

Supreme
Court of
Canada

National Archives
& National Library

Peace
Tower

Currency
Museum
Wellington St.

Wellington St.
Bank of
Canada

Sparks St.

Capital ?
Info. Centre

Conference
Centre

Sparks St.

?
Queen St.

Queen St.

Albert St.

Slater St.

Slater St.

Confederation
Park

Elgin St.

Gloucester St.

Metcalfe St.

O'Connor St.

Bank St.

Laurier Ave
Kent St.

Lyon St.

National
Arts Centre

Albert St.

Laurier Ave
Bay St.
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7. Define the term acceleration in the following ways.

Ontario
Courthouse

Figure B1.54: The National Arts Centre and the Ottawa Locks are only two of many fascinating sights to see in Ottawa.

Use a ruler and the map of Ottawa to answer questions 12 to 15. This map is available as a handout, called “Map of
Ottawa,” on the Science 20 Textbook CD. In terms of a sign convention, when dealing with things moving east-west, consider
the positive direction to be east. North can be considered the positive direction for north-south motions.
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Measured
Displacement
(m)

Time to Reach
Ending Point
(min)

Starting Point

Ending Point

corner of Metcalf St.
and Gloucester St.

Peace Tower

9.0

corner of Bay St.
and Queen St.

National Arts Centre

22.0

Ottawa Locks

corner of Laurier Ave.
and Elgin St.

11.0

Conference Centre

corner of Lyon St.
and Sparks St.

19.0

Supreme Court
of Canada

corner of Kent St.
and Gloucester St.

12.0

Calculated
Average Velocity
(km/h)

13. Calculate the missing displacement, and determine the ending point by measuring with a ruler.

Average Velocity
(km/h)

Time to Reach
Ending Point
(min)

corner of Metcalf St.
and Wellington St.

3.2 km/h [W]

7.0

Supreme Court
of Canada

3.9 km/h [E]

10.5

corner of Kent St.
and Slater St.

5.3 km/h [N]

5.0

National Arts Centre

4.4 km/h [W]

8.0

Peace Tower

4.3 km/h [S]

2.5

Starting Point

Calculated
Displacement
(m)

Ending Point
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12. Measure the missing displacements in the table with a ruler, and calculate the average velocity. Note that each solution
should be done by listing the data, converting the units, choosing the equation, substituting the data, and then solving for
the velocity.

a. Another tourist sees you with the map and asks how to get to the Capital Information Centre. Determine the distance
and the position of this centre from your corner. Explain which value is the best answer to the tourist’s question.
b. One way to show the tourist how to go from the corner of Bay and Wellington to the Capital Information Centre is to
take him or her there yourself. If this walk takes 12.0 min, determine your velocity in kilometres per hour.
c. Having dropped off the tourist at the Capital Information Centre, you decide to walk to the Currency Museum, which
takes an additional 5.0 min. Use a scale diagram and the head-to-tail method to determine the resultant displacement
from the corner of Bay and Wellington to the Currency Museum.
d. Determine your average speed and average velocity, both in kilometres per hour, for the total journey from the corner
of Bay and Wellington to the Capital Information Centre to the Currency Museum. Explain why these values are so
different even though they describe the same trip.
15. Eventually, you end up at the Peace Tower in front of the Parliament buildings. You try to find your location on the map.
a. Determine the displacement of the Supreme Court of Canada from your location.
b. If you were able to walk with an average velocity of 3.0 km/h, west, along footpaths from the Peace Tower to the
Supreme Court of Canada, determine the number of minutes this should take.
c. You walk with an average velocity of 3.6 km/h, south, from the Peace Tower for 8.0 min. Determine your final
displacement and the point of your location on the map.
16. You have seen in this chapter that a graph can tell a story about the corresponding motion it describes. By carefully
inspecting a velocity–time graph, you should be able to determine the
•
•
•
•

time interval for the motion
initial and final velocities
acceleration during the time interval
displacement during the time interval

Complete the process described for each of the following graphs. In each case, clearly communicate your answers.
Velocity–Time

a.

Velocity–Time

b.
5.0

Velocity (cm/s)

Velocity (m/s)

20.0

10.0

0

5.0

10.0

2.5

0

Time (s)

Velocity (km/h)

100

2.5

10.0

20.0

Time (s)
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50.0

Velocity–Time

d.

5.0

0

25.0

Time (s)

Velocity–Time

c.
Velocity (m/s)
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14. Imagine you just left a bus at the corner of Bay St. and Wellington St. You are standing at this corner, trying to find your
location on the map.

Unit B: Changes in Motion

50

0

1.0

Time (h)

2.0

The following diagram illustrates a car completing an emergency braking manoeuvre on a highway. Copy this
diagram into your notebook. Leave enough room to add labels.
stopping distance
W

E

-

+

reaction distance

braking distance

17. When the driver first noticed the need to stop, the vehicle was travelling 96.0 km/h, west. Add labels to your diagram for
the locations of the car when the velocity was 96.0 km/h, west.
18. Consider the part of the diagram labelled “reaction distance.”
a. Describe the motion of the car in this section. Support your answer by referring to Newton’s laws of motion.
b. If the driver was drowsy, the reaction time might be 2.0 s. Use this value to calculate the reaction distance.
19. Consider the part of the diagram labelled “braking distance.”
a. Describe the motion of the car in this section. Support your answer by referring to Newton’s laws of motion.
b. The surface of the road was wet. In these circumstances, the deceleration available was only about 3.45 m/s2. Use this
value to calculate the braking time and the braking distance.
20. Consider the part of the diagram labelled “stopping distance.”
a. Determine the stopping distance.
b. Conventional halogen headlights illuminate about 60 m of the road in front of a vehicle. High-intensity discharge
(HID) headlights illuminate up to 100 m of the road. If this incident happened at night, could the driver have seen the
hazard and had enough stopping distance to avoid a collision using either headlights?
c. If the posted speed limit was 100 km/h, why is it likely that the driver travelling at night under the conditions
described in this question could be described in a police accident report as “driving at a speed unsafe for prevailing
conditions”?
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Use the following information to answer questions 17 to 20.
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Chapter 2 Collisions

In hockey, which player can have the greatest influence on the outcome of a game? Many fans would argue that it’s the
goaltender. That certainly was the case for Team Canada in the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City and in the World
Cup of Hockey in 2004. Martin Brodeur played exceptionally well for Canada in both of these tournaments, establishing
himself as one of the premiere goaltenders in the world.
It takes an extraordinary person with tremendous athletic ability to stop frozen hockey pucks travelling at speeds in
excess of 150 km/h. Doing this safely requires good protective equipment, like the thick leg pads and specialized helmet
that utilize the latest high-tech materials.
What factors need to be considered in the design of an effective helmet for a goaltender? Since the helmet must
slow down and change the direction of the puck, one consideration would be the concepts related to accelerated motion.
Earlier, your work suggested that forces and Newton’s laws would need consideration. Another aspect might be related to
the overall design and choice of materials to ensure safety while recognizing the need for clear lines of sight, low mass,
and ventilation.
In this chapter you will continue your study of how forces affect motion. You will investigate the concepts of
momentum, the change in momentum, and the conservation of momentum. These new concepts will allow you to
investigate the science of collisions.
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Try This Activity
Characteristics of an Object in Motion
Purpose

Science Skills

You will identify the most significant characteristics of an
object in motion.

� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting

Materials
Set up the materials as shown in the following diagram.
U-shaped channel (e.g., half a plastic golf tube)

Styrofoam cup

released marble
height

four target marbles

distance (bend to wall)

hole in cup
to receive marbles

Note: distance (bend to wall) = 2 ¥ height

Procedure
step 1: Place four marbles in a row inside the horizontal
section of the tube. Make sure the marbles are
touching each other.
step 2: Release a single marble from the 10-cm mark on
the inclined portion of the tube so that the single
marble rolls down the tube and strikes the other
marbles. Observe how many marbles on the
other side are ejected, and measure how far the
Styrofoam cup moves. Record your observations
in a table like the one on the right.
step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2, releasing a single marble
from the 20-cm and 30-cm marks.
step 4: Repeat steps 1 to 3, releasing two marbles. Record
your observations in the data table.

Number of
Marbles
Released

Release
Point from
Bend
(cm)

1

10

1

20

1

30

2

10

2

20

2

30

Number of
Marbles
Ejected
After
Collision

Distance
Cup Moves
(cm)

Analysis
1. What characteristic of the released marble is changed by increasing the height?
2. Describe the effect of increasing the height of the released marble on this system.
3. What characteristic changes when the number of released marbles is doubled from one marble to two?
4. Describe the effect of releasing two marbles on this system.

Evaluation
5. Based on your results, identify two significant characteristics of an object in motion.

Chapter 2: Collisions
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2.1 Momentum

Figure B2.1: There are hockey players in most commercial leagues who can shoot a puck at velocities over 130 km/h.

The image of the hockey puck streaking toward the goalie’s
mask is certainly frightening, but what properties of the
motion of a puck are cause for concern? Analyzing the motion
of a puck and using the results from the “Characteristics of
an Object in Motion” activity should enable you to initially
identify two basic properties of moving objects: mass and
velocity. But how are mass and velocity really causes for
concern?
The mass of an object is a property that has several
definitions, such as “the quantity of matter” or “the amount of
inertia” (measured in kilograms) of an object at rest. Although
mass is a property that is difficult to define, you likely have a
fairly good idea of the effects of mass. For example, a vehicle
with a larger mass is more difficult to stop than a vehicle with Figure B2.2: A penalty kick in soccer is one of the most difficult shots to defend.
a smaller mass.
A puck and a soccer ball have different masses. In comparison, the mass of the hockey puck is 0.170 kg, whereas the
mass of a soccer ball is 0.425 kg (about three times that of a puck). This means that the soccer ball has three times the
quantity of matter (or three times the inertia) of the puck; yet, a goalkeeper in soccer does not wear the same protective gear
as a goaltender in hockey.
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In Chapter 1 you studied the property of velocity and
used it to describe the motion of an object. Again, in
comparison, a puck can reach velocities of over 160 km/h,
while a tennis ball can reach velocities of over 200 km/h.
Why is it that tennis players do not wear protective gear?
Is the mass of an object by itself a property that is
cause for concern? What about velocity by itself? Why is it
necessary for hockey players to wear protective gear but not
soccer or tennis players?
Using his first law of motion, Isaac Newton reasoned
that since an object with a large mass at rest has more of a
tendency to stay at rest, perhaps an object with a larger mass
moving with a greater velocity must have more of a tendency
to remain in motion. Newton referred to the product of an
object’s mass and its velocity as its “quantity of motion.”
The modern term for this is momentum. The equation for
momentum summarizes these ideas.


p = mv

momentum: the
product of an object’s
mass and its velocity

Figure B2.3: A powerful forehand shot in tennis
can leave the defender with little time to react.

Note that since velocity is a vector, the product of mass (a scalar) and velocity must also be a vector. In the example
problems that follow, you will see how the direction of the momentum vector is automatically the same as the direction of
the velocity vector, and vice versa.

Example Problem 2.1
Determine the momentum of a vehicle with a mass of
2100 kg moving at a velocity of 22 m/s[E].
Solution
Let east be the positive direction.


p = mv
m = 2100 kg

= ( 2100 kg ) ( + 22 m/s )
v = 22 m/s [ E ]
= + 4.6 ¥ 10 4 kg i m/s
= + 22 m/s

p=?
The momentum of the vehicle is 4.6 ¥ 104 kgim/s[E].

Example Problem 2.2
The total momentum of a motorcycle and rider is
7.20 ¥ 103 kgim/s[S]. If the combined mass is 250 kg,
determine the velocity of the motorcycle and the rider.
Solution
Let south be the negative direction.

p = 7.20 ¥ 103 kg i m/s [S ]
m = 250 kg
3

= - 7.20 ¥ 10 kg i m/s
v =?


p = mv

 p
v=
m
- 7.20 ¥ 103 kg i m/s
=
250 kg
= - 28.8 m/s
The velocity of the motorcycle and rider is 28.8 m/s[S].
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Example Problem 2.3
An airplane has a momentum of 8.3 ¥ 107 kgim/s[N]. If the airplane is flying at a velocity of 990 km/h[N], determine
its mass.
Solution
Let north be the positive direction. This solution involves dividing momentum by velocity. Recall that multiplying or
dividing one vector by another is beyond the scope of this course. Therefore, the vector notation is dropped.
p = 8.3 ¥ 10 7 kg i m/s [ N ]
= + 8.3 ¥ 10 kg i m/s
7

v = 990 km/h [ N ]
1h
km 1000 m
¥
¥
3600
s
h
1 km
= + 275 m/s
= + 990

p = mv
p
m=
v
+ 8.3 ¥ 10 7 kg i m/s
=
+ 275 m/s
= 3.0 ¥ 105 kg

m=?
The mass of the airplane is 3.0 ¥ 105 kg.

Practice
1. While stepping off a skateboard, the rider propels the skateboard with a velocity of 2.50 m/s[N]. If the mass of the
skateboard is 2.2 kg, calculate the momentum of the skateboard.
2. A 900-kg car has a momentum of 1.35 ¥ 104 kgim/s[E]. Calculate the velocity of the vehicle.
3. A ball thrown with a velocity of 32.0 m/s[W] has a momentum of 4.5 kgim/s[W]. What is the mass of the ball?

Momentum and Protective Equipment in Sports
Momentum plays an
important role in explaining
the necessity of protective
equipment in sports. For
example, the combination
of the mass and the velocity
of a hockey puck gives it
more momentum than the
momentum of the tennis
ball. But this is not the whole
story. Although soccer balls
generally travel at lower
velocities than hockey pucks,
their larger mass means
Figure B2.4: A soccer ball, hockey puck, and tennis ball can possess the same momentum.
that they can have the same
momentum as a puck. What makes being hit with a puck so much more dangerous than being hit with a soccer ball?
Another important characteristic of moving objects is their ability to be compressed upon impact. Even though hockey
pucks are made from rubber, they are frozen hard before games to make them even more rigid. This reduces the puck’s
tendency to bounce. Soccer balls, on the other hand, must be able to bounce; they have to have an elastic surface that can
momentarily change shape. As you’ll see later in this chapter, the ability of an object to be compressed upon impact relates
to the concept of change in momentum. This will become important as you further explore the designs of protective sports
equipment and automotive safety systems.
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2.1 Summary
The combination of the properties of mass and velocity yield a new property for all objects, which was originally called
the “quantity of motion.” The product of an object’s

 mass and its velocity is now known as the object’s momentum. The
momentum of an object is quantified using p = mv . It is important to remember that momentum is a vector quantity;
therefore, magnitude and direction must be stated. A moving object has a large momentum if it has a large mass, a large
velocity, or both.

2.1 Questions
Knowledge
1. State another term for “quantity of motion.”
2. Identify the two factors used to determine the momentum of an object.
Applying Concepts
3. Calculate the momentum of a 40.0-kg wagon moving 1.90 m/s[N].
4. A 0.170-kg hockey puck slides across the ice with a momentum of 1.60 kgim/s[E]. Determine the velocity of the
hockey puck.
5. Calculate the mass of a billiard ball given that it has a momentum of 0.320 kgim/s[N] and a velocity of 2.0 m/s[N].
6. A vehicle with a mass of 40 000 kg is travelling 80.0 km/h[S]. Calculate the momentum of this vehicle in kgim/s.
7. Use your analysis from the “Characteristics of an Object in Motion” activity (on page 241) and your understanding
of the concept of momentum to answer questions 7.a. and 7.b.
a. Explain how the ability of the marbles to move the cup cannot be explained using only
i. the marble’s mass
ii. the marble’s velocity
b. Describe how the marbles demonstrate
i. inertia
ii. momentum
c. Apply your understanding of momentum to explain the
behaviour of the marbles in the activity.
8. If the rock and the person in the cartoon on the right both
have the same momentum, will the rock hit the person?
Justify your answer.
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2.2 Change in Momentum

Figure B2.5: Owls use momentum to catch their prey.

The owl is a swift and cunning hunter that uses the physics
of momentum as a “bashing force” while pouncing on its
prey. Flying at a velocity of 15 m/s, a 2.1-kg owl can pack
a momentum of 32 kgim/s to stun its prey. Unfortunately,
collisions between this low flying predator and vehicles
sometimes occur. It is estimated that these collisions
can involve forces of 14 000 N or more! How can the
momentum of a relatively small bird produce such a large
force in a collision with a vehicle? More importantly, how
does momentum relate to force?
During the interaction of the owl with either its prey
or a vehicle, the momentum of the owl
Recall
 changes.

that the equation for momentum is p = mv. So, to change
the momentum of an object, the mass, the velocity, or
both must change. If the mass remains constant, it is the
velocity that changes—which means acceleration occurs.
In his second law, Newton stated that in order to
accelerate a mass, an unbalanced force must
 be applied.

This is often expressed with the equation F = ma.
This equation can be revised to reflect velocity.
Recall that
 
 vf - vi
a=
Dt
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Therefore, F = ma

 
Ê vf - vi ˆ
= mÁ
Ë D t ˜¯
 
m vf - vi
=
Dt

(

)

This version of the second law describes the
relationship between a net force acting on a mass and the
acceleration of the mass. A net force is what is needed
to accelerate a mass. The greater the net force on a mass
during a time interval, the greater its acceleration or the
greater the change in velocity.
Yet another version of Newton’s second law canbe 
derived from the previous version. You know that p = mv.
 
 m v f - v i
F=
Dt


mv f - mv i
=
Dt
 
p - pi
= f
Dt

= Dp
Dt

(

)

Example Problem 2.4
A 2.1-kg barn owl flying at a velocity of 15 m/s[E]
strikes head-on with the windshield of a car travelling
30 m/s[W].
a. If the time interval for the impact was 6.7 ¥ 10- 3 s,
determine the force that acted on the owl.
b. Predict the effects of the collision on the owl and on
the car.
Solution
a. To determine the force that acted on the owl, focus
on the motion of the owl. The owl was initially
travelling 15 m/s[E]. After 6.7 ¥ 10 -3 s, the owl was
then travelling at the same velocity as the car,
30 m/s[W].
Let east be the positive direction.

m = 2.1 kg
v f = 30 m/s [ W ]

= - 30 m/s
v i = 15 m/s [ E ]
= + 15 m/s
 
 m v f - v i
F=
Dt

(

=


F =?

D t = 6.7 ¥ 10 - 3 s

)

2.1 kg [( - 30 m/s ) - ( + 15 m/s )]

6.7 ¥ 10 - 3 s
4
= - 1.44 ¥ 10 kg i m/s 2
= - 1.4 ¥ 10 4 N

The force that acted on the owl was 1.4 ¥ 104 N[W].
b. Unfortunately, the forces involved in this collision
are large enough to likely kill the owl and cause
extensive damage to the windshield.

An Average of Changing Force Values
If you applied forensic science to attempt to reconstruct the
collision in Example Problem 2.4, you would be faced with
a long list of details: the exact slope of the windshield, the
direction of the bird’s velocity relative to the car’s velocity,
and the list goes on.

Given all the variables, it makes sense that the force
that acted on the owl was not constant throughout the entire
collision. During the 67 ms (milliseconds) of the collision,
the force value likely changed every millisecond. So, the
force calculated in Example Problem 2.4 represents an
average of all the individual forces that acted on the owl
during the collision.
This same thinking will apply to virtually all collisions.
So, when you state a force value for a collision, you should
remember that this force represents an average of all the
changing force values. Keep this in mind as you solve the
next Practice questions.

Practice
4. A water balloon with a mass of 4.00 kg is dropped
from a window. The balloon reaches a velocity of
31.3 m/s just before striking the ground.
a. Determine the momentum of the balloon just
before it strikes the ground.
b. If the velocity of the balloon is 0 upon striking the
ground, determine the change in momentum of
the balloon.
c. If the impact with the ground took 0.011 s,
calculate the force exerted by the ground on
the balloon.
5. A 2000-kg car travelling 25 m/s strikes a tree and
comes to rest. If the impact took 0.23 s, determine
the force exerted on the car.
6. A 500-g rubber ball is thrown at a velocity of
5.00 m/s and strikes a wall. After only 0.25 s, the ball
rebounds straight back with a velocity of 4.50 m/s.
Calculate the force exerted on the ball.

Factors Affecting the Change in
Momentum of an Object
In motor vehicle collisions or in collisions that occur in
sports, one of the objects undergoing a change in momentum
is often a human. In these situations, the question becomes,
“How can the momentum of a person be changed safely?” To
answer this question, you need to rearrange the equation that
states Newton’s second law in terms of momentum.

 D p
¨ Multiply both sides by D t.
F=
Dt


FDt = D p
 
D p = FDt
This equation indicates that the change in momentum
depends on the force applied to the object and the time
interval over which the force acts. In the next investigation
you will explore the relationship between force and the time
interval as an object experiences a change in momentum.
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This version of Newton’s second law depicts the
relationship between force and momentum. Simply
stated, the second law says that when a force is applied
to a mass over a specified time, the mass must undergo a
change in momentum. The greater the force exerted on the
object during the time interval, the greater the change in
momentum experienced by that object.
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Investigation
Changes in Momentum
Background

Science Skills

The momentum of a rolling marble is reduced to zero as it moves a
� Performing and Recording
Styrofoam cup across a surface. Since the force of friction between
� Analyzing and Interpreting
the cup and the surface is the force that stops the marble, the force on
� Communication and Teamwork
the marble is varied by changing the surface under the cup. The surfaces
are textured paper towel, loose-leaf paper, and aluminium foil.
Before you begin collecting data, you should gently push the cup several times across each of these surfaces to get
a sense of the relative size of the frictional force between the cup and each surface.
1. Based upon your observations, rank the surfaces from the greatest amount of frictional force to the least amount.

Purpose
You will determine the relationship between the force and the time interval required to change the momentum of an
object.

Materials
Set up the apparatus as shown in the following diagram.
U-shaped channel made from plastic golf tube

Styrofoam cup

released marble
Interchangeable Surface
• textured paper towel
• loose-leaf paper
• aluminium foil

height

distance (bend to wall)

hole in cup
to receive marbles

Note: distance (bend to wall) = 2 × height

Procedure
step 1: Copy the following table into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Surface
Under Cup

Stopping Distance (cm)
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

Trial 5

Average
Stopping
Distance (cm)

textured paper towel
loose-leaf paper
aluminium foil

step 2: Begin with the piece of textured paper towel as the first surface under the cup. Tape down the paper towel
tightly to ensure there are no wrinkles. Mark the position of the cup.
step 3: Release the marble from the 30-cm mark on the inclined portion of the tube so that the marble rolls down the
tube, enters the hole in the cup, and moves the cup across the paper towel.
step 4: Measure the distance the cup moves. Record your observations in the table.
step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 four more times. Record your observations in the appropriate place in the table.
step 6: Determine the average stopping distance. Record this value in the table.
step 7: Repeat steps 2 to 6 for the loose-leaf paper and the aluminium foil.
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2. Was the initial velocity and final velocity of the marble the same in each trial? Explain your answer.
3. Determine the relative size of the time interval required to stop the cup for each surface. Which surface provided the
longest time interval? the shortest time interval?
4. Determine the relative size of the force required to stop the cup. Which surface provided the largest force? the
smallest force?
5. Was the change in momentum of the marble the same in all trials? Explain your answer.

Evaluation
6. Explain the relationship between the force and the time interval to the change of momentum of an object.

Calculating the Change in Momentum
In the investigation, the change in the momentum of the
marble was the same for each trial. Since the marble was
released from the same height in each trial, it acquired the
same velocity before hitting the inside of the cup. This meant
that the marble had the same initial momentum in each trial.
Further, if the marble came to rest after colliding with the
cup, the final momentum in each trial was zero. Thus, the
change in momentum in each trial must have been the same.
The investigation qualitatively analyzed the relationship
between the force necessary to change the momentum and
the time interval in which the force acts. The following
equation explains this relationship:
 

 
D p = FDt
D p = FDt


The change in
momentum is provided
by a large force acting
over a short time interval.

The change in
momentum is provided
by a small force acting
over a long time interval.

?

U

D

O
Y

ID

Since the change in momentum is equal to the product
of the force and the time interval, it can be accomplished
by a large force acting over a short time interval or a small
force acting over a long time interval. This idea is nicely
illustrated by dogs pulling a sled.

Dogsledding is now seen as a sport featured in many
modern races; but for early inhabitants of the North, it
was the only means of efficient travel across the rugged
landscape.
Mushers follow the ancient traditions of the First Peoples
of the North, who bred dogs for their particular needs for
centuries. The Malemiut Inupiat people bred a particularly
hardy breed of sled dog, called the malamute. Ideally suited
for winter travel for a number of reasons, malamutes are the
most powerful draft animal, kilogram for kilogram, on Earth.
A team of malamutes, each with an average mass of 34 kg,
can easily match a pair of much larger horses.
Today, the preferred mode of
transportation in the remote
regions of Canada’s north is
the snowmobile; however, the
dogsled is still used because
of its reliability. Example
Problem 2.5 illustrates how
a team of dogs uses force
acting over a time interval
to change the momentum
of the sled.

In the Arctic “canine” version of the tractor pull,
one dog pulled the equivalent of half a metric tonne!
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Example Problem 2.5
Calculate the magnitude of the change in momentum in each case. Note that since this question asks for magnitude only,
the vector notation is dropped.
a. A dog team consisting of two dogs is pulling a sled.
If each dog provides a pulling force of 15 N, the total
pulling force provided by the team is 30 N. Determine
the magnitude of the change in momentum of the sled
if the dogs pull for 10.0 s.

b. A dog team consisting of four dogs is pulling a sled.
If each dog provides a pulling force of 15 N, the total
pulling force provided by the team is 60 N. Determine
the magnitude of the change in momentum of the sled
if the dogs pull for 10.0 s.

Solution
a. D p = F D t

Solution
b. D p = F D t

= (30 N )(10.0 s )

= (60 N )(10.0 s )

= 3.0 ¥ 10 N is

= 6.0 ¥ 10 2 N is

= 3.0 ¥ 10 2 kgi m/s

= 6.0 ¥ 10 2 kgi m/s

2

The change in momentum is 3.0 ¥ 102 kgim/s.

The change in momentum is 6.0 ¥ 102 kgim/s.

c. A dog team consisting of two dogs is pulling a sled.
If each dog provides a pulling force of 15 N, the total
pulling force provided by the team is 30 N. Determine
the magnitude of the change in momentum of the sled
if the dogs pull for 5.0 s.

d. A dog team consisting of four dogs is pulling a sled.
If each dog provides a pulling force of 7.5 N, the total
pulling force provided by the team is 30 N. Determine
the magnitude of the change in momentum of the sled
if the dogs pull for 10 s.

Solution

Solution

c. D p = F D t
= (30 N )(5.0 s )

d. D p = F D t
= (30 N )(10.0 s )

= 1.5 ¥ 10 2 N is

= 3.0 ¥ 10 2 N is

= 1.5 ¥ 10 2 kgi m/s

= 3.0 ¥ 10 2 kgi m/s

The change in momentum is 1.5 ¥ 102 kgim/s.

The change in momentum is 3.0 ¥ 102 kgim/s.

In Example Problem 2.5, the solutions to parts a. and b. showed that over the same time interval, the change in momentum is
greater with a greater force. The solutions to parts c. and d. showed that when the force acting on the object is the same, the
change in momentum is greater when the time interval is longer.
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7. A vehicle travelling along a highway encounters an icy patch, causing it to skid. The skid causes the vehicle to strike
both a plastic pylon and a wood pylon along the side of the road. If the time interval for the impact was 0.012 s for
both pylons, calculate and compare the change in momentum of the vehicle after striking a
a. plastic pylon that exerts a resistive force of 18 N
b. wood pylon that exerts a resistive force of 190 N
8. A child provides a constant force of 30 N by pushing on a wagon. Calculate and
compare the change in momentum of the wagon if the constant force is applied for
a. 4.0 s
b. 8.0 s

2.2 Summary
There are two versions of Newton’s second law of motion.
The first version, studied in Chapter 1, states that an
unbalanced force will cause a mass to accelerate. The second
version, derived from the first version, states that a force
acting on a mass over a specified time will cause the mass
to undergo a change in momentum. This equation can be
rearranged as follows:
 

 m v f - v i
 D p
 


F=
D p = FDt
F=
F = ma
Dt
Dt

(

As the magnitude of the force increases or as the
length of time that the force acts increases, the change in
momentum also increases.

2.2 Questions

)

Figure B2.6: To change the momentum of this car, the tree provided a large
force that acted over a short time interval.

Knowledge

 


1. Compare two versions of Newton’s second law of motion, F = ma and D p = F D t , using word formulas.
2. Describe the change in momentum of an object if the
a. amount of force acting on the object increases
b. time interval in which a force acting on an object increases
Applying Concepts
3. Determine the change in momentum of a cart if a force of 300 N acts on the cart for 4.0 s.
4. Calculate the force required to change the momentum of a wagon by 30.0 kgim/s in 4.5 s.
5. If a force of 65 N changes the momentum of a ball by 12 kgim/s, determine the time interval that the force acts on
the ball.
6. A force of 25 N acts on a 2.0-kg object initially at rest for 3.0 s. Determine the
a. final momentum of the object
b. final velocity of the object
7. Calculate and compare the forces required to stop the bird in each of the following cases.
a. A 100-g sparrow flying 8.0 m/s strikes the windshield of a stationary car. The time interval of the impact for the
sparrow to come to rest was 0.013 s.
b. A 1.00-kg seagull flying 8.0 m/s strikes the windshield of a stationary car. The time interval of the impact for the
seagull to come to rest was 0.050 s.
Chapter 2: Collisions
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2.3 Impulse

Figure B2.7: Roadside barriers are designed to reduce injury during collisions.

Little did Sir Isaac Newton know that his laws of motion
would eventually become an important link between
science and the technology of the design and construction
of major roadways in Alberta.

Figure B2.8: Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727)
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The technologies of safety features, such as roadside
barriers, have been incorporated into the construction of
highways and other major roadways. The intent of roadside
barriers is to prevent vehicles from swerving off the highway.
However, if this is their only purpose, the most appropriate
design would be the sturdiest—the concrete barrier. Why,
then, are other designs used? What are the links between the
laws of motion and the technology of roadside barriers?
The answers to these questions can be found in the
“Changes in Momentum” investigation you completed on
pages 248 and 249. In the investigation, the change in the
momentum of the marble was the same in each case because
it had the same initial velocity and it was forced to stop each
time. All of this occurred because a stopping force acted over
a time interval. This could be accomplished by a larger force
acting over a smaller time interval or a smaller force acting
over a larger time interval. You can see how the change in
momentum equals the product of force and the time interval
by rearranging Newton’s second law.

 D p
F=
Dt


FDt = D p

A raw egg drops to the floor. If the floor exerts a force
of 9.0 N over a time interval of 0.030 s, determine the
impulse required to change the egg’s momentum.
Solution
Whether you stop a marble with a foam cup or stop a
vehicle with a roadside barrier, the combination of a force
acting over a time interval plays the essential role. That is
why the product of the force and the time interval during
which the force acts is given a special name—impulse.

impulse = F D t
impulse: the product of
N

s

The impulse required to change the egg’s momentum is
0.27 Nis[up].

?

U

D

Nis

= + 0.27 N is

D t = 0.030 s
impulse = ?

O
Y

ID

Units:

the net force applied to an
object and the time interval
during which the force acts

Let down be the negative direction and up be the
positive direction. Because the force on the egg opposes
its downward motion, the force is directed up and is,
therefore, positive.


F = 9.0 N [ up ]
impulse = F D t
= + 9.0 N
= ( + 9.0 N ) ( 0.030 s )

The unit for impulse is Nis, which is the same
as the unit for momentum, kgim/s.

(

)

N is = kg i m/s 2 (s )
= kg i m/s
Impulse is a different kind of quantity because it does not
have its own symbol. Instead, impulseis either represented
by the word impulse or the variables F D t . This helps remind
you that many combinations of a force acting over a time
interval can provide a specific amount of impulse.
When it comes to stopping a vehicle with a roadside
barrier, some combinations of the force and time interval
are less damaging to the vehicle and to the occupants
than others. How is the notion of impulse used to enhance
transportation safety? Can these ideas be used to improve the
protective abilities of sports equipment? In this lesson you’ll
explore the various ways of supplying an impulse by using
different combinations of the force and time interval.

Example Problem 2.7
A raw egg with a mass of 0.065 kg falls to the floor. At
the moment the egg strikes the floor, it is travelling
4.2 m/s. Assuming that the final velocity of the egg is
zero after impact, determine the impulse required to
change the momentum of the egg.
Solution
Let down be the negative direction and up be the positive
direction.
m = 0.065 kg

v i = 4.2 m/s [ down ]
= - 4.2 m/s

vf = 0
impulse = ?

impulse = F D t

= Dp
 
= pf - pi


= mv f - mv i

= - mv i



¨ vf = 0

= - ( 0.065 kg ) ( - 4.2 m/s )
= + 0.27 kgi m/s
= + 0.27 N is

The impulse required to change the momentum of the
egg is 0.27 Nis[up].
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Practice
9. A hockey puck strikes a goalie’s mask. The time interval of the impact with the mask is
0.012 s, during which the mask exerts a force of 400 N to change the momentum of the
puck. Determine the impulse provided by the mask on the puck.
10. A truck collides with a concrete barrier. The time interval of the impact with the barrier
is 0.050 s, and the barrier exerts a force of 2.2 ¥ 106 N. Calculate the impulse
provided by the barrier.
11. A 0.17-kg hockey puck travelling 28 m/s strikes a goalie’s mask and comes to rest.
Determine the impulse provided by the mask on the puck.
12. A 4000-kg truck travelling 28 m/s[W] collides with a concrete barrier and comes to
rest. Calculate the impulse provided by the barrier on the truck.

A Larger Force or a Larger Time Interval
The concept of impulse can now be used to explain the
design of crash barriers. If a vehicle travelling at highway
speed is to be stopped by a crash barrier, its momentum must
change from its pre-collision value to zero. In other words,
the barrier must provide an impulse to change the momentum
of the vehicle. As Figure B2.9 indicates, the impulse can be
provided in more than one way.
In addition to keeping the vehicle on the road, crash
barriers are designed to reduce injuries to the occupants
and damage to the vehicle. It is best for the crash barrier
to supply an impulse that keeps destructive forces as small
as possible by allowing for a long time interval for the
interaction. Water-filled barrels will stop a vehicle in a
longer time interval, thus a smaller force will be exerted on
the vehicle, resulting in less injury and damage. Concrete
barriers will stop a vehicle in a shorter time interval, thus a
larger force is exerted, resulting in more injury and damage.


impulse = F D t

impulse = F D t

A smaller force acts over a longer time interval to stop the car.
Figure B2.9: Two ways are shown for a barrier to provide an impulse to
change the momentum of a vehicle.

Explain why it is less painful to catch a baseball with your bare hands if you let your
hands “give” rather than catching the ball with rigid hands.
Solution
Because the change in the momentum of the baseball is the same in both cases, whether
your hands “give” or are rigid, the impulse must be the same for each situation. When
you let your hands “give,” the time interval that the change in momentum occurs is
larger, resulting in less force.

Unit B: Changes in Motion



F Dt

A larger force acts over a shorter time interval to stop the car.

Example Problem 2.8
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Practice
13. Explain why it is more effective to remove snow that is stuck to your boots by stomping your
feet on a solid cement step rather than stomping your feet into a thick piece of carpet.
14. Why can you hit a baseball farther by using a hard, hickory bat rather than a hollow,
plastic bat of the same mass?

Utilizing Technology
The Evolution of Safety Technologies
Purpose

Science Skills

You will explore the technological evolution of automobile safety.

Automobile of the 1950s

� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting
Automobile of the 2000s

Procedure
1. The following table compares some of the automobile technology from the past with the automobile technology
of today. Complete the table by explaining how the change in the technology has reduced injuries during
collisions or interactions.

Automobile Technology
of the Past

Automobile Technology
of the Present

metal front and rear bumpers welded
solidly to the main frame of the automobile

large plastic bumpers attached through shock
absorbers to a collapsible frame

solid metal frame

collapsible frame with crumple zones

metal dashboard, hard plastic steering
wheel solidly attached to steering
mechanisms of the automobile

padded dashboard and interior with a collapsible,
shock-absorbing steering wheel

no seat belts or air bags

seat belts and driver- and passenger-side air
bags; often side-impact air bags

How the Change in
Technology Helped
Reduce Injury

Analysis
2. Seat belts have had a significant impact on the reduction of injuries associated with vehicle crashes.
Use the Internet as a research tool to produce a point-form outline of the history of seat-belt use and
how injuries have been reduced over the years since the introduction of seat belts.
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2.3 Summary
 
 p f - p i
Newton’s second law of motion, in the form F =
, shows that the force applied on an object and the time interval
Dt
over which the force acts arefactors
 thatdetermine the change in the momentum
 of an object. However, when the formula
is rearranged into the form F Dt = p f - p i , the product of the force applied, F , and the time over which the force acts, D t,
yields a physical quantity called impulse. The impulse provided to change the momentum of an object is the product of
the net force applied to an object and the time interval during which
is equal to the change in
 the force acts. Since
 impulse

momentum, there are two ways to determine impulse: impulse = F D t and impulse = p f - p i .
The impulse-change in momentum concept can be used to explain many technological safety advancements, not only in
sports equipment and automobiles, but also in everyday life.

2.3 Questions
Knowledge
1. Explain the difference between momentum and impulse.
2. Describe the relationship between change in momentum
and impulse.

9. Explain why the boxer being punched in the first
illustration experiences less force than the boxer in
the second illustration.

3. State two equations for determining the impulse of an
object.
4. Prove algebraically that the units for impulse are the
same as the units for momentum.
Applying Concepts
5. Calculate the impulse provided in each of the following
situations.

Boxer Being Punched “Gives”

a. A moving billiard ball strikes the cushion of a
billiard table. The cushion provides a force of 1.5 N
on the billiard ball over a time of 0.020 s.
b. A ball of putty with a mass of 0.30 kg is thrown
with a velocity of 2.1 m/s against a wall and sticks
to the wall.
6. Determine the change in momentum in each of the
situations described in question 5.
7. A soccer ball with a mass of 0.43 kg travels 14 m/s[E],
strikes a goal post, and rebounds straight back with a
velocity of 12 m/s[W]. Determine the
a.
b.
c.
d.

initial momentum of the ball
final momentum of the ball
change in the momentum of the ball
impulse provided by the goal post on the ball

8. Use the impulse-change in momentum concept to
explain each of the following situations.
a. How do air bags reduce injury during a motor
vehicle collision?
b. How does the foam lining in a bicycle helmet
reduce injury?
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Boxer Being Punched Remains “Rigid”

10. Compare the impulse provided by a wall on a
a. 0.20-kg rubber ball thrown with a velocity of 2.5 m/s
at a wall and rebounding with a velocity of 2.0 m/s
b. 0.20-kg putty ball thrown at the same velocity at a
wall and sticking to the wall
11. If the time interval of the impact with the wall was
0.012 s in both situations described in question 10,
compare the force exerted by the wall on the rubber ball
and the putty ball.
12. Identify five safety features on an automobile that
reduce injury by using the concept of impulse-change
in momentum.

Figure B2.10: The deployment of the air bag uses Newton’s laws of motion to reduce injury in a collision.

Vehicle collisions, even at slow speeds, can result in serious injuries for the driver and passengers. Knowledge of Newton’s
laws of motion are fundamental in designing safety features that reduce damage and injury in automobile collisions. Did you
know that the collision of a vehicle actually involves three collisions? The three classes of collisions are
• primary collision: the vehicle colliding with another object, such as another vehicle
• secondary collision: the occupant colliding with the interior of the vehicle
• tertiary collision: the occupant’s internal organs colliding within the occupant’s body
Specific safety features are designed to address each type of collision.

Practice
15. The technologies identified in the following table are designed to reduce injury in a motor vehicle collision.
Identify the class of collision for which each technology is designed.
Safety Technology

Class of Collision

shock-absorbing bumpers
crumple zones (in the frame)
padded dashboard, steering wheel, etc.
seat belts
air bags
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2.4 A Closer Look at Forces and Newton’s Third Law
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Newton’s Third Law
The primary collision stops the vehicle almost instantly; however, the occupants of the vehicle remain in motion at the same
speed due to their momentum. As the occupants continue to move after the vehicle has stopped, the impulse that results when
the occupants collide with the interior parts of the vehicle determines the extent of their injuries. Without safety features
like those described in Practice question 15, the time interval for the impact would be extremely small, resulting in a very
large force exerted by the vehicle on the occupants. It is quite evident that the vehicle must exert a force on an occupant of
the vehicle; however, did you know that the occupant exerts a force of the same magnitude on the vehicle? Can you identify
evidence that supports this statement in Figure B2.11?

Figure B2.11: The force exerted by the driver onto the vehicle smashed the windshield and compressed the air bag.

It was the force exerted by the occupant that smashed the windshield and compressed the air bag. A similar process occurs
when a person jumps off a skateboard. In this case, one force is exerted by the person on the skateboard and the other force is
exerted by the skateboard on the person.


F
Skateboard on Person


F
Person on Skateboard

Figure B2.12: When a person jumps horizontally off a skateboard, a force is exerted on the skateboard, propelling the board
backward. The skateboard must exert the same force on the person, pushing the person forward.

Examples like the person and the skateboard illustrate some interesting properties of forces:
• When the person and the skateboard interact, the forces always occur in pairs. The person exerts an action force on
the skateboard, and the skateboard exerts a reaction force on the person. These forces are an example of an
action/reaction pair.
• The forces have the same magnitude, but push in opposite directions. The action force that pushes the skateboard
backward is the same size as the reaction force that pushes the person forward.
• The forces in an action/reaction pair push on different objects. One force pushes on the skateboard, the other pushes
on the person.
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Newton’s third law of motion: a law stating
that whenever one object exerts a force on a
second object, the second object exerts an
equal but opposite force on the first object

In everyday speech, Newton’s third law is sometimes summarized by saying that for every action force, there is an equal
but opposite reaction force. This version of Newton’s third law is concise, but it neglects to mention that the forces in the
action/reaction pair act on different objects.

Example Problem 2.9
Identify the action and reaction forces in the illustration of
the skaters as the skater on the right pulls on the rope.
Solution
When the skater on the right pulls on the rope (the action
force), the skater on the left moves towards him because
of this force. The skater on the left also exerts an equal
but opposite force (the reaction force) on the skater on the
right. The skater on the right also moves because of this
reaction force.

Practice
16. Identify the action force and reaction force in the
following situations.
a. a passenger colliding with a deployed air bag
b. a car bumper colliding with a concrete barrier
c. a swimmer pushes against the water
d. a hiker pushes against the ground
e. while moving forward, a car tire pushes against
the ground

Confirming Newton’s Third Law

Figure B2.13: The action force was exerted by the swimmer on the wall of the
pool. The reaction force was exerted by the wall of the pool on the swimmer.

Forces are the foundation of Newton’s laws of motion, and an
understanding of these laws will help you to understand how
objects interact with each other. The significance of forces
and the laws of motion as applied to the interaction of objects
can be analyzed further using the applet “Newton’s Laws and
the Interaction of Objects.”
Using this applet, you can enter the required data and
the applet will provide you with an animated display of the
event, along with corresponding data resulting from the
event. An analysis of the resulting data can then be used to
clarify the significance of Newton’s laws of motion and the
interaction of objects.
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These properties have been summarized in Newton’s third law of motion.
The following equation is a convenient way to summarize the idea that the
force of object 1 on object 2 is equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction, to
the force of object 2 on object 1.


F 1 on 2 = - F 2 on 1
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Utilizing Technology
Newton’s Laws and the Interaction of Objects
Purpose

Science Skills

You will confirm your understanding of forces and motion
using the applet “Newton’s Laws and the Interaction of
Objects” on the Science 20 Textbook CD.

� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting

Background Information
This applet shows a number of toy vehicles that are connected by a spring. The masses of the vehicles, the force exerted
by the spring, and the time interval of the spring pushing on the vehicles are all variables that can be manipulated by the
user. Before starting this activity, familiarize yourself with the features of the applet by entering values and clicking the Go
button. Remember to click the Reset button before entering values for a new trial.

Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Constant Values
Time of Interaction =
Mass of Vehicle 1 =
Force on Vehicle 1 =
Acceleration of Vehicle 1 =
Velocity of Vehicle 1 =

Mass of Vehicle 2
(kg)

Newton’s Laws and the Interaction of Objects

Force on Vehicle 2
(N)

Acceleration of
Vehicle 2 (m/s2)

Velocity of Vehicle 2
(m/s)

1.00
2.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

step 2: Select the following constant values for Vehicle 1: Time of Interaction = 0.40 s, Mass of Vehicle 1 = 5.00 kg, and
Force on Vehicle 1 = - 2.00 N. Record these values in the appropriate places on the data sheet. They will be kept
constant throughout this investigation.
step 3: Set the mass of Vehicle 2 to 1.00 kg.
step 4: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicles. Record the acceleration and velocity of Vehicle 1
and the force, acceleration, and velocity of Vehicle 2.
step 5: Click the Reset button, and set the mass of Vehicle 2 to 2.00 kg.
step 6: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicles. Record the force, acceleration, and velocity of
Vehicle 2.
step 7: Repeat steps 5 and 6 for Vehicle 2 masses of 4.00 kg, 5.00 kg, 6.00 kg, 8.00 kg, and 10.00 kg.
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Analysis
1. Compare the force on Vehicle 1 to the force on Vehicle 2 for each trial.
2. Explain how your answer to question 1 confirms Newton’s third law of motion.
3. Explain the significance of the negative sign in the force on Vehicle 1.
4. According to Newton’ssecond
 law, an unbalanced force acting on a mass will cause the mass to accelerate in the
direction of the force, F = ma .
a. Confirm the acceleration value you recorded on the data sheet for Vehicle 1.
b. Confirm each of the acceleration values you recorded on the data sheet for Vehicle 2.
c. Explain the significance of the negative acceleration value for Vehicle 1 and the positive acceleration values for
Vehicle 2.
5. Explain why the vehicles in each trial experience the same force but exhibit different accelerations.
6. According to your data, explain the relationship between the acceleration of the vehicles and their final velocities.
7. In each trial, which vehicle experienced the greater change in velocity?
8. Copy the following table into your notebook or into a spreadsheet. Use the data from the data sheet to complete the
table.

Mass of
Vehicle 2
(kg)

Momentum of
Vehicle 1 After
Spring Uncoils
(kgim/s)

Momentum of
Vehicle 2 After
Spring Uncoils
(kgim/s)

Impulse of
Vehicle 1 After
Spring Uncoils
(Nis)

Impulse of
Vehicle 2 After
Spring Uncoils
(Nis)

1.00
2.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

9. Even though each vehicle experiences the same force, the vehicle with the smaller mass undergoes a greater change
in velocity. Do your results verify this conclusion? Explain your answer.
10. State whether or not each vehicle in each trial experiences the same magnitude of the following quantities.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

force
acceleration
time of interaction
final velocity
impulse
momentum

11. Explain any differences you noted in question 10.
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2.4 Summary
Newton’s third law of motion describes an interesting property of forces: whenever one object exerts a force on a second
object, the second object exerts an equal but opposite force on the first object. The following equation summarizes this idea:


F 1 on 2 = - F 2 on 1
This law was confirmed in an investigation in which you observed the forces that acted on two toy cars connected by a
spring. This lesson provided a different perspective on the interaction of two objects. If the force and the time interval are
the same for both objects, the impulse and the change in momentum must still be the same for both objects. However, if the
masses are different, velocity and acceleration cannot be the same. The activity showed that when the force applied to two
objects is the same in an interaction, the object with the smaller mass will experience a larger acceleration and attain a larger
change in velocity. The object with the larger mass will experience a smaller acceleration and a smaller change in velocity.
This also explains why occupants of a larger vehicle are less likely to receive serious injuries in a minor collision than
occupants of a smaller vehicle.

2.4 Questions
Knowledge
1. State the three classes of collisions during a motor vehicle collision, and discuss each class. In which class(es) will an
occupant of a vehicle receive an injury?
2. State Newton’s third law in words and in equation form.
Applying Concepts
3. In an interaction between a large vehicle and a smaller vehicle, state whether or not the following quantities must be the
same for each vehicle. Justify your answer.
•
•
•
•

mass
velocity
acceleration
force

• time
• impulse
• change in momentum

4. The following diagram shows two objects approaching each other at the same speed.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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Which vehicle will experience the greatest force?
Which vehicle will experience the greatest impulse?
Which vehicle will experience the greatest change in momentum?
Which vehicle will experience the greatest acceleration?
Which vehicle will experience the greatest change in velocity?
Which vehicle would you rather be in during the collision?
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5. Two astronauts in space are attached by a rope. The mass of one astronaut is 100 kg; the
mass of the other is 80 kg.
right

F 2 on 1


F 1 on 2

+

m2 = 80 kg

If the larger astronaut pulls on the rope with a force of 20 N for 0.20 s, determine the
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

force acting on each astronaut
acceleration of each astronaut
final velocity of each astronaut if they both start from rest
final momentum of each astronaut if they both start from rest
impulse acting on each astronaut

6. Imagine you are an astronaut on a spacewalk outside your capsule. You are attached to
the capsule with a safety rope; however, the rope detaches from the capsule and you are
floating freely in space. How could you use your knowledge of Newton’s third law to
assist your return to the capsule?
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2.5 Conservation of Momentum

Figure B2.14: Cars are designed with crumple zones to protect the occupants.

The clearest memory that the driver has from the moment the collision occurred was the unmistakable sound of the crushing
metal and twisting steel. The impact of the car with the back end of the larger truck did not do much damage to the truck’s
bumper, but the forces of the collision shortened the total length of the car by about 20 cm.
Although nobody was hurt, at issue was the speed of the car prior to the impact. The accident occurred in a part of the
mall parking lot designated as a loading zone for passengers and deliveries into the mall. The posted speed limit is 25 km/h
for this area. The driver claims he was only travelling 10 km/h prior to the collision; but the damage to the vehicle leads the
insurance company to suspect that the driver was likely travelling much faster. How can such conflicts be resolved? Is there a
way to determine the likely speed of the car prior to the collision?

Forensic Engineering
Forensic engineering is a special branch of engineering that deals with
answering questions like those posed in the lesson introduction. The
investigating engineer collects data from photographs of the scene and
performs a careful inspection of the damaged vehicle. Measurements
are made of the damage to the car as well as the distance the car and
truck rolled forward after the collision. In some cases, state-of-the-art
accident-reconstruction software is used to try and piece together the
speed of the car prior to the accident.
Momentum is an important consideration when investigating motor
vehicle collisions. Investigators frequently use software or perform
calculations to determine the total momentum of the vehicles before
the collision and the total momentum of the vehicles after the collision.
These calculations help determine the likely velocity of each vehicle
prior to the collision.
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Utilizing Technology
Momentum and Collisions
Purpose

Science Skills

You will collect momentum data before and after a collision
or interaction using a series of applets called “Momentum
and Collisions” on the Science 20 Textbook CD.

� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting

Background Information
This applet shows a number of toy vehicles that can collide in an environment in which external forces, such as friction,
are negligible. There are three categories of collisions presented in these applets:
• hit and stick: two vehicles collide, lock together, and move away as one
• hit and rebound: two vehicles collide and move away separately
• explosion: two motionless vehicles, connected by a spring, move in opposite directions once the spring is
released
The masses of the vehicles and their velocities prior to the interaction are variables that can be manipulated by the
user. Before starting this activity, familiarize yourself with the features of each of these applets by entering values and
clicking the Go button. Remember to click the Reset button before entering values for a new trial.

Part A: Hit-and-Stick Collisions
Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet program.

Part A: Hit-and-Stick Collisions

Constant Values
Mass of Vehicle 1 =
Mass of Vehicle 2 =
Velocity of Vehicle 2 Before =

Before Collision
Velocity
of Vehicle 1
v 1 (m/s)

Momentum
of
 Vehicle 1
p1 (kgim/s)

Momentum
of
 Vehicle 2
p (kgim/s)
2

After Collision
Total
Momentum

p (kgim/s)
t

Mass of
Vehicle 1 and
Vehicle 2
m1 + m2 (kg)

Velocity of
Vehicle 1 and
Vehicle 2
 ¢
v 1 and 2 (m/s)

Momentum of
Vehicle 1 and
Vehicle 2
 ¢
p 1 and 2 (kgim/s)

+ 1.00
+ 2.00
+ 3.00
+ 5.00
+ 8.00

Note: The prime symbol ( ¢ ) is used to denote the value of a quantity after a collision or interaction.
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In the next activity you will examine the total momentum before and after collisions using a series of applets called
“Momentum and Collisions.” Each applet simulates collisions between toy vehicles. You will have the opportunity to change
data and collect data for momentum in each applet. You should notice patterns in the momentum data while working with the
applets. These patterns will provide insight into how forensic engineers are able to determine the likely velocities of vehicles
prior to collisions.
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step 2: Select the following constant values: Mass of Vehicle 1 = 2.00 kg, Mass of Vehicle 2 = 3.00 kg, and Velocity of
Vehicle 2 Before = - 2.00 m/s. Record these values in the appropriate places on the data sheet. They will be kept
constant throughout this part of the activity.
step 3: Set the initial velocity of Vehicle 1 to + 1.00 m/s. Record the momentum of each vehicle before the collision in the
appropriate place on the data sheet.
step 4: Calculate the total momentum before the collision. Record this value on your data sheet.
step 5: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicles. Record the values of the combined mass, velocity,
and momentum for both vehicles after the collision for this trial.
step 6: Repeat steps 3 to 5 for Vehicle 1 velocities of + 2.00 m/s, + 3.00 m/s, + 5.00 m/s, and + 8.00 m/s.

Analysis
1. Calculate the total momentum after the collision to confirm the value generated in each trial.
2. For each trial, compare the total momentum before the collision with the total momentum after the collision. Describe
the pattern within each pair of values.
3. Explain how adding freight cars onto a train could be another example of a hit-and-stick collision.

Part B: Hit-and-Rebound Collisions
Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Part B: Hit-and-Rebound Collisions
Constant Values
Mass of Vehicle 1 =
Mass of Vehicle 2 =
Velocity of Vehicle 2 Before =

Before Collision
Velocity of
Vehicle 1

v1
(m/s)

Momentum
of Vehicle
1

p
1
(kgim/s)

Momentum
of Vehicle
2

p
2
(kgim/s)

After Collision
Total
Momentum

p
t
(kgim/s)

Velocity of
Vehicle 1

v¢

Velocity of
Vehicle 2

v¢

Momentum
of Vehicle 1
 ¢
p

Momentum
of Vehicle 2
 ¢
p

Total
Momentum
 ¢
p

(m/s)

(kgim/s)

(kgim/s)

(kgim/s)

(kgim/s)

1

2

1

2

t

+ 1.00
+ 2.00
+ 4.00
+ 8.00

step 2: Select the following constant values: Mass of Vehicle 1 = 2.00 kg, Mass of Vehicle 2 = 8.00 kg, and Velocity of
Vehicle 2 Before = - 1.00 m/s. Record these values in the appropriate places on the data sheet. They will be kept
constant throughout this part of the activity.
step 3: Set the initial velocity of Vehicle 1 to + 1.00 m/s. Record the momentum of each vehicle before the collision in the
appropriate place on the data sheet.
step 4: Calculate the total momentum before the collision. Record this value on your data sheet.
step 5: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicles. Record the values of the velocity and the
momentum for each vehicle after the collision.
step 6: Repeat steps 3 to 5 for Vehicle 1 velocities of + 2.00 m/s, + 4.00 m/s, and + 8.00 m/s.
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4. Calculate the total momentum after the collision to confirm the value generated in
each trial.

7

8

5. For each trial, compare the total momentum before the collision with the total
momentum after the collision. Describe the pattern within each pair of values.
6. Explain how two billiard balls colliding could be another example of a
hit-and-rebound collision.

Part C: Explosions
In this part, the two toy cars are connected by a spring. The two vehicles sit motionless until the spring uncoils.

Procedure
step 1: Copy the following data sheet into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.

Part C: Explosions
Constant Values
Velocity of Vehicle 1 Before =
Velocity of Vehicle 2 Before =

Before Collision
Mass of
Vehicle 1
m1 (kg)

Mass of
Vehicle 2
m2 (kg)

1.00

8.00

2.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

Momentum
of Vehicle 1

p1 (kgim/s)

Momentum
of Vehicle 2

p2 (kgim/s)

Total
Momentum

pt (kgim/s)

After Collision
Velocity of
Vehicle 1

v ¢ (m/s)
1

Velocity of
Vehicle 2

v ¢ (m/s)
2

Momentum
of Vehicle 1

p¢ (kgim/s)

Momentum
of Vehicle 2

p¢ (kgim/s)

1

2

Total
Momentum

p¢ (kgim/s)
t

step 2: Because this simulates an explosion of an object initially at rest, record the velocity of Vehicles 1 and 2 before the
interaction as being zero on the data sheet.
step 3: Set the initial value of the mass of Vehicle 1 to 1.00 kg and the mass of Vehicle 2 to 8.00 kg.
step 4: Calculate the momentum of each vehicle as well as the total momentum before the explosion. Record these values
on your data sheet.
step 5: Click the Go button, and observe the motion of the vehicles. Record the values of the velocity and momentum for
each vehicle after the explosion.
step 6: Repeat steps 3 to 5 for the other pairs of mass values shown on the data sheet.

Analysis
7. Calculate the total momentum after the explosion to confirm the value generated in each trial.
8. For each trial, compare the total momentum before the collision with the total momentum after the collision. Describe
the pattern within each pair of values.
9. Explain how a bullet leaving the barrel of a rifle could be another example of an explosion interaction.

Evaluation
10. You studied three types of interactions: hit and stick, hit and rebound, and explosion. Identify the overall trend within
the pairs of values before and after an interaction.
11. The applets simulated interactions between toy cars in a frictionless environment. If the force of friction played a
significant role, how would the motion of the vehicles have differed?
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Âp

Momentum Is Conserved
The collisions that occurred in the activity are considered
to be one dimensional because the collisions of the objects
occurred in a straight line. Further, these collisions can
be classified into three basic types of collisions: hit and
rebound, hit and stick, and explosion.
Regardless of the type of collision or interaction, it can
be concluded that momentum can be transferred from one
object to another. In all cases, the momentum gained by one
object equals the momentum lost by the other so that the
total amount of momentum remains constant. This is called
the law of conservation of momentum. This law can be
stated in equation form by having the Greek letter sigma, Â,
represent the phrase “the sum of.”

before

=



Âp

after

This equation is read as, “The sum of the momentum
before the interaction is equal to the sum of the momentum
after the interaction.” When problem solving, it is more
convenient to substitute the subscripts “before” and “after”
by using the prime symbol ( ¢ ) to indicate quantities that
occurred after the interaction. The following example
problems illustrate how to apply the law of conservation of
momentum.
law of conservation of momentum: a law stating
that if the net force acting on a system is zero, the
sum of the momentum before an interaction equals
the sum of the momentum after the interaction

Example Problem 2.10
A 10 000-kg freight car travelling west with a velocity of 1.5 m/s collides with a 20 000-kg freight car at rest. After the
collision, the freight cars stick together. Determine the velocity of the freight cars after the collision.
Before Collision

W

E

-

+


v ¢2 = 0


v 1 = 1.5 m/s [ W ]

After Collision


v ¢1 and 2 = ?

Solution

Â

Let east be the positive direction.

The freight cars have a velocity of 0.50 m/s[W] after the collision.
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Â


p

after



¨ v2 = 0



(10 000 kg ) ( - 1.5 m/s ) = (10 000 kg + 20 000 kg ) v ¢1 and 2

together after the collision, the cars
can be treated as one object (1 and 2).
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before

=

 

p1 + p 2 = p¢1 and 2



m1 v1 + m2 v 2 = ( m1 + m2 ) v ¢1 and 2


m1 v1 = ( m1 + m2 ) v ¢1 and 2

m1 = 10 000 kg
m2 = 20 000 kg

v1 = 1.5 m/s [ W ]
= - 1.5 m/s

v2 = 0

v ¢1 and 2 = ? ¨ Note: Because the freight cars lock


p


- 1.5 ¥ 10 4 kg i m/s = (30 000 kg ) v ¢1 and 2

(30 000 kg ) v ¢1 and 2 = - 1.5 ¥ 10 4 kgi m/s

- 1.5 ¥ 10 4 kg i m/s
v ¢1 and 2 =
30 000 kg
= - 0.50 m/s

A 3.0-kg ball rolling east with a velocity of 1.5 m/s collides with another 6.0-kg ball at rest. After the collision, the first
ball rebounds and is travelling at a velocity of 0.50 m/s[W].
W

E

-

+

Before Collision


v 1 = 1.5 m/s [E ]

After Collision


v2 = 0


v ¢1 = 0.50 m/s [ W ]


v ¢2 = ?

a. Determine the velocity of the second ball after the collision.
b. Determine the momentum values of the balls before and after the collision.
c. Use scale diagrams of momentum vectors to demonstrate that momentum is conserved in this collision.
Solution



Âp

Let east be the positive direction.
a. m1 = 3.0 kg

before

=



Âp

after

 


p + p = p¢ + p¢
1
2
1
2


¢

m1 v1 + m2 v 2 = m1 v 1 + m2 v ¢ 2



m1 v1 = m1 v ¢1 + m2 v ¢ 2

m2 = 6.0 kg

v1 = 1.5 m/s [ E ]
= + 1.5 m/s

v2 = 0



¨ v2 = 0



(3.0 kg ) ( + 1.5 m/s ) = (3.0 kgg ) ( - 0.50 m/s ) + (6.0 kg ) v ¢ 2

+ 4.5 kg i m/s = - 1.50 kg i m/s + (6.0 kg ) v ¢ 2

(6.0 kg ) v ¢ 2 = ( + 4.5 kg i m/s ) - ( - 1.50 kg i m/s )

( + 4.55 kgi m/s ) - ( - 1.50 kgi m/s )
v¢2 =
6.0 kg
= + 1.0 m/s


v ¢1 = 0.50 m/s [ W ]
= - 0.50 m/s
¢
v 2 =?
The velocity of the second ball is 1.0 m/s[E].
b. Before Collision


p1 = m1 v1

= (3.0 kg ) ( + 1.5 m/s )
= + 4.5 kg i m/s

After Collision
 ¢

p 1 = m1 v ¢1

 ¢

p 2 = m2 v ¢ 2

= (3.0 kg ) ( - 0.50 m/s )

= (6.0 kg ) ( + 1.0 m/s )

= - 1.5 kg i m/s

= + 6.0 kg i m/s

c. scale: 1 cm = 1 kgim/s
Before Collision


p1 =
p

Â

before

After Collision
 ¢
p1



Âp

after

 ¢
p2
The sum of the momentum before
the collision is + 4.5 kgim/s.

The sum of the momentum after the
collision is + 4.5 kgim/s.
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Example Problem 2.12
A 0.020-kg firecracker at rest explodes into two pieces. If a 0.015-kg piece flies off to the right at a velocity of 3.00 m/s,
determine the velocity of the other 0.0050-kg piece.
Before Collision

After Collision


v 1 and 2 = 0


v ¢2 = ?
left

right

-

+


v ¢1 = 3.00 m/s [right ]

Solution
Let right be the positive direction.
m1 and 2 = 0.020 kg

v1 and 2 = 0
m1 = 0.015 kg
m2 = 0.0050 kg

v ¢1 = 3.00 m/s [ right ]
= + 3.00 m/s

v¢2 = ?



Âp

before

=



Âp

after




= p¢ + p¢
p
1 and 2
1
2
¢


m1 and 2 v1 and 2 = m1 v 1 + m2 v ¢ 2



(0.020 kg ) (0 ) = (0.015 kg ) ( + 3.00 m/s ) + (0.0050 kg ) v ¢ 2



0 = ( + 0.045 kg i m/s ) + ( 0.0050 kg ) v ¢ 2

(0.0050 kg ) v ¢ 2 = - 0.045 kgi m/s


- 0.045 kg i m/s
v¢2 =
0.0050 kg
= - 9.0 m/s

The 0.0050-kg piece of the firecracker has a velocity of 9.0 m/s[left].

Practice
17. A 0.010-kg marble rolling on the floor with a velocity of 0.90 m/s[E] collides with a 0.015-kg marble at rest.
The first marble rebounds with a velocity of 0.30 m/s[W].
a. Determine the velocity of the second marble.
b. Determine the momentum of the marbles before and after the collision.
c. Use scale diagrams, such as the head-to-tail method, to demonstrate that momentum is conserved in
this collision.
18. A 0.010-kg marble rolling on the floor with a velocity of 0.90 m/s[N] collides with a 0.015-kg ball of putty at
rest. If the two stick together, determine their combined velocity immediately after the collision.
19. A 0.0100-kg balloon, initially at rest, explodes into two pieces. If a 0.0090-kg piece is propelled with a
velocity of 4.0 m/s[N], determine the velocity of the other 0.0010-kg piece.
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Applying Concepts

The story at the beginning of this lesson described a collision
between a small car and a stationary truck. In this scenario
the driver claimed to be only travelling at 10 km/h, but the
investigators for the insurance company suspected that the
car was travelling much faster. Now that you know about the
law of conservation of momentum, you can solve the mystery
in Practice question 20.

4. A 3500-kg truck travelling 20.0 m/s[E] strikes a 2000-kg,
parked minivan. After the collision, the parked minivan
is propelled forward with a velocity of 14.0 m/s[E].
Determine the final velocity of the truck.

Practice
20. A collision occurred when a 1500-kg car collided
with a 15 000-kg truck initially at rest. Since neither
vehicle had its brakes engaged, the external forces
present can be considered minimal. After the
collision, the vehicles locked together and rolled
with a combined velocity of 1.0 m/s, east.
a. What type of collision is described by this
situation?
b. Use the law of conservation of momentum to
solve for the velocity of the car, in metres per
second, before the collision occurred.
c. Convert your answer to question 20.b. into
kilometres per hour.

5. A 3500-kg truck travelling 20.0 m/s[E] strikes a 2000-kg,
parked minivan. After the collision, the truck sticks to the
minivan. Determine the combined final velocity of the
truck and the minivan.
6. A 2500-kg van travelling 80.0 km/h[E] strikes a 1500-kg
compact car at rest. After the collision, the 1500-kg car
propels forward with a velocity of 60.0 km/h[E].
Determine the final velocity of the van in kilometres
per hour.
7. A 20.0-g inflated balloon, initially at rest, is punctured
with a nail and explodes into two pieces. If a 12.0-g piece
of balloon explodes to the left with a velocity of 3.00 m/s,
calculate the final velocity of the other 8.0-g piece.
8. A 75-kg football player running 1.50 m/s[E] is tackled by
another player who is initially at rest. After the collision,
the football players stick together and travel with a
combined velocity of 0.80 m/s[E]. Calculate the mass of
the other player.

d. The posted speed limit in this area was 25 km/h,
because it was designated for loading
passengers and freight. Was the car speeding?

2.5 Summary
In this lesson you used applets to investigate the role of
momentum in a number of one-dimensional interactions:
hit and stick, hit and rebound, and explosion. In all cases,
if the net force acting on a system is zero, the sum of the
momentum before an interaction equals the sum of the
momentum after the interaction. This is called the law of
conservation of momentum. The law can be applied to
one-dimensional problems, including problems that deal
with the analysis of collision data.

2.5 Questions
Knowledge
1. Describe what is meant by a one-dimensional collision.
2. Name the three types of collisions.
3. Describe the law of conservation of momentum in word
and equation form.
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2.6 Designing a Helmet

Figure B2.15: The human skull is a thin layer of bone encasing the brain.

If you happen to drop an expensive MP3 player onto a cement sidewalk, you might be disappointed if it no longer works; but
at least you can have it repaired or replaced. There are many more on store shelves and the newer models often come with
improved features. If you have the misfortune of having your head hit a cement sidewalk, the long-term consequences could
be much more serious. Although medical science has learned a lot about the workings of the brain, only so much damage can
be repaired; and, unlike your MP3 player, an off-the-shelf replacement is out of the question.

Figure B2.16: Here are a few examples of how people protect their heads at work and at play.

People who are exposed to hazards that could lead to head injuries and possible brain damage take protective measures
while at work or at play. In short, they wear helmets.
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The kinds of hazards that the user is expected to encounter play a significant role in the
design of helmets. At first glance, a helmet used for skateboarding might
seem to be protecting a user from hazards similar to those faced
by a cyclist. However, a well-designed skateboard helmet also
has to protect against blows to the back of the head, because
skateboarders are much more likely to fall backwards.
You will have an opportunity to design and test a helmet
that must protect the very fragile skull of an egg test dummy.
As you can see, some of the features of the egg test dummy
are imaginary: a drawn-on face complete with ears and hair.
However, the essential characteristics model a head quite nicely:
a rigid but crackable shell enclosing a central yolk surrounded
by fluid. You will have to apply everything you have learned in
this unit by designing a helmet to protect the egg test dummy from
a serious collision. Just as the designers of bicycle helmets have to balance the need for
maximum protection with comfort and practicality, your design must address these three
key characteristics:
1) The egg test dummy must be protected from a frontal collision against a rigid barrier.
2) The egg test dummy must have no covering over its eyes and ears.
3) The egg test dummy’s helmet must continue to provide protection after a number of
severe frontal impacts.

Practice
21. Identify the parts of the egg test dummy that
correspond to the skull and brain of a human head.
22. Consider the list of the three design characteristics
for the egg test dummy’s helmet. Identify the design
characteristic(s) that make the egg test dummy’s
helmet similar to a bicycle helmet as well as those
that make it different from a bicycle helmet.

Testing Procedures
For a helmet to be certified by the Canadian Standards
Association (CSA), it must pass a number of very specific
tests. The CSA tests for bicycle helmets include a drop onto
a flat anvil, a drop onto a cylindrical anvil, a test to ensure
the helmet stays in the correct position on the head, and a
chin-strap test. The data collected from these tests includes
measurements of energy, mass, time, velocity, acceleration,
and force. The helmets that pass being dropped onto the
anvil are designed to provide protection during large
changes in momentum when an equally large impulse is
delivered to the helmet.
The helmet you design will need to survive a collision
with a concrete block. In order to carefully control the
variables in the testing procedure, a swing will be used. The
apparatus is shown in Figure B2.18.
Figure B2.17: At the helmet-testing facilities of the Canadian Standards
Association, helmets are loaded with a headform and then dropped onto a
heavy metal anvil.
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The following equations summarize this review of
gravitational potential energy and work:

egg in
plastic baggie

Ep(grav ) = W

twine for swing

Ep(grav ) = F i D d

heavy cement block
h

reference level

gravitational
potential
energy of egg
and other
contents in
baggie

Ep(grav ) = mg i h

height above
reference level
g = 9.81 m/s2

mass of
egg and other
contents in baggie

energy: the ability to do work

twine for swing

law of conservation of energy: a law stating that
when energy changes from one form to another, the
total energy of the system remains constant
kinetic energy: energy due to the motion of an object

“bull-dog” paper clamp
resealable baggie

helmet

egg test dummy

If it can be assumed that very little energy is lost to
overcome air resistance and other frictional effects as the
egg test dummy swings toward the block, then according
to the law of conservation of energy, the gravitational
potential energy of the egg should be converted into
energy of motion. This energy of motion is called kinetic
energy. Recall from previous courses that the kinetic
energy of an object depends on its mass and speed. The
following equations summarize the relationship among
speed, mass, and kinetic energy:
mass of egg and
contents in baggie

Figure B2.18: This swing apparatus will need to be set up for the investigation
that comes later in this lesson.

To ensure that the helmeted egg test dummy has a frontal
collision, a swing is used instead of a vertical drop. The
twine that forms the swing prevents twisting and turning as
the egg test dummy accelerates toward the cement block.
The swing also provides a convenient way to determine
the velocity of the egg test dummy at the moment of impact.
Recall from previous science courses that whenever an object
is forced to move in the same direction as an applied force,
work is done on that object. So, when the egg test dummy
is pulled back from its rest position near the cement block,
work is done on the egg. Even though the path it moves
through is a curve, the only force that has to be overcome
is the force of gravity; only the vertical distance (the height
above the reference level) matters. Once the egg test dummy
is pulled back and held in some new position, the work done
to change the position of the egg is equal to the gravitational
potential energy of the egg.
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kinetic energy
of egg and
contents in
baggie

1 2
mv
2
2 Ek
v=
m

Ek =

(speed of egg)2

Example Problem 2.13 indicates that if you apply these
ideas about work and energy from previous courses to the
motion of the egg on the swing, it is possible to determine
the speed of the egg the instant it collides with the block.
Even though there is a small amount of bouncing, you can
assume that most of the momentum was transferred in the
impact and that the egg stops. This assumption combined
with the idea that all of the potential energy converts into
kinetic energy allows for reasonable approximations of
impulse, acceleration, and force.
work: the transfer of energy from one object or system
to another when a force is applied over a distance
gravitational potential energy: energy due to the
position of an object above Earth’s surface

An egg test dummy is fitted with a helmet and sealed in a plastic bag. The mass of the egg, helmet, baggie, and paper
clamp is 0.085 kg. The egg and its accessories are attached to the swing and pulled back so that they are now 0.40 m
above the reference level. The egg is released and swings down to collide with the cement block.
a. Calculate the gravitational potential energy of the egg and its accessories when it is 0.40 m above the reference level.
b. Determine the kinetic energy of the egg and its accessories when it collides with the cement block. Explain how this
energy is transformed in the collision.
c. Calculate the speed of the egg and its accessories the moment just before impact.
d. Calculate the magnitude and direction of the momentum of the egg and its accessories just before impact.
e. Even though there is a small amount of bouncing, assume the egg and its accessories stop immediately after impact.
Use this information to approximate the change in momentum of the bag and its contents.
f. Calculate the impulse required to stop the bag during impact.
g. If the impact lasts for 0.040 s, determine the force that acted upon the bag and its contents during the collision using
the equation for impulse.
h. Determine the acceleration of the egg and its accessories over the 0.040 s.
i. Use Newton’s second law to confirm your answer to question g. by calculating the force that acted on the bag and
its contents.
Solution
a. m = 0.085 kg

Ep(grav ) = mgh

h = 0.40 m

= ( 0.085 kg ) (9.81 m/s 2 ) ( 0.40 m )

g = 9.81 m/s 2

= 0.333 54 J
= 0.33 J

Ep(grav ) = ?

The gravitational potential energy of the egg is 0.33 J.
b. Ep(top) = 0.333 54 J

Ek ( bottom ) = Ep(top)
= 0.333 54 J
= 0.33 J

Ek ( bottom ) = ?

The kinetic energy of the egg when it strikes the cement block is 0.33 J. During the collision, this energy is
transformed into work, which changes the shape of the helmet and possibly the egg.
c. Ek = 0.333 54 J
m = 0.085 kg
v=?

1 2
mv
2
2 Ek
v=
m

Ek =

2 ( 0.333 54 J )
0.085 kg
= 2.801 428 207 m/s
= 2.8 m/s
=

Note:

210 (333 54 J )
=
0.085 kg
=

0.667 08 J
0.085 kg
0.667 08 kg i m 2 /s 2
0.085 kg

= 7.848 m 2 /s 2
= 2.801 428 207 m/s

The speed of the egg just before impact is 2.8 m/s.
continued on
next page
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d. This question asks for magnitude and direction, so a vector approach is used. Let the direction of the bag and its
contents (forward) prior to impact be considered the positive direction.


m = 0.085 kg
p = mv

= ( 0.085 kg ) ( + 2.801 428 207 m/s )
v = 2.801 428 207[ forward ]
= + 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s
= + 2.801 428 207 m/s
= + 0.24 kg i m/s

p=?
The momentum of the egg just before impact is 0.24 kgim/s[forward].
  


D p = pf - pi
e. p f = 0 ¨ v f = 0


= - pi
p i = 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s[forward]
= - ( + 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s )
= + 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s
= - 0.24 kg i m/s

Dp=?
The change in momentum is 0.24 kgim/s[backward].


impulse = F D t
f. D p = - 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s

= Dp
impulse = ?
= - 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s
= - 0.24 kg i m/s
The impulse required to stop the bag is 0.24 kgim/s[backward].

g. D p = - 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s
D t = 0.040 s

F =?



FDt = D p

 D p
F=
Dt
- 0.238 121 397 6 kg i m/s
=
0.040 s
= - 6.0 N

A force of 6.0 N[backward] acted on the bag and its contents during the collision.
 
 vf - vi

a=
h. v i = + 2.801 428 207 m/s
Dt



vf = 0
- vi ¨ vf = 0
=
Dt
D t = 0.040 s

- ( + 2.801 428 207 m/s )
=
a=?
0.040 s
= - 70.035 705 18 m/s 2
= - 70 m/s 2
The acceleration of the egg is 70 m/s2 [backward].
i.

m = 0.085 kg

a = - 70.035 705 18 m/s 2

F net = ?



F net = ma

= - 6.0 N

A force of 6.0 N[backward] acted on the bag and its contents.
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= ( 0.085 kg ) - 70.035 705 18 m/s 2

)
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Practice
23. Answer questions a. to i. of Example Problem 2.13 for a bag and contents with a mass of 0.092 kg that is released
from a height of 0.65 m.
24. Answer questions a. to i. of Example Problem 2.13 for a bag and contents with a mass of 0.088 kg that is released
from a height of 1.00 m.

Investigation
Designing and Testing a Helmet
Purpose
You and your partners will design and test a helmet to protect an
egg test dummy from a frontal collision. Specifically, the helmet
must meet the following criteria:
• must protect against a frontal collision with a rigid barrier

Science Skills
� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting
� Communication and Teamwork

• must not cover eyes and ears
• must continue to provide protection after a number of severe frontal impacts
• must fit into a medium-sized, resealable, plastic bag (approximately 17.8 cm x 20.3 cm) including
the egg test dummy

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 raw eggs (large size)
2 resealable, plastic bags
3-cm paper clamp
wide elastic band
empty, single-serving yogurt container (125 mL or 175 mL)
10 cm ¥ 10 cm ¥ 5 cm block of medium-density foam (This is the type of foam used to make cushions.)
scissors
knife with serrated edge (e.g., steak knife)
2 metre-sticks
analytical balance
twine
cement block

Use caution cutting the materials to make the helmet. The foam is best cut with a serrated
knife and then trimmed with a pair of scissors. The yogurt container can be cut with a pair
of scissors once a small hole has been made with the serrated knife. The use of a utility
knife is not recommended—it is ineffective with the foam and is very dangerous.
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Procedure
step 1: Set up a test swing apparatus similar to the one in Figure B2.20 on page 279. The twine for this apparatus should
ideally be attached to the ceiling to allow for a large range of height values and an unobstructed path to the
cement block.
step 2: Meet with your group, and begin discussing the design of your helmet. The main components suggested in the
materials for the helmet are a yogurt container (a hard shell), a piece of foam (an energy-absorbing liner), and a
wide elastic band (a chin strap). If you wish to use other materials, ask your teacher for approval. Remember, your
helmeted egg test dummy must be able to fit inside the freezer bag.
step 3: Once you have agreed on a design for the helmet, divide the tasks among the group members. Tasks include
shaping the materials; preparing the data table; and drawing the eyes, ears, and other features on your two egg
test dummies. Follow the template in Figure B2.19.

location of eyes
and ears
half the total height
narrow end
is the “chin”
Figure B2.19: Be creative when it comes to drawing the features of your egg test dummy.

step 4: Copy the following table into your notebook or into a spreadsheet.
Trial

Egg Without Helmet

Egg with Helmet

0.010

0.040

Mass of Egg, Helmet, and Clamp (kg)
Height Above Reference Level (m)
Gravitational Potential Energy at Release Point
(J)
Kinetic Energy Just Before Impact (J)
Speed Just Before Impact (m/s)
Momentum Just Before Impact (kgim/s)
Approximate Change in Momentum Due to
Impact (kgim/s)
Approximate Impulse Delivered During Impact
(kgim/s)
Estimated Time of Impact (s)
Approximate Acceleration During Impact (m/s2)
Approximate Force Exerted During Impact (N)
step 5: Once the helmet is complete, bring it and your egg test dummies to the test swing.
step 6: The first trial involves the egg test dummy with no helmet. Place the egg test dummy in a plastic bag. Determine
the mass of the egg test dummy, the bag, and the paper clamp. Record this value in the table.
step 7: Use the clamp to attach the plastic bag to the test swing. Carefully remove as much air as possible from the bag
before sliding your fingers along the seal to lock it shut. Ensure that the egg test dummy is facing the cement
block. Adjust the position of the cement block so that the front of the egg test dummy is just grazing the front
surface of the block when the swing is in the rest position.
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metre-stick

h = 2.0 cm = 0.020 m
24.5 cm

22.5 cm

Figure B2.20: Make sure the face of the egg test dummy is facing the cement block.

step 9: Release the egg so it hits the cement block. Inspect the egg for damage. If there is no damage, repeat step 8 by
increasing the height in 2.0-cm increments until the shell of the egg cracks. Record this height in the table.
step 10: Sketch a diagram to illustrate the pattern of cracking and other evidence of damage to the egg.
step 11: Repeat steps 7 to 10 for the helmeted egg test dummy. The only modification necessary is that the height above
the reference level can be increased in 50-cm increments. Once again, as soon as this egg shows signs of
damage, sketch the pattern of cracking and other evidence of damage.

Analysis
1. Refer to your sketches of the patterns of cracking and other evidence of damage to both egg test dummies.
a. Explain what could account for the damage to the egg with no helmet.
b. Explain what could account for the damage to the egg with a helmet.
2. Complete the table by calculating the remaining values. If you run into difficulties, use the process outlined in Example
Problem 2.13 as a guide.
3. Compare the speed of the egg required to cause damage for the trial with no helmet to the trial with a helmet. How
many times faster was the helmeted egg able to go before experiencing damage?
4. Compare the force exerted on the egg required to cause damage for the trial with no helmet to the trial with a helmet.
How many times larger was the force on the helmeted egg?
5. Consider the ratios you developed in questions 3 and 4.
a. Use the concept of impulse to account for the smaller ratio for the force values.
b. Use the design of your helmet to account for the smaller ratio for the force values.
6. Refer to the kinetic energy value prior to impact in each case.
a. Use the concept of work to account for the difference in kinetic energy.
b. Use the design of the helmet to account for the differences in kinetic energy and work done.

Evaluation
7. Compare your sketches describing the evidence of damage with those of other groups. Account for similarities and
differences between your results and the results of other groups.
8. Compare your values for force and impulse with those of other groups. Account for similarities and differences between
your results and the results of other groups.
9. If you were to build another helmet for an egg test dummy, what would you do differently?
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step 8: Measure the distance from the middle of the egg to the surface supporting the cement block. This is the reference
level. Pull the swing back until the height of the middle of the egg is 2.0 cm above the reference level. Refer to
Figure B2.20.
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Protecting Your Head
Now that you have finished designing a helmet for an egg test dummy, it is appropriate to think about the protection
you provide for your head during different activities. Which activities do you participate in that require a helmet? Some
possibilities include riding all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), playing hockey, downhill skiing, snowboarding, and inline skating.
The activity most likely on everyone’s list is cycling. Since most people learn to ride a bicycle at a young age and can
continue to ride a bike into adulthood, the use of bicycle helmets has received more public attention across Canada, including
legislation for mandatory use.
Many people have strong opinions regarding the mandatory use of bicycle helmets. At the heart of the issue is this
question: “What evidence is available to support the idea that the use of bicycle helmets results in a significant reduction in
head injuries among cyclists?” You will have an opportunity to answer this question in the next activity.

Utilizing Technology
Collecting Evidence—Bicycle Helmets
and Injury Reduction
Question
What evidence is available to support the idea that the use of
bicycle helmets results in a significant reduction in head injuries
among cyclists?

Science Skills
� Performing and Recording
� Analyzing and Interpreting
� Communication and Teamwork

Researching the Issue
Use the Internet to collect information related to the question and to alternative perspectives on this issue.

Analysis
1. Describe the overall trends in the data you collected.

Evaluation
2. Share your findings with others. How do their findings differ from yours? Are the arguments made to support these
views consistent with the information you researched? Did other students find additional information unknown to
you? How has your opinion of bicycle helmets changed since you started?

2.6 Summary
The designing and testing of helmets uses many of the key concepts from this unit: speed, force, momentum, impulse,
acceleration, and Newton’s laws of motion. Ideas from previous courses—such as work, potential energy, and kinetic
energy—also play a key role in the data analysis during the testing process.
Even though there is a wealth of technical information that supports the use of helmets in activities like cycling, some
people still choose not to use them. Legislation that makes the use of helmets mandatory for all cyclists remains controversial.
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2.6 Questions
Knowledge
1. Define the following terms.
a. work
b. kinetic energy
c. gravitational potential energy
Applying Concepts
2. During a collision, a force of 9.0 ¥ 106 N displaces a car bumper 0.080 m. Determine the work done on the bumper by
the force of the collision.
3. A 3000-kg truck is travelling 22 m/s. Calculate the kinetic energy of the truck.
4. A 2500-kg car is hoisted 1.80 m vertically by a hydraulic jack. Determine the gravitational potential energy of the car
at this position.
5. If 40.0 J of work is done lifting an object, how much gravitational potential energy will the object gain?
6. Explain how a bicycle helmet could save your life if you fell off your bicycle and hit your head on the curb.

Chapter 2 Summary
In this chapter you continued your study of the effect of forces on motion.
You first studied how the mass and velocity of an object in motion
combined to create a new property called “the quantity of
motion,” or momentum. You then studied how a
change in motion requires a force over a time
interval, called an impulse, and how this impulse
causes a change in momentum. This impulse-change
in momentum concept is the fundamental scientific
concept affecting the design of safety devices for sports and
transportation technologies. You analyzed three types of collisions
and verified and applied the law of conservation of momentum. Throughout
the chapter, these concepts were applied to technological applications in sports and
transportation safety devices.

Summarize Your Learning
In this chapter you learned a number of new terms, concepts,
equations, and techniques for problem solving. Now that you
have come to the end of Chapter 2, this is an appropriate time to
focus on the patterns within the things you have learned.
Since the pattern has to be in a form that is meaningful
to you, there are some options as to how you can create this
summary. Each of the following options is described on pages 552 and 553.
Option 1:
Draw a concept map
or a web diagram.

Option 2:
Create a point-form
summary.

Option 3:
Write a story using key
terms and concepts.

Option 4:
Create a
colourful poster.

Option 5:
Build a model.

Option 6:
Write a script for a skit
(a mock news report).

Chapter 2: Collisions
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Chapter 2 Review Questions
Knowledge
1. The following table summarizes the important quantities studied in this chapter. Copy and complete the table in your
notebook.
Name

Symbol

Most Common Unit

Formula

momentum
change in momentum
impulse
Newton’s third law
conservation of momentum
work
kinetic energy
gravitational potential energy

2. Identify two quantities that must be known to determine the momentum of an object.
3. Describe momentum in terms of motion.
4. Define impulse using words and equations.
5. During a collision, describe how a seat belt reduces injury to an occupant of a vehicle.
6. State Newton’s third law, and give an example of how it is used.
7. While floating in a pool, you throw a polo ball straight up in the air. Describe what will happen to you as a consequence
of throwing the ball upward. State the scientific law that explains your motion.
8. State the law of conservation of momentum using a sentence and using an equation.
9. List three types of collisions or interactions that can occur between two objects.
Applying Concepts
10. Prove that the units for impulse are the same as the units for change in momentum.
11. A skateboarder and a skateboard have a total mass of 66 kg and are initially gliding on a smooth concrete surface at a
velocity of 2.6 m/s[E]. They crash into a vertical foam barrier, coming to a stop in 0.12 s. Assuming that the skateboarder
and skateboard act as one combined mass throughout the interaction, calculate the following values.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

initial momentum
final momentum
change in momentum
impulse provided by the foam barrier on the skateboarder and the skateboard
force provided by the foam barrier on the combined mass
acceleration of the combined mass
initial kinetic energy of the combined mass
final kinetic energy of the combined mass
change in kinetic energy of the combined mass

12. Answer the following if the foam barrier in question 11 exerted a resisting force of 1.5 ¥ 103 N to stop the skateboarder
and the skateboard in 0.15 m.
a. Calculate the work done by the foam barrier in stopping the combined mass.
b. Describe the relationship between the work done by the foam barrier and the change in kinetic energy of the
skateboarder and the skateboard.
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a. Calculate the initial momentum of the car.
b. The compact car crashes into the rear of a 1500-kg truck travelling 10 km/h[N]. After the collision, the compact car
remains at rest. Calculate the final velocity of the truck.
c. Determine the change in momentum of the car.
d. If the time of impact during the collision was 0.15 s, calculate the force exerted by the truck in stopping the car.
e. The force of the truck on the car compressed the bumper of the car a displacement of 0.060 m. Calculate the work
done by the truck on the car.
f. Describe the energy changes in the car during the entire interaction.
14. If the compact car in question 13 hits and sticks to the truck, calculate the final velocity
of the combined masses.
15. A 500-g ball is thrown against a wall with a velocity of 6.00 m/s. If the ball
rebounds with a velocity of 5.00 m/s, calculate the
a. change in momentum of the ball
b. force provided by the wall on the ball if the time of impact was 0.22 s
16. Will a primary collision cause injury to a passenger? Explain your answer.
17. A 4.0-kg ball travelling 4.0 m/s[N] strikes another 2.0-kg ball travelling
1.0 m/s[N]. The two balls stick together after the collision and travel
3.0 m/s[N].
a. Show that momentum is conserved.
b. Show that kinetic energy is not conserved.
18. A 50-kg goalkeeper at rest catches a 0.700-kg soccer ball travelling
directly towards him at 12.0 m/s.
a. Describe why it is less painful to catch the ball by letting
your arms “give” while catching the ball rather than
catching the ball with “rigid” arms.
b. If the goalkeeper lets his arms “give,” the ball comes to
rest in 1.2 s. If his arms are rigid, the ball comes to rest
in 0.40 s. Calculate the force exerted by his arm on the
ball in both cases.
19. A 1500-kg car travelling 90 km/h[N] collides with a
1200-kg minivan travelling 40 km/h[S]. After the collision,
the two vehicles stick together.
a. Calculate the initial momentum of the car and the minivan.
b. Using the law of conservation of momentum, determine the total momentum of the two vehicles after the collision.
c. Calculate the final velocity of the two vehicles after the collision in metres per second.
20. A constant force is applied to a 15.0-kg mass, initially at rest,
over a specified time (as depicted in the force–time graph).

Force (N)

a. Determine the area under the line of the graph.
b. Identify the quantity determined by the area under the line.
c. Calculate the final speed of the mass at 5.00 s.

Force–Time
15.0

10.0

5.0

0

2.00

4.00

6.00

Time (s)
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13. A 900-kg compact car is travelling 60 km/h[N].
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Unit B Review Questions
1. This table summarizes the important quantities used in this unit. Copy and complete this table in your notebook.
Remember to leave enough room for your answers. The first entry has been done for you.
Quantity

Symbol

Scalar or Vector

Most Common Unit(s)

distance

Dd

scalar

m
km

time
average speed
position
displacement
average velocity
acceleration
net force
mass
momentum
impulse
kinetic energy

Conclusion
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2. In this unit you were introduced to a number of equations involving the variables listed in question 1. Copy the following
table into your notebook. Complete this table by matching at least one application to each of the key equations from this
unit. The first equation from this unit has been completed as an example.
Application
“This equation can be used to determine the . . .”

Equation

 Dd
v=
Dt


v f - vi

a=
Dt

(

• average velocity of a glacier’s retreat
• displacement of a vehicle on a highway during a driver’s reaction time
• time a vehicle takes to reach an object illuminated at the end of the headlights’ beam

)

 1  
Dd =
v + vf Dt
2 i

)

(

 
2
1
D d = vi D t + a (D t )
2


F net = ma


p = mv

 D p
F=
Dt


F 1 to 2 = - F 2 to 1


Âp

before

Ek =

=



Âp

after

1
mv 2
2

W = Fd
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Applying Concepts
Use the following information to answer questions 3 and 4.
Young children are protected while travelling in vehicles with specially designed car seats and booster seats. When
pregnant women are in the last stages of pregnancy, their unborn children are much harder to protect during a motor
vehicle collision.

Figure B.1: In a collision, it
is difficult to protect unborn
children of pregnant women in
their last stage of pregnancy.

It is estimated that each year there are three times as many fetuses in the second and third trimesters killed in
motor vehicle collisions than there are children under 4 years of age killed in motor vehicle collisions. Researchers are
investigating solutions to this problem by developing computer models geared to improve the designs of seat belts, air
bags, and steering wheels for pregnant women.

Figure B.2: Researchers are trying to improve the design of seat belts and related vehicle safety features for pregnant women.

3. Consider the photo of the pregnant woman driving the car. Suppose this car was moving and was then involved in a
collision and suddenly came to a stop.
a. Use Newton’s laws of motion to explain the motion of the driver in the fraction of a second immediately after impact.
b. List at least three technologies that would act to help reduce her injuries.
c. Use the idea of impulse to explain how a seat belt would reduce the severity of the injuries to the driver.
d. Explain why the design of the seat belt and the position of the steering wheel is particularly important if the driver is a
pregnant woman.
4. Suppose the driver has a mass of 58.5 kg and is travelling 65.5 km/h, east.
a. Calculate the momentum of the driver in kgim/s.
b. Determine the driver’s momentum after the collision.
c. Determine the impulse required to decelerate the driver from an initial velocity of 65.5 km/h, east, to rest.
d. Calculate the force required to stop the driver’s forward motion if she comes to a stop in 0.900 s.
e. Calculate the force required to stop the driver’s forward motion if she comes to a stop in only 0.090 s.
f. Refer to your answers to 4.d. and 4.e. to the images from the computer model in Figure B.2. Which image from this
model best matches the calculation in question 4.d.? Which image best matches the calculation in question 4.e.?
Explain the significance of your answer to occupants of vehicles during car crashes.

Conclusion
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The following diagram shows two vehicles approaching an intersection. At the instant shown, the truck is travelling
60.0 km/h, east, and the car is travelling 72.0 km/h, east. At this moment, both vehicles are 60.0 m from the intersection
when the traffic light turns yellow.

+

West

–
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Use the following information to answer questions 5 to 8.

East

60 km/h

72 km/h

yellow light

60 m

5. Suppose the driver of each vehicle has a reaction time of 1.50 s.
a. Determine the displacement of each vehicle while the driver is reacting to the yellow light.
b. State the proper name for the magnitude of each value you calculated in question 5.a.
6. At the end of the 1.50-s time interval, each driver begins to brake.
a. Use the standard deceleration value of 5.85 m/s2 to determine the additional time required for each vehicle to stop. Use
the time values to determine the distance travelled by each vehicle while braking.
b. State the proper name for the values that you calculated in question 6.a.
7. The total distance travelled by each vehicle can be found by adding the distance travelled by the vehicle while the driver
was reacting to the distance travelled by the vehicle while the driver was braking.
a. Determine the stopping distance for each vehicle.
b. Each vehicle began the process of coming to a stop at a displacement of 60.0 m, west of the intersection. Use a scale
diagram to determine the final position of each vehicle relative to the intersection. On your scale diagram, let the start
of the intersection be considered the reference position (zero point) and let the initial position of the vehicles have a
value of - 60.0 m.
8. For this intersection, the light remained yellow for 2.8 s. Suppose the driver of the car decided not to stop for the yellow
light, but instead decided to continue through the intersection while the light was yellow.
a. Determine the displacement of the car during the 2.8-s time interval of the yellow light if the driver maintained the
velocity of 72 km/h.
b. Use a scale diagram to determine the final position of the car relative to the intersection. On your diagram, let the start
of the intersection be considered the reference position (zero point) and let the initial position of the car to be - 60.0 m.
c. Should the driver of the car maintain the car’s velocity, or should the driver brake? Evalulate the options for dealing
with the yellow light for the driver of the car. If neither option is satisfactory, identify the possible causes of this
driver’s dilemma.
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A student collected the following data from a skateboard moving on two different ramps: Ramp A and Ramp B.
RAMP A

Time (s)

Position
(cm)

0

Average
Velocity
(cm/s)

RAMP B
Midpoint
Time
(s)

Time (s)

Position
(cm)

0.0

0

0.0

0.50

7.6

0.50

39.2

1.00

19.4

1.00

73.6

1.50

35.2

1.50

104.0

2.00

54.2

2.00

129.8

2.50

76.6

2.50

151.0

3.00

102.4

3.00

168.4

Average
Velocity
(cm/s)

Midpoint
Time
(s)

9. Copy these tables into your notebook or into a spreadsheet. If using a spreadsheet, insert an extra line for the interval
values. Complete the tables by calculating the average velocity and average time values for each of the half-second time
intervals.
10. Create a position–time graph for Ramps A and B.
11. Describe the motion of the skateboard on Ramp A.
12. Describe the motion of the skateboard during Ramp B. Refer to the graphs to support your answer.
13. Create a velocity–time graph for Ramp A.
14. Create a velocity–time graph for Ramp B.
15. Use the velocity–time graphs to determine the acceleration of the skateboard for both Ramp A and Ramp B.
16. Sketch a diagram of the apparatus to show how you think the data was collected from the two ramps in this experiment.
Be sure to include an indication of which ramp was steeper.

Conclusion
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Use the following information to answer questions 9 to 16.

A 1200-kg truck is travelling 70.0 km/h[E]. The truck is 20.0 m behind a 900-kg car travelling at the same velocity
in the same direction. The driver of the car spots an obstacle on the road and immediately applies the brakes to slow
down. The driver of the truck sees the brake lights of the car and slams on the brakes. However, the reaction time of
the driver in the pickup truck is 2.00 s.
W

E

-

+
20.0 m

A graph displaying the position of each vehicle as a function of time is shown.
Position—Time Graph
for Truck and Car
50

40

Position (cm)
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17. Use the following information to answer questions 17.a. to 17.c.

Car
30

Truck

20

10

0

0.50

1.00

1.50

Time (s)

a. Identify the type of motion depicted by the graph for the truck.
b. Identify the type of motion depicted by the graph for the car.
c. Describe the event that occurs at 2.00 s.
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2.00

2.50

a.
b.
c.
d.

Use the law of conservation of momentum to determine the velocity of the two vehicles after the collision.
Calculate the change in momentum of the truck.
Determine the impulse on the truck.
If the time of impact was 1.30 s, calculate the force on the truck.

19. Suppose the truck, with a mass of 1200-kg and velocity of 19.4 m/s[E], rear-ends the 900-kg car. At the moment of
impact, the car had decelerated to a velocity of 7.20 m/s[E]. After an impact time of 1.30 s, the truck slows to
12.0 m/s[E] while the car is propelled forward by the collision.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Using the law of conservation of momentum, calculate the final velocity of the car.
Determine the change in momentum of the truck.
Determine the change in momentum of the car.
Are the magnitudes of the change in momentums the same for both vehicles? State the law that justifies your answer.
Calculate the impulse of the truck on the car.
Calculate the impulse of the car on the truck.
Are the impulses on both vehicles the same?
Determine the force of the truck on the car.
Determine the force of the car on the truck.
Are the forces on each vehicle the same? State the law that justifies your answer.
If the force compresses the rear of the car by 0.300 m, how much work was done?
How much energy is required to do this work?

From the Science 20 Textbook CD, view the video “Career Profile: Accident Reconstruction.” Use the information
provided to answer questions 20 and 21.
20. Do forensic engineers determine who was at fault in a collision?
21. Complete the following chart.
COLLISION RECONSTRUCTION
Data Collected by Forensic
Engineer at Scene of Collision

Science Terms and
Concepts Used in Analyzing Data

Information About
Collision Derived from Data

length of skid marks left on roadway
amount of crumpling or deformation of
metal parts
rest positions of the vehicles at the
scene of a collision

Conclusion
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18. Collisions are often the consequence of one vehicle following another vehicle too closely. This is commonly referred
to as “tail gating.” A truck, with a mass of 1200 kg and a velocity of 19.4 m/s[E], rear-ends a 900-kg car travelling
7.20 m/s[E]. After the impact, the two vehicles stick together.

